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Accident County Needs Soaking Life
Farmers starting to see need for rain House
claims
raising
local man
funds
-

Staff Report
ALMO, Ky. — A Calloway County man died in a
fiery crash Wednesday afternoon after apparently losing control of his vehicle on Pleasant Hill Road.
According to a report from the Kentucky State
Police, James L. Noles, 60, of Ky. 121 North, was eastbound on the roadway around 1:17 p.m. when, for an
unknown reason, his 1997 Chevrolet Cavalier left the
northside of the road. It traveled approximately 67 feet
and then struck a tree.
Noles was trapped inside the vehicle when it caught
fire from the impact with the tree. KSP Trooper Mark
Sallin and Calloway County Sheriff's Deputy Richard
Steen attempted to extinguish the flames and extricate
Notes, but were unsuccessful.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue and Murray Fire
Department arrived to fight the blaze.
Noles was pronounced dead at the scene at 2:15 p.m.
by Calloway County Coroner Mike Garland.
Garland said this morning that the cause and manner
of Noles' death are under investigation. An autopsy is
scheduled this morning at the West Kentucky Medical
Examiner's office in Madisonville.
The cause of the accident remains under investigation by Kentucky State Police. Murray-Calloway
County EMS assisted other emergency responders at
the scene.
An accomplished musician. Noles was a newspaper
delivery carrier for the Murray Ledger & Times for five
years. Richard Lanham, Noles' supervisor, said this
morning that Noles was a dedicated carrier.
"He was a good carrier." Lanham said. "Everybody
liked him, I know that."
"He was a good man, very thoughtful and so nice,"
echoed Ledger Publisher Alice Rouse. "It's such a
shock. At the paper, we're all so close. When you lose
someone you're close to, it just tears you up."
Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements; however details are unavailable.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Life House Care Center is
sponsoring efforts this summer
to encourage prayer and financial support for mothers with
newborn children assisted
through the center's servic, as
well as plans for a fourth annual night-golf tournament to
raise operating
funds.
Life House
Director
Carmeleta
Norvell said
Tuesday that
the
center
on
began
Mother's Day
distributing
thousands of
Norvell
baby
bottles
that will be used to encourage
A
spiritual and financial support
for children.
"We have about 4,000 baby
bottles out to over 50 churches," Norvell said. "We have
people in each church that will
kind of oversee this and they
just lay them out at the church
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times where people can pick them
Calloway County farmerBAlI Mohundro plows a small field beside his Ky. 94 East home Wednesday after- up."
noon in preparation to plant crops. Mohundro and other farmers across the county say they need rain Each bottle is labeled with
the name of a child that has
and lots of it - soon to water their crops and allow more planting.
been assisted by Life House's
this year but I'm not finished yet," he said while spreadBy TOM BERRY
ministry.
ing seed in a small field beside his home on Ky. 94 East.
Staff Writer
"We ask that they pray for
"I could really use some rain," he added.
Eighty-year-old Bill Mohundro says he hasn't been a
that child between Mother's
However the skies have been dry for the past severfanner all of his life because he isn't gone yet.
Day and Father's Day," Norvell
But he is a knowledgeable farmer, having been at it al weeks with very little precipitation accumulating so
said. "They can also fill it up
for more than 50 years. He doesn't need a lot of help far this season despite a sprinkling over some parts of
with their loose change or cash
getting his crops in the ground, getting things to grow the county in the past 24 hours: certainly not enough to
or
whatever they want to put in
significant
influence
on
crops.
have
a
and then reaping what he sowed.
there and get them back to us."
Airport Road fanner Danny Cunningham said his
However he could use some help right now from the
Norvell said those that paronly ones that can help him — God or the weather man. crops are beginning to show signs of water depletion
ticipate are asked to bring the
That's because Mohundro, like other farmers across the and has joined other farmers in putting plans to do any
bottles back to the sponsoring
county, are hoping for rain — lots of rain — and soon. more planting on hold.
"I've planted some watermelons and cantaloupes
some sweet potatoes and tomatoes and two rows of corn •See Page 2A
•See Page 2A
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Murray, west
region to get
new area code Dream of dancing in
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The Kentucky Public
Service Commission(PSC) has decided to accommodate the rising demand for new telephone numbers in
western Kentucky by splitting area code 270, with the
eastern portion retaining the current area code.
In an order issued today. the PSC said that the
western portion of area code 270, which includes the
cities of Henderson, Hopkinsville. Madisonville,
Murray and Paducah. will be assigned a new area
code. Cities remaining in area code 270 include
Bowling Green, Columbia, Glasgow, Elizabethtown
and Owensboro.
The decision on where to retain area code 270 was
made "on the basis of greatest population density and
areas of fastest growth," the PSC said.
Mandatory use of the new area code will take
effect on Oct. 1, 2008. A transition period during
which either the new area code or area code 270 may
be used in the affected area will begin by April 1,
2008.
The new area code number will be determined by
the North Amencan Numbering Plan Administrator
(NANPA), which is responsible for allocating phone
numbers to telecommunication providers.
Before reaching its decision, the PSC actively
sought public input. Public meetings were held last
October and November in Hopkinsville, Paducah.
Henderson, Bowling Green. Elizabethtown and
Owensboro. the six most populous cities in area code
270.
"Most of the comments we received, and there
were relatively few, were in favor of splitting the area
code." PSC Chairman Mark David Goss said. "That

III See Page 3A
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New York City now
a reality for Balzer
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
The spirit of Karen Balzer was
more than willing. The toes? They
took some coaxing.
But despite not having donned a
pair of pointe shoes in six years,
she's embodying the performance
mantra of "The show must go on."
The artisitc director of Murray's
Jackson Purchase Dance Company,
Balzer is joining the troupe of 12
local dancers who will head to New
York City to perform parts of a ballet "Sleeping Beauty" for a benefit
fundraiser for children with AIDS.
The performance, a benefit for
Dancers Respond to AIDS and
Braodway Cares, will be June 8 at
the Lark Theatre there. Money
raised will go to fund youth art
projects.
It's tough for Balzer to pick
which aspect of this endeavor is
most difficult: the process of putting "Sleeping Beauty" on the local
stage, preparing for the NYC trip,

or preparing herself to play the role
of the title character's mother.
"I had one more hat to wear,"
she recalled during a recent
rehearsal at Murray's First Baptist
Church's fellowship hall. "I was
coordinating the girls' travel plans,
doing choreography, gettng back
into shape. and learnign a role."
All of which makes for an interesting practice session when Balzer
serves as both director and active
participant.
"I've got to concentrate on my
part, but I have to keep looking at
everyone else," she said.
The entire process has offered a
unique challenge. Balzer initially
received a grant from the Kentucky
Foundation for Women to choreograph "Sleeping Beauty." For that,
she had to whittle four hours of ballet down to 45 minutes.
"We used primary segments of

•See Page 2A
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ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
Jackson Purchase Dance Company Artistic Director Karen Balzer,
left, rehearses with Leandra Hale.
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N.C. company selling t-shirts SUMMER SHOWER
Special to the Ledger
After further research into a
possible Freedom Fest warn, the
Murray Tourism Commission
company
discovered
the
attempting to sell unofficial
Freedom Fest T-shirts was an
advertising company based out
of North Carolina.

The company, Logo Nation,
is a national advertising company that operates through the use
of local representatives.
Logo Nation is a member of
the Better Business Bureau.
In a press release, the Murray
Tourism Commission again
stressed that the company is not

affiliated with Freedom Fest
which receives none of the profits from the sale of these t-shins.
People with questions related
to these t-shirts or anything else
related to Freedom Fest can contact the Murray Tourism
Commission at 759-2199.

Northup reference off Web site
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API -A political blogger who once
worked for Gov. Ernie Fletcher
said he removed a derogatory
reference to former U.S. Rep.
Anne Northup from his blog
after Fletcher's campaign manager asked him to do so.
Brett Hall. who runs the
kypolitics.org Web site and is a
former spokesman for Fletcher,
said he posted a July 2002 telephone message from Jack
Conway, a lawyer in then-Gov.
Paul Patton's administration
who was challenging Northup at
the time, to Crit Luallen, who
was Patton's cabinet secretary
then.
In the item posted on his blog
Tuesday, Hall said Conway
called Luallen to ask if she
would play the role of Northup
while he practiced for a debate
against her.
In the message. Conway
allegedly used a derogatory term
to refer to Northup. Conway
said through a spokesman that
he didn't recall using the term. A
spokesman for Luallen did not
return a call seeking comment.
Fletcher and Northup are
Republicans, while Conway and
Luallen are Democrats. Hall
supports Fletcher, who is running for re-election and defeated
Northup in this month's pnmary

election.
Fletcher
campaign manager
Marty
Ryall
asked
Hall to take
down the post,
Hall told The
Courier Journal.
He
said
he
removed
the
Northup
reference "for
the sake of party unity."
Ryall learned from a reporter
that the Northup camp was
upset,
the
newspaper
reported. Ryall
said the campaign had nothing to do with
the item being
placed on the
blog, but he
asked Hall to
remove the refConway
erence in an
effort to preserve peace in the
party.
"We don't want to cause any
problems at all," Ryall said.
"We're a unified party moving
forward."
Northup adviser Ted Jackson
responded angrily to the post,
saying Fletcher should demand
that Hall remove it.

"This should never have even
posted on Brett Hall's and Ernie
Fletcher's Web site," Jackson
told the newspaper."Day in, day
out, Brett Hall has been dogging
her and attacking her.
He
needs to stop."
Hall said he learned of a •
database of phone messages
while working for Fletcher in
2005 and 2006, and he obtained
a copy of it through an open
records request. He said he has
about 19,000 phone messages
between Conway and Luallen
and plans to publish ones that he
thinks reflect badly on them.
Conway is running for attorney general, and Luallen is
seeking re-election as state auditor.
Jackson said Hall, not
Conway, is the one to blame.
"I'm not going to defend
Jack, but he was in the middle of
a political campaign," Jackson
GREG TRAVIStediger & Times
said. -This comes down to Brett Approximately 40 young people at Murray's
First United Methodist Church gathered
Hall doing it. He chose to post
Wednesday for a "Summer Kickoff' day of outdoor activities. The participants, from preschool
this one out of 19,000 phone
to fifth grade, played games, had lunch and attended a devotional. Pictured above, 9-yearmessages. ... It's disrespectful
old Preston Ross holds 2-year-old brother Conlin Meadows as the two get sprayed with water
and it's wrong."
in one of the outdoor inflatables.

II Dancing dream ...
From Front
the story and reworked the roles
of men to be played by women,"
she explained.
Then came the invitation to
perform in New York. Since
some prior committment wouldn't allow for the entire JPDC
company to go, additional roles
had to he juggled, which left the
Queen part vacant and got

Balzer's mind — and feet —
going.
"I haven't performed in six
years," she said. "I had to toughen my feet up. I was lucky my
body strength and flexability
were still there. But it was difficult to train my body and mind
combined.
"I'd listen to music and dance
wherever I could dance."
But the return to the ballet
has brought a flood of memories

back to Balzer, who has guided
JPDC since 1991.
A native of New York State,
she strted dancing at age 4 and
studied in a small studio in
Buffalo. She performed in a
regional company in western
New York, studied in New York
City, and eventually obtained
her master's degree at Texas
Christian University and performed with the Fort Worth
(Texas) Ballet.

Through all these experiences, Balzer said she just had
an interest to teach dance. But
the lure of the bright lights of
Broadway always twinkled in
her heart.
"I'm 53 and I'm fulfilling a
childhood dream," she said.
"I've taken classes in New York
City but I've never performed in
New York City. So dreams can
happen."

•County needs ...
From Front

Ledger file

Life House Care Center Director Carmeleta Norvell holds one
of the glow-in-the-dark golf balls used for its annual "NightNight Baby Golf' fundraiser

Life House ...
From Front
church by Father's Day where
they will be collected.
Meanwhile, Norvell said the
center's night-time golf tournament, aided by Heritage Bank
and Parker Ford. has been
scheduled for June IS. The
effort is one of the fundraising
events sponsored each year to
raise operating costs.
-It's called 'Night-Night
Baby Golf.- she said. -This is
our fourth year to do the night
golf and it will be at the Oaks
('ountry Club."
A fee of SM.)-- $50 per person — will he sought for each
tour-person team that participates Proceeds will be used to
pays for the tournament, provide
door prtres, cover the cost of
special steak dinner and assist
the charity with its activities.

-There will he a steak supper
and we'll have lots of door
prizes and lots of free giveaways," Norvell said. -The rest
goes to keep us going. It's a
pretty good deal. Nobody really
loses."
Glow-in-the-dark halls will
be made available for all panicipants as well as Tiki-torch
lighting at the tee boxes. Cups
will he lined with glow -in-thedark rings.
"Each team can bring a flashlight to get from Point A to Point
B." Norvell said.
Registration is required
Forms can be picked up at Life
House Care ('enter office on
Poplar Street, the Oaks C'ountry
Club or Ilentage Bank On-site
registration will begin at 6 pm
with supper scheduled for 6:30.
Tee time will begin ii x r m

"We need some water pretty quick," Cunningham said. "Some
have quit planting beans until it rains and the corn is twisting.
Maybe it will rain this week."
Dan Spaeth, a meteorologist with the National Weather Service
in Paducah, said Wednesday that farmers may see enough rain to
water their crops by late in the weekend or early next week, but the
chances of any significant rainfall in the next few day is slim.
"We're in a kind of 'heart-of-summer' pattern and it just doesn't
want to budge much,- he said. "Our computer model keeps wanting
to break it down and try and bring a front through here, but what it
calls a front at this point is not that significant."
Statewide precipitation shortfalls range from 6-to-9 inches in the
south to 2-to-4 inches in the west, said Tom Pnddy, a University of
Kentucky extension agricultural meteorologist, in an Associated
Press report.
The bluegrass and southeastern regions are in a moderate
drought, while the rest of the stke is in a mild drought. Pnddy said
Wednesday.
The lack of rain has curtailed hay production and prompted water
conservation measures in some areas. The dry spell follows a freeze
in early April that inflicted at least $70 million in crop losses
statewide, hitting winter wheat, peach and apple crops the hardest.
Spaeth said he was doubtful that the slight chance of storms predicted through end of the week would produce enough precipitation
to affect crops.
-The best thing we can hope for is perhaps by late in the weekend or early next week," he said. -There will be a slightly-enhanced
chance and a little bit more thunderstorm coverage in your area."
Todd Powell. Calloway's extension agent for agriculture, said all
the county's farm operations — large and small — are thirsty for
water.
"Across the board we're all in the same situation. Everything
needs water." Powell said. "Horticulture plants. farm crops ... everything right now needs water."
Meanwhile farmers are doing what they can. Squire-Holland
Road farmer Donnie Overbey said his crops are holding well -- for
now -- but he may have to delay planting if there are no cloudbursts
coming soon.
"We're needing some rain, but they're holding pretty good." he
said. "The corn is twisting a little bit, but it's making the roots go in
the ground so it's not hurting too bad yet. It will if we don't get some
rain soon."
Overbey says he plans to continue planting beans and hoping the
rain will come.
"A lot of people have quit until they get some moisture and we
may have to." he said. "Fm planting where I think I've still got
some moisture."
Almo farmer Gary Evans said his tobacco and other crops could
use a good drenching. "I need some rain for what has already been
set as well as getting some moisture in the ground to continue setting,- he said.

INSURANC
(Available Anywhere in City or County)

TOM BERRY tedger & Times

Calloway County corn crops, such as these belonging to
farmer Danny Cunningham, are beginning to "twist" from lack
of rain during the past several weeks. Although the area got a
sprinkling of rain yesterday and overnight, a significant
amount of rainfall is not expected until early next week.
According to the NWS Web site this morning, isolated showers
and thunderstorms could develop over western Kentucky. southern
Indiana, and extreme southern Illinois today with a 50 percent
chance of precipitation. The best chance will be from Mayfield and
Murray north to Harrisburg. III., producing one-tenth to one-quar
ter inch of accumulation, according to the report.
Kentucky's long-term forecast from June through August calls
for normal temperatures and precipitation. Those months are typically drier, which could make it difficult to make up the rainfall ,
deficit that worsened in May.
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Hardin teen injured in wreck
Staff Report
A Hardin teenager was
rushed to the emergency room at
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital Wednesday following a
one-vehicle crash on Radio
Road.
Stefanie Morton, 16, was
northbound on the highway
around 8:50 p.m. when she

swerved to avoid a deer in the
roadway. Her 2001 Mitsubishi
left the right side of the road,
traveled down an embankment
and through a field before striking a row of trees, according to a
report from Kentucky State
Police.
Morton was taken to MCCH
by Calloway County EMS
where she was admitted and

remained in stable condition this
morning, according to hospital
officials.
She was wearing a seat belt,
according to police.
Calloway
The
County
Sheriff's Department, Murray
Fire Department and Calloway
County Fire-Rescue assisted at
the scene.

Fort Campbell helps family
who lost 2 children in fire
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FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. month-old girl.
(AP) — Family members and
The names of the rest of the
friends were by the side of a Fort Smallwood family weren't
Campbell soldier who was released. The military typically
injured in an early morning doesn't identify injured soldiers
house fire that killed two of his or family members, even if they
children, a Red Cross official are injured or killed on base,
said.
said base spokeswoman Kelly
A 3-year-old girl and a 9- Ann Tyler.
year-old boy died after a fire
Extended family members
spread through their three-bed- are staying with Smallwood's
room home in base housing wife in Nashville and with him
early Tuesday.
at the base hospital.
Their mother was injured and
"We are assisting the family
listed in stable condition with foods, clothing, and also
at
Wednesday
Vanderbilt assisting with funeral expenses,"
University Medical Center in Brown said. "We are also findNashville, about 50 miles south- ing lodging for family members
east of Fort Campbell.
who are coming into the area."
The father, identified as
Six families lived in the same
Wayne Smallwood by soldiers two-story housing unit where
who have set up an account to the fire broke out. The other
accept donations for the family, families were temporarily relois being treated at Blanchfield cated.
Army Community Hospital on
The home was in Lee Village,
the base. He is a specialist with a housing development that
the 3rd Brigade Combat Team, dates to the 1940s and is in the
process of being torn down and
101st Airborne Division.
"I know that they were keep- replaced with new buildings.
The cause of the fire is still
ing his friends close to him
throughout the night," said under investigation, but Tyler
Glenda Brown, a volunteer for said the fire was restricted to the
the Red Cross chapter in nearby interior of the unit.
-There is a standard that the
Clarksville, which is helping the
Department of Defense adheres
family.
The only family member not to when we respond to any fires
injured in the blaze was an 18- on the base and there will be an

investigation, but I don't expect
it to be a long, drawn-out investigation," Tyler said.
About 10,000 family members live in housing on base,
according to the most recent
Fort Campbell fiscal report.
Every housing unit on the
base has smoke detectors
installed, but it was unclear
whether the one in the
Smallwood home was working,
Tyler said.
Fort '
the
said
Brown
Campbell community and the
family's church has responded
to the needs of the families
affected by the fire and is gathering donations and supplies.
"The families are really good
to rally around and give support
to each other," Brown said. "1
know that the family whose children were killed that they have a ;
good church family and they are
getting support through the
church."
Other soldiers from the
father's unit, Alpha Company
626BSB, have established the
Smallwood Family Fund at the
Bank of America in Clarksville
to accept charitable donations,
company clerk Erika Hardy said
Wednesday.

I

Truck nabbed carrying 1,400 pounds of pot
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
Vehicle Enforcement officers found 1,400 pounds
of marijuana on a tractor-trailer during a random
safety inspection.
The marijuana had a street value of just over
$2.8 million dollars and was the agency's largest
drug seizure, Kentucky Vehicle Enforcement
Commissioner Greg Howard said Wednesday in a

statement.
The truck was stopped Sunday night on
Interstate 65 near Bowling Green, the statement
said.
Kermit Garriques, 48, and Uniel Bell, 42, were
arrested and charged with marijuana trafficking
and possession of narcotics.

Photo provided
The Officers for 2007 are shown with their supervisors, back row, from left, Calloway County .
Sheriff Bill Marcum with Deputy Roger Dawson, Murray Police Chief Ken Claud with Officer
Tracy Guge, KSP Lt. Brent White with Trooper Donald Bowman, front from left, MSU Sgt. Dale
Mason, Chief David Devoss and Sgt. Bobby Holmes.

Lions recognize peace officers
On May 8, the Murray Lions Club conducted
its annual Peace Officer of the Year Awards banquet. The program was initiated by the Murray
Lions Club for the purpose of recognizing peace
officers from the four law enforcement agencies
that serve Calloway County.
They are nominated by their respective agen-

cies for their efforts in serving that goes beyond
what is routinely required by their Departments.
The 2007 officers include Calloway County
Sheriff Deputy Roger Dawson, Murray Police
Officer Tracy Guge, Kentucky State Police
Trooper Donald Bowman, Murray State Police Sgt. Dale Mason and Sgt. Bobby Holmes.

Former presidents to attend Graham Library dedication
CHARLOTTE, N.C.(AP)—
Evangelist Billy Graham ended
his crusades two years ago. But
a new $27 million museum will
carry on his work after the frail
88-year-old is gone.
former
Thursday,
On
Presidents Carter, Clinton and
George H.W. Bush were expected to be among 1,500 wellwishers at the private dedication
of the Billy Graham Library in
Charlotte.
The 40,000-square-foot complex, built near the Billy
Evangelistic
Graham
Association, traces the preacher's rise from farm boy to the
most widely heard minister of
all time. Over his long career he
preached the Gospel in person
to more than 210 million people.
"Even after my father is in
heaven, whenever that day will
be, it will be an opportunity to
extend his ministry for several

generations," said the Rev.
Billy
Graham,
Franklin
Graham's son and successor,
who serves as chief executive of
the evangelistic association.
Billy Graham suffers from
fluid on the brain, prostate cancer and Parkinson's disease, and
is largely confined to his home
in Montreat. His wife Ruth, 86,
has degenerative osteoarthritis
of the back and neck and is
bedridden at their home.
Franklin Graham said his
father is strong enough to
appear at the dedication, but
"he's preoccupied right now
with my mother. She is very
weak."
"She's aware of what's happening. Her mind is sharp,"
Franklin Graham told The
Associated Press. "But we're
just concerned that she won't be
around with us much longer."
Billy Graham. who has met

every president since Harry S. .
Tiuman, initially opposed plans
for the presidential-style library, .
his son said. But he agreed when,,
Franklin Graham explained that,,
it was not meant as a monument
to him.
"We presented it to him that .
this is a ministry," Franklin,
Graham said. "It's about the.,
message you preached and what..
you dedicated your life to."
The museum, which is set to
open Tuesday, will be free to the,
public.
The dairy farm where Billy
Graham grew up is just a few
miles from the site of the library
and the building design reflects
his roots. The entrance looks like a barn and has a 40-foot *-7
glass cross for a front door. Hay
bales and a 1936 farm truck decorate the lobby, along with an:
animatronic cow named Bessie that talks about Billy Graham.

•Area code ...
covers the western half of
Kentucky, was created from a
has been the practice in the past portion of area code 502 in April
859 was
in Kentucky and we felt it was 1999 and area code
appropriate in this case as well." carved out of area code 606 a
The other option the PSC year later.
But the practice of splitting
considered was to "overlay" a
codes may become less feaarea
code
area
the
on
code
area
new
in the future due to complisible
270 territory. An overlaid area
geocode would require 10-digit cations introduced as the
ever
become
areas
graphic
dialing for local calls, but no
said.
PSC
changes to existing phone num- smaller. the
creating
of
option
the
Therefore,
bers.
a more
In deciding where to draw overlays "may become
the PSC
the line splitting area code 270, attractive solution,"
the NC considered local calling said.
The NC said it "understands
areas, telephone company servdifficulties, inconvenience
the
ice boundaries and other techniexpense associated with
cal issues, as well as public and
an area code and will
changing
selected
input. The boundary
effort to ensure that
every
make
was preferred by both the
The
telecommunications industry the transition is efficient."
telecommuniall
ordered
PSC
and members of the public who
cations providers in the area to
commented on the issue.
submit, within 60 days, their
in
NANPA notified the PSC
educating their cusAugust 2006 that area code 270 plans for
the split and the
about
tomers
availof
out
run
to
was likely
changes.
dialing
consequent
able phone numbers later this
Although an area code can,
year. NANPA subsequently
include as many as 10
revised the exhaustion date to in theory.
million potential phone numthe fourth quarter of 2008.
actually are far fewer
The need for new numbers is bers, there
available for use.
numbers
being driven by rapid growth in
of
proliferation
the
and
area
the
cellular phones and other wireless devices that each require a
new phone number.
In an effort to further extend
the life of area code 270, the
NC last year asked the Federal
Communications Commission
(FCC) to institute a procedure
that would have required
telecommunication providers to
make available thousands of
unused numbers held by them.
The FCC has not yet acted on
the NC's request.
Because the process of establishing a new area code takes
between 15 and 18 months, the
PSC had to act now if the new
area code was to be fully functional by the fourth quarter of
next year.
In today's order, the PSC
noted that new area codes in
Kentucky have always been created by splitting existing area
codes. Area code 270. which
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Certain sequences of numbers
are not used.
Remaining numbers are allocated to telecommunication
companies in groups of 10,000
known as NXX codes,or groups
of 1,000 known as NXX-X
blocks. A company may not use
all of the numbers in a code or
block.
Area code number exhaustion occurs when there are no
number blocks remaining to be
assigned.
Documents in the area code
270 case can be found on the
PSC Web site, which is
psc.ky.gov. The case number is
2006-00357.
The NC is an independent
agency attached for administrative purposes to the Department
of Public Protection in the
Environmental and Public
Protection Cabinet. It regulates
more than 1,500 gas, water,
sewer, electric and telecommunication utilities operating in the
Commonwealth of Kentucky
and has approximately 110
employees.
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See and feel the difference. As an Aveda Concept Salon,
each client will experience fresh style and soothing personal
touches — from a moment of stress relief for head and
shoulders to a shaving consultation or makeup touch-up. Free
with your shampoo, cut and style Join in our journey of
style — book your appointment today.
Stop by Saturday, June 2, for our Grand Re-Opening!
We look forward to seeing you!

l'IMNTIAL DAY
Mon.-Thurs. 9-8, Fri. 9-5, Sat, 8-2
1307 Johnson Blvd. • Murray • 270-767-0760
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IN OTHER WORDS
The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE PRESIDENTIAL
CANDIDATES' HEALTH CARE PLANS

Dealing with
immigration
We admit, along with many others, that the
proposed immigration bill isn't perfect, but it is
an important step in the right direction in
securing our southern border and at the same
time addressing the issue of what to do with
those already here.
For this reason we conditionally support this
delicately crafted bill, which attempts to balance
many different objectives.
In 1986, between 3 million and 5 million illegal immigrants were granted amnesty with the
promise that the borders would be secured.
Twenty-one years later, our borders are still
porous.
There are an estimated 12 million illegal
immigrants living and working in the United
States. Many argue that they come to our country to work jobs that no one else wants and
others argue that they put a tremendous strain
on our economy.
The prospect of putting illegals on a path to
citizenship is disturbing to many, but it may be
the best way to have a comprehensive solution
because as U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Kentucky, and other responsible leaders point out, it
isn't realistic to believe we can round up that
many people and ship them back to their home
countries. ...
This is the last best chance for the federal
government to secure our borders and deal with
the larger problem.
The American people have spoken loud and
clear, in part thanks to the Minutemen who
spotlighted the problem, and they have said
that they are tired of our southern border not
being secured.
Is this bill perfect? No, it isn't but it may be
our best shot to address the problem given the
differences of opinion in our country and Congress.
— the Daily News
Bowling Green, Ky.
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U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Raybum House Office Bldg.
www.house goy/whitfield

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington. D.C. 20510
www jim bunning@bunning.senate.goy
1-202-224-4343

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

Washington. D.C. 20510
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SICKER

It Takes a Socialist Village
Senator and Democratic
presidential candidate Hillary
Clinton has unveiled her economic vision. Should she be
given the power to implement it, we can say goodbye
to the prosperity and opportunity we
have
enjoyed
since the
Reagan
years.
In a
speech at
Manchester
School of
Technology
Cal's
in New
Thoughts Hampshire.
By Cal Thomas Clinton
Syndicated
said it's
Columnist
time to
replace
President Bush's "ownership
society," which she called an
'on your own' society. with
one based on shared responsibility and prosperity.
Clinton said she prefers a
'we're all in it together"
society: "I believe our government can once again work
for all Americans. It can
promote the great American
tradition of opportunity for
all and special privileges for
none.'
Doesn't such a society
already exist elsewhere? It's
called socialism, where government has sought to make
all things economically equal
and the only equality is that
all are equally poor. Wasn't
defeating such a society precisely why we fought and
won the Cold War? Why
does Senator Clinton wish to
embrace the pnnciples of the

losing side?
Clinton has merely updated the old and discredited
(except among socialist dictators) Karl Marx saying:
"From each according to his
ability, to each according to
his need."
Clinton's remarks came
before students at a school
whose purpose is to train
high school kids for careers
in the construction, automotive, graphic arts and other
industries. She told them,
•We have sent a message to
our young people that if you
don't go to college . . . that
you're thought less of in
America. We have to stop
this."
Her assertion is bunk, but
it is the typical class warfare
bunk that comes from rich
white liberals who want to
take money from one group
of people and give to others
who didn't earn it in hopes
they will become loyal
Democratic voters.
This is not the philosophy
that made America what it
is. This is not a land of
equal outcome, but of equal
opportunity commensurate
with one's talents, interests
and drive.
In his "The Wealth of
Nations," Adam Smith wrote:
"It is the highest impertinence and presumption,
therefore, in kings and ministers, to pretend to watch
over the economy of private
people, and to restrain their
expense. . . . (Kings and
ministers) are themselves
always, and without any
exception, the greatest spend-

Sen. Hillary Clinton
thrifts in the society. Let
them look well after their
own expense, and they may
safely trust private people
with theirs. If their own
extravagance does not ruin
the state, that of their subjects never will."
I am not robbed by people who have more money
than me. I am robbed by a
government that wants to
penalize my industry and
give increasing portions of
what I earn to people who
do not emulate my principles, morals and ethics.
What have we come to?
We once taught our young
people the virtues of hard
work, saving, personal
responsibility and accountability for one's actions,
chastity before and fidelity
and commitment in marriage,
honesty, integrity and virtue
- not to mention the Ten

Commandments (especially
the one about not coveting
that which belongs to your
neighbor). We now teach
them entitlement, victimhood,
class envy and rights to
other people's money. When
one robs a bank, it's a
crime. When government
takes our money, it's called a
tax. Same result.
There is something else
about Clinton's speech that
offends. She suggested that
students at a technical high
school are inferior to those
of higher social rank. This,
too, is typical white liberal
bunk. Has it occurred to her
that many students prefer
technical careers - and some
make an excellent living at
them - to the jobs held by
the elites and that some of
those jobs (like politician) fit
them for nothing of value
and turn them into professional snobs?
Senator Clinton should
consider the wisdom of a
former president, who said,
"The collection of any taxes
which are not absolutely
required, which do not
beyond reasonable doubt contribute to the public welfare,
is only a species of legalized
larceny. . . . The wise and
correct course to follow in
taxation is not to destroy
those who have already
secured success, but to create
conditions under which
everyone will have a better
chance to be successful."
(Calvin Coolidge inaugural
address. March 4, 1925)
Now there's a real economic vision!

The Gipper would know what to do

What would Ronald Reagan do — with Iraq?
President Reagan was
way too wise to have gone
to Mesopotamia in the first
place But what if he had to
extract us from Iraq today?
And what if he wanted to
make sure Iraq had a chance
of becoming a functioning.
semi-civilized country after
we left?
The Gipper probably
would be in favor of doing
something the Bush administration won't do -- decentralize and federalize Iraq's
government.
As is documented in the
new book -The Reagan
Diaries.- Reagan understood
the value of a weak central
government in countnes boiling with ethnic, religious and
political hatred and violence.
On July 2. 1986. he wrote
in his diary that one way to
solve the tricky transition of
power in South Africa from
5 million whites to 26 million blacks might be to set
up "something like Switzerland's 'Canton' type of
govt.**
A lot of smart folks -conservatives, liberals and
libertarians — have always
argued that decentralization is

exactly what
would become a federal city
Iraq needs
protected by international
to avoid
peacekeepers.
total meltThe Biden plan, Biden's
down. Some
presidential Web site says, is
have pronot a partition and it is conposed a
sistent with the Iraq Constithree-part
tution. Biden, like many othsplit of Iraq
ers, believes that giving
— a partiKurds. Sunni and Shia their
tion that
own terntones is the only
Newsmaker gives
the
way to ensure that their
Interviews Kurds.
militias don't slaughter each
By Bill
Sunni and
other trying to get sole conSteigenvald Shia control
trol of the central governSyndicated
of their own ment. Overall, Biden conColumnist
turf:
tends, his plan is in the selfRepubliinterest of the Kurds. Sunni
can 20011 presidential dreamand Shia — as well as Iran
er Tommy Thompson has
Ivan Eland of the Indementioned a vague plan to
pendent Institute, who discreate 18 provinces ruled by
counts fears that federalizing
Iraq's main Muslim sects
Iraq will bring even worse
But Democrat 2008 presiden- chaos and instability or
tial dreamer Sen. Joe Biden
result in meddling by Iraq's
of Delaware. with the help
neighbors. believes decentralof Leslie Gelb of the Counizing power in Iraq is still
cil on Foreign Relations, has
the best — and last — hope
proposed a more detailed
for saving it from "going up
scheme
in smoke- after we leave.
Under Biden's plan. a uniBiden's Web site lists
fied Iraq would be mainnearly 40 people or editorial
tained but government power
boards that support his idea
would be seriously decentralOr want to pursue it -ized. Oil money would he
including Henry Kissinger,
shared proportionately among
Republican Sens. Richard
the Kurds. Sunni and Shia.
Lugar and Sam Brownback
Baghdad's mixed population
and Bill O'Reilly_ Unfortu-

nately. the idea of formally
decentralizing Iraq's government — which is already
occurring neighborhood by
neighborhood on its bloody
own — is going nowhere.
The idea barely registers
on the mainstream media's
radar screen. It has not been
seriously addressed in the
presidential soundbite-trading
"debates." And the Bush
administration still isn't interested in it.
Ronald Reagan would not
have been so stupid. He
obviously understood that
Switzerland's Frenchmen.
Germans and Italians lived in
peace and pro4enty in part
because of their loose confederation of 26 highly
autonomous cantons.
But unfortunately Reagan's not coming hack from
heaven to fix Iraq or anything else the Bush Republicans have broken — no matter how hard the GOP's
faithful pray.
Bill Strigenvald is a
columnist at the Pittsburgh
Tribune-Review. E-mail Bill
at hstrigenvaldOtribweb.com
°Pittsburgh Tribune-Review.
All Rights Reserved.
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Obituary
William (Danny) Spencer
The funeral for William (Danny) Spencer will be Friday at 11
a.m. at Martin Church of Christ, Martin, Term. Bro. John Dale and
Bro. Ricky Phillips will officiate.
Active pallbearers will be Chris Fuller, John Welch, Donnie
Winchester, Bob Fry, John Hopkins, John David Stout, J.B. Suiter,
fonuny Mills and Donald Jones. Honorary pallbearers will be Mark
Swaim, Danny Cash, Bubba Stuart, and employees of Cine Theater
and Movies to Go.
Burial will follow in the East Side Cemetery, Martin, with
Murphy Funeral Home of Martin in charge of arrangements.
Visitation will be at the church from 4 to 7 p.m. today (Thursday)
and after 9:30 a.m. Friday.
Mr. Spencer, 49, Larkin Drive, Martin, formerly of Murray, Ky.,
died Monday, May 28, 2007, at his home.
He managed Cine Theater and owned and operated Movies To
Go at Martin. A graduate of Murray High School, Murray, Ky., he
was a member of Martin Church of Christ.
Preceding him in death were his parents, W.O. Spencer and
Chalista Swift Spencer, and one brother, Dwayne Spencer.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sherri Mills Spencer, one son,
William Hunter Spencer, and one daughter, Christene Ellen
Spencer, all of Martin: one sister, Mrs. Sharon Shultz, Murray, Ky.

Five American soldiers,
two others killed in
Afghan helicopter crash
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KABUL, Afghanistan (AP)
- NATO troops this morning
secured the wreckage of a CH47 Chinook helicopter apparently shot down by Taliban militants, an attack that killed
everyone on board -five U.S.
soldiers, a Canadian and a
Briton, officials said.
NATO said troops going to
the crash site in southern
Helmand
province
were
ambushed by enemy fighters,
and the unit called in an
airstrike "to eliminate the
enemy threat." It did not say if
the troops were from the U.S.led coalition, NATO's force or
the Afghan army. One civilian
was injured by gunfire.
Maj. John Thomas, a
spokesman
for
NATO's
International
Security
Assistance Force, said there
would be a full investigation
into Wednesday's crash. "We
will try to determine everything
that happened and to fully
investigate the site," he said.
A U.S. military official, who
insisted on speaking anonymously because the crash was
still under investigation, said
initial reports suggested the helicopter was hit with a rocketpropelled grenade.
Taliban
purported
A
Yousef
spokesman,
Qari
Ahmadi,claimed in a phone call
to The Associated Press that
militants shot the helicopter
down in the province, the
world's largest opium poppygrowing region where combat
has been heavy in recent
months.
Ahmadi did not offer any
proof for his claim, but he specified the helicopter crashed in
the Kajaki district hours before
NATO reported that information.
Kajaki is the site of a large
U.S.-funded hydroelectric dam
now being repaired so it can
provide electricity to the southern city of Kandahar. British
troops, who make up the bulk of
the forces in Helmand province,
have been engaged in fierce
fighting around the dam protecting it.
The Chinook, a heavy transport helicopter with two rotors,
can carry about 40 soldiers plus
a small crew. The fact it was flying at night suggested the aircraft might have been carrying

troops on a nighttime air
assault.
The NATO force, which is
responsible for a countrywide
counterinsurgency campaign,
has 37,000 soldiers, including
about 14,000 Americans. There
are 12,000 U.S. troops in the
separate coalition, which trains
the Afghan army and conducts
Special Forces anti-terrorism
operations.
Helicopter
crashes
in
Afghanistan have been relatively rare. A Chinook crashed in
February in the southern
province of Zabul, killing eight
U.S. personnel. Officials ruled
out enemy fire as the cause.
In May 2006, another
Chinook crashed attempting a
nighttime landing on a small
mountaintop in eastern Kunar
province, killing 10 U.S. soldiers.
In 2005, a U.S. helicopter
crashed in Kunar, after apparently being hit by an RPG,
killing 16 Americans.
Also Thursday. Afghan and
NATO forces battled suspected
Taliban in Helmand's Sangin
district. The Defense Ministry
said "tens of enemies" were
killed or wounded, but did not
provide further detail.
In western Farah province,
insurgents attacked the Pusht
Rod district late Wednesday,
and ensuing clashes with police
left 10 militants dead and 15
wounded, the Interior Ministry
said. Retreating insurgents left
behind one body and one
wounded militant.
Elsewhere, a senior military
officer said the U.S. had "the
Taliban on their heels" in
Afghanistan.
Brig. Gen. Perry Wiggins,
deputy director of operations for
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, told
Pentagon reporters that "the
Taliban has suffered numerous
losses and has suffered losses to
their senior leadership over this
past month" in southern and
eastern Afghanistan. As a result,
the Taliban has "reverted to
asymmetric-type, smaU-scale,
high-profile attacks," he said.
Mullah Dadullah, a onelegged veteran who orchestrated an intensifying campaign of
suicide attacks and beheadings,
was killed in an operation in
Afghanistan this
southern
month.
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TB on a plane? Such cases rare so far,
but more likely in the future, experts say
ATLANTA (AP) - SARS
on a plane. Mumps on a plane.
And now a rare and deadly form
of tuberculosis, on at least two
planes.
Commercial air travel's
potential for spreading infection
continues to cause handwringing among public health officials, as news of a jet-setting
man with a rare and deadly form
of TB demonstrates.
"We always think of planes
as a vehicle for spreading disease," said Dr. Doug Hardy, an
infectious disease specialist at
UT Southwestern Medical
Center in Dallas.
In the latest case, a Georgia
man with extensively drugresistant TB ignored doctors'
advice and took two transAtlantic flights, leading to the
first U.S. government-ordered
quarantine since 1963.
The man, who officials did
not identify, had been quarantined at Atlanta's Grady
Hospital
until
Memorial
Thursday
morning, Grady
Memorial Hospital spokeswoman Denise Simpson said.
Neither Simpson nor William
Allstetter, spokesman for the
Denver hospital where the man
was expected to be taken for
treatment, would confirm if he
was transferred there.
Dr. Charles Daley, head of
the infectious disease division at
National Jewish, which specializes in respiratory disorders,
also could not confirm the man's
whereabouts, but he said the
hospital has treated two other
patients with what appears to be
the same strain of tuberculosis
since 2000 and both improved
enough to be released.
"I think we're more optimistic than what we have been
hearing in reports that we will
be able to control this infection," Daley told CNN Thursday
morning. "We're aiming for
cure. We know it's an uphill battle."
The patient was not considered highly contagious, and
there are no confirmed reports
that his illness spread to other
passenger.s.
But the case illustrates ongoing concerns about the public
health perils of plane travel, as
well as the continuing problem
of Typhoid Mary-like individuals who can almost be counted
on to do the wrong thing.
The man decided to proceed
with a long-planned wedding
trip despite being advised not to
fly.
"There's always going to be
situations where there is a lack
of understanding and appreciation of responsibility to the community in a situation like this,"
said Dr. John Ho, an infectious
diseasPs specialist at New YorkHospitaUWeill
Presbyterian
Cornell Medical Center.
The case also points out
weaknesses in the system: The
man was able to re-enter the
United States, even though he
said he had been warned by federal officials that his passport
was being flagged and he was
being placed on a no-fly list.
CDC officials said they con-

AP
Dr. Charles Daley, head of infectious disease at the National Jewish Hospital, talks about the
treatment of a Georgia man suffering from a dangerous form of tuberculosis, during a news
conference at the hospital in Denver Wednesday. The man is under a U.S. governmentordered quarantine in an Atlanta hospital because the bacteria is so dangerous. He is scheduled to be treated at National Jewish Hospital.
-This clearly is going to have
some relevance to our pandemic
influenza preparedness," Nowak
A man traveling from the U.S.,
said.
and
Canada
spent
three
Europe
There have been several
days in a New York City hospital
prominent disease-on-a-plane
with a rare form of tuberculosis so
dangerous he is under the first
incidents in recent years.
U.S. government-ordered
Perhaps best known is severe
quarantine since 1963.
acute respiratory syndrome, or
Movement of the person
SARS, which erupted in Asia in
Infected with the XDR-TB
2003. Over three months, CDC
workers delayed on the tarmac
May 10 Notified in Atlanta he
12,000 airplanes carrying 3 milI • had multi-drug resistant TB
lion
passengers arriving from
May 12 Air France 385 from
SARS-affected countries, isolat11.• Atlanta to Pans
ing people with SARS sympMay 14 Air France 1232 from
toms.
Pans to Athens to get married
Last year, CDC officials
May 16 Athens to Thira Island flight
worked with airlines and state
May 21 Mykonos Island to Athhealth departments to track two
ens flight; Athens to Rome flight;
infected airline passengers who
contacted in Rome by Me CDC may have helped spread a
and told he has XDR and not to
mumps epidemic throughout the
I take commercial flight
'May 24 Czech Air 727 from
Rome to Prague; Czech Air 104
from Prague to Montreal, drives
into the U.S. at Champlain. N.Y.
• May 25 Entered New York hospital
U May 28 Taken to Atianta's Grady
Memorial Hospital in respiratory
isolation

Tracking1B patient

tacted the Department of
Homeland Security to put the
man on a no-fly list, but it doesn't appear he was added by the
time he flew from Prague to
Montreal and drove across the
border from Canada.
A Transportation Security
spokesman
Administration
could not be reached for comment Wednesday.
Challenges in coordinating
with airlines and in communicating with the media also have
emerged, said Glen Nowak, a
spokesman for the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention.
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Midwest.
And in March, a flight from
Hong Kong was held at Newark
International Airport for two
hours because some on board
reported feeling ill from a flulike illness. They were released
when it became clear they had
seasonal flu, and not an avian
variety.
Medical experts say 'TB is '
significantly less contagious
than flu, SARS and other maladies that have led to airport
alerts.
"This is not as easily transmissible as what we're concerned about with a flu pandemic," said Dr. William Schaffner,
chairman of the department of
medicine
at
preventive
Vanderbilt University.
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Murray Middle School raises over $1,500 for St. Jude's

Photo provided

Pictured are St. Jude's Math-A-Thon participants, from left, front row, Elizabeth Dunn, Shelby
Louis, Caroline Collins, Tia Wallace; second row, Callie Adams, Rachel Morgan, Jordan Nagy,
Lyndsey Kendall, Lakin Suiter, Matthew Hale, Hunter Lowe.; third row, Blake Greer, Hannah
Williams, Chase Mohler(top overall winner who raised $200), Courtney Hodges, Isaac
Hansen, Will Adams, Dylan Adams; fourth row, Tandyn Sheppard, Tori Cobb and R. J. Daniels.

Murray Middle School students participated in a St. Jude's
Math-A-Thon for the St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital
Math-A-Thon. The hospital is
located in Memphis, Tenn.
Through the participation of
the students, the group was
able to raise $1,586.55 for the
hospital. These dollars are providing help and hope for children suffering from childhood
cancer.
Ultimately, the primary goal
of the St. Jude Math-A-Thon
is funding the research and
treatment that will cure these
killer diseases that strike innocent boys and girls.
Students not in the photo
were John Ryne Winchester,
Olivia Floyd, Alex Bloodworth.
Tandyn Sheppard, Ashley Stom,
Jessica Vance, Sabrina Jackson, Prashant Chakradhar,
McKenzie Bradley, Sarah
Thompson, Kayla Berberich,
Dylan
Grogan.
Elizabeth
Boone, Victoria Holmes. Kaci
Kendall,
Jordan
Tinsley,
Alexandra Page and Laura Durr.

Murray Woman's Club supports public radio service
Thanks in part to Murray
Woman's Club diligent work
calling on current and past
WKMS supporters to ask for
membership renewal. WKMSFM. Murray State University's
listener supported public radio
service, recently reached its
spring fundraiser goal of
$100.000.
"Without the tireless dedication of the Murray Woman's
Club. reaching this milestone
simply wouldn't have been possible.- said WKMS Membership Coordinator Stephanie Nutter-Osborne," They have supported us in this capacity for
nearly seven years, and we
couldn't have consistently met
our goals without them, and
we thank each member for her
efforts," she added.
Since February 2001, club
volunteers placed calls until
the job was done, raising a
significant percentage of each
tundraiser's overall goal. Murray Woman's Club President
'Fracey Wortham says helping
the region's public radio service fits within the club's mission of "Giving back to our
community through scholar-

ships and charitable donations;
community
on
Focusing
improvement and education;
and forming friendships and
bonds that have and will last
a lifetime."
Organized in 1%5, the Murray club currently stands as
Kentucky's largest chapter in
the state, with 221 members.
The club's mission is to work
towards "the mutual improvements of its members and the
promotion of any worthy public cause. Practical, civic and
educational work shall be
undertaken as well as purely
cultural studies."
WKMS is Murray State University's listener supported public radio service at 91.3 FM.
The station also airs on 92.1
FM, Paducah; 99.5 FM, Paris,
Tenn.; and 105.1 FM, Madisonville, and online at wkms.org,
where the station offers extensive web resources regarding
its programming and more.
The station broadcasts 24
hours a day and recently began
airing in High Definition. For
further information call 1-80°e-mail
or
599-4737
wkms@murraystate.edu.

Arts & Crafts Festival Saturday

.1

Water's Edge Arts & Crafts Festival will be Saturday from; v
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. at Water's Edge RV Park and Marina at 106::
,;
Tacklebox Ln., Murray. To reach the park, take Ky. 94 East,turn right on Ky. 280, Pottertown Road, go about 7 miles, 41
turn left at water's edge sign on Tacklebox Lane, road next
to Panorama Shores. For more information call 436-2789 or ,
e-mail kirksheila767@wmconnect.com.

McDaniel Cemetery plans event
McDaniel Cemetery will have its annual homecoming on !
Sunday beginning with a business session and lunch at noon.
Persons unable to attend may mail their donations for the
upkeep of the cemetery to Howard Coy, 204 Radio Rd., Almo,
KY 42020 or Patricia Lassiter, 1460 Peeler Rd., Dexter, KY •
42036.

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Fri- :
day from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be The Peacemakers and Kevin Crawford. There is no
admission charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted.
For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Pro- ,
ceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.,

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

MMS Bands plan car wash
Murray Middle School's Seventh and Eighth Grade Bands
will have a car wash Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
O'Reilly's Auto Parts on South 12th Street. The students
requested the fundraiser to assist the band boosters in the cost
of providing special instruction during the upcoming year.

Musical program to be July 2
Photo provided

Pictured are Tracey Wortham, left, president of Murray
Woman's Club with Stephanie Nutter-Osborne, WKMS
Membership coordinator.

Musical entertainment will
Tara Parker, president of the
Kentucky Retired Teachers be presented by the Chorus of
Association, was the guest the Music Department of the
speaker at the May called meet- Murray Woman's Club. Jening of the Calloway County nifer LaRose will read her
award winning essay on
Retired Teachers Association.
Janet
Also present for the meet- "Grandparents" and
ing was Ann Yarbrough. mem- Hough will speak on "Options
bership chair of the First Dis- for Assisted Living."
Murray State University
trict of the association.
The CCRTA will meet Mon- retirees will be in charge of
day at 11:30 a.m. on the lower the light lunch.
Bill Call, president. urges
level of the Murray Woman's
all eligible retirees to attend.
Club House.

The Music Ministry of First Baptist Church will present the
patriotic spectacular, "I Believe in America," as a part of the
Freedom Fest 2007 with the program scheduled to be Monday, July 2, at 7 p.m. at Lovett auditorium on the Murray
State University campus. As a special treat, the church invites
all area singers to join the group to sing in the communitywide "Freedom Fest Choir." Rehearsals are held each Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. and each Sunday at 7 p.m. in the choir
rehearsal room of First Baptist Church, 203 South Fourth St.,
Murray. For more information call Mike Crook at First Bap- •
list Church during regular business hours at 753-1854.

Art Guild will offer workshop
Murray Art Guild will offer a weaving workshop for adults' •
from 6 to 8:30 p.m. from June 4 to 7 at the guild located at
5(X) North Fourth St., according to Debi Henry Danielson,
executive director of the guild. Participants will learn the magic
of "Triangle Loom Weaving" in this four-day workshop as you
create a beautiful shawl. Triangle loom weaving has been
described as "magical" as the warp is automatically created
with each weft as weaving is done with a single continuous
piece of yarn. No weaving experience is necessary, but class'
size is limited. For registration and information call 753-4059'
or www.murrayartguild.org.
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Photo provided
Pictured at the recent meeting of the Calloway County Retired
Teachers Association were, from left. Janice Rose. vice president. Ann Yarbrough, first distnct membership chairman. Tara
Parker. president of Kentucky Retired Teachers Association;
and Bill Call, president of CCRTA.
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Murray/Calloway County
Call BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-8062 OR 293-4113
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR
t
}
A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people It's their way of
saying. "We are glad you have moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
Vie have been welenming NEWCOMERS
since /046 nInnyNt 60 years!

Laser Hair Removal
Leg & Face Veins • Skin Discolorations
Facial Rejuvenation
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The third annual "Movies in the Park"
will begin Friday with the season opener
being "One Night With the King" and festivities beginning around 7:30 p.m.
Harvest Land Ministries International has
planned this to provide good wholesome
fun for families of the community. There
will be a G or P4.; rated movie playing
each Friday evening in June and July in
the Murray Central Park's amphitheater,
popcorn, drinks and hot dogs will be
Free
Jo's
served and door prizes will be given.
Datebook
In case of rain the movie will be shown
By Jo Burkeen
.;
at the new Harvest Land Hangout, the.
Community
new multipurpose/fellowship space at 1306D
Editor
South 12th St., across from Dwain Taylor::
Chevrolet. For more information call the church at
5107.

Glory Bound on Friday

KRTA president speaker at meeting of CCRTA

1*
4.
•""

'Movies in the Park' will start
Friday at the amphitheater

.1-11rit4t,
-

pm.

92eect Datie/viovs.
401 IV 1121110 It. • 713-8381

Calloway County High School Touchdown Club will meet
tonight Thursday) at 6 p.m. in the field house. "Meet the
Lakers" night and other items will be discussed: All parents
and interested persons are invited.

CCHS Class of 1997 plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1997 has scheduled !
its 10-year reunion for the weekend of June 16. Activities will
include a tour of CCHS on Saturday at 10 a.m. and a catered
dinner beginning at 6 p.m. at the Murray Banquet Center. For
more information or to make reservations, contact Josh McKee! at 227-1831 or at josh.mckeel@calloway.kyschools.us.

CCHS Class of 1987 plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1987 will have its
20-year reunion on Saturday. Sept. 1, in the Murray room of
the Regional Special Events Center of Murray State University. If you are a member of this class, or know someone who
is. please submit your information for free at www.classmates.com
or e-mail Lee Ann Taylor at cchsclassof87@hotmail.com for
more details concerning the dinner and other events that weekend.

MHS Class of 1997 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1997 is planning its 10-year
reunion, scheduled for Saturday. Aug. IS. from 7 p.m. to midnight at .I. Edwards, Murray. To RSVP either e-mail mhsre5 19970 gmeil.corn or call Angie Colson Kimbm at 75957
;T

MHS class of 1987 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1987 has scheduled its 20year reunion on Friday. Aug. 31, and Saturday. Sept. I. Anyone with information concerning the current locations of 1987
graduates are asked to e-mail Amy Long McDowell at amy.mcdowell murray.kyschcx4s.us with updated information.

COMMUNITY
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For my diabetic friends here are some recipes
A,
'
i

I have received a lot of letters
and e-mail from diabetic families and since we have two
members that are, we would
like to share these, even our
non diabetes family members
like them.

6CABBAGE ROLL
(DIABETIC)
— I large cabbage leaf
— 3 oz. browned ground
beef, drained( I use ground
turkey)

- 2 onion slices, minced
— I tablespoon green pepper,
minced
— salt and pepper, to taste
— 1 tsp. tomato sauce
Brown beef, onion and green
pepper. Stir in seasonings, mixing well. Place mixture in cabbage leaf. Roll until mixture is
completely covered and pin
with a toothpick. Place in dish
and bake at 350°F until cabbage is well cooked.
DIABETIC APPLESAUCE

DATE NUT LOAF
— 1/2 cup butter
— 1 tsp. splenda
— 1 large egg
— 1 cup chopped dates
— I cup chopped nuts
— 1 1/2 cup natural no sugar
added applesauce
— 1/2 tsp. cinnamon
— 2 tsp. soda
— 2 cups sifted flour
— 1 tsp. vanilla
Cream the butter, egg, diabetic-approved sweetener and

vanilla. Add applesauce and
remaining ingredients. Stir well
to combine.
Bake in a buttered loaf pan at
350°F for 1 hour.
DIABETIC FRUIT SALAD
— 3 c. low fat buttermilk
— 2(9 oz.) boxes vanilla
instant sugar free pudding mix
— 6 c. fresh fruit (strawberries, grapes, oranges, peaches,
chunked pineapple, drained)
— 1 (8 oz.) sugar free
whipped topping

Combine buttermilk and pudding in a large bowl. Fold in
whipped topping. Place 1/2 the
fruit mixture in an 8 x 12 Pyrex
dish. Top with pudding mix.
Place remaining fruit on top.
People who are not diabetic
enjoy this also. Recipe makes
10 generous servings.
As my mother said "that's a
keeper!" Please keep the
recipes and e-mails coming. We
love to hear from our readers.

If you need
a recipe or
would like b
share e-mail'
us at
M17110111171441- -

ray@bellsouth.net or
write to Mr
MOM at
Murray
Ledger ti
Times.

Tried & True
Recipes
By Mr. Mom Mark Anderson

Let's Build Something Together
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32" Of 36" 9-Lite
Steel Entry Door Unit

Rachel E. Cella

Cella earns
major awards at
commencement
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va.
— Rachel Elizabeth Cella
earned two major awards at
the School of Law commencement during the University of
Virginia's 178th Final Exercises on May 20.
She received the Robert F.
Kennedy Award for Public Service as the graduate who best
exemplified the ideals of Senator Kennedy through active
and effective community service. She also was honored with
the Pro Bono Award as the
student who, according to
Dean Kimberly C. Emery,
"demonstrated extraordinary
commitment to public service
by volunteering 600 hours during her three years at the law
school."
Cella served as co-chair of
the law school's annual Conference on Public Service and
the Law and was a volunteer
with a variety of organizations,
including the International Rescue Committee, the Richmond
Public Defender's Office, the
Foundation for Human Rights,
and the Habeas Restoration
Letter-Writing Campaign.
She received Public Interest Law Association summer
fellowships, a Buffett Fellowship from the Center for Children, Families and the Law.
and was a Fairstein Public Service Fellow.
Summers with the Justice
for Widows and Orphans Project in Zambia and the Alaska Public Defender Agency
and a semester with the International Criminal Tribunal
office in Bosnia complemented her law curriculum.
She will begin work in
August with the Public Defender Agency in Fairbanks, Alaska.
Rachel is the daughter of
Ron and Doris Cella of Murray, Ky.

Annual
Garden
Tour is
planned at
Mayfield
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Laurel Oak Garden Club will have
its annual garden tour on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
This will feature the gardens of Karon & Company
Poolside Spa & Salon. 824
South 7th St.; Jim and Linda
Stephens, 2955 Ky. 97, Steven
and Ann Sacora, 317 Sacora
l_n.. Sedalia; and Gary and
lane loon. 555 Ky. 2205.
In addition to the tours,
there will be a tool sale, plant
sale and refreshments at each
location.
Tickets will he available at
Happy House Restaurant. Mayfield-Graves County Art Guild
and the Commerce Center.

'Ready for lockset and deadbolt
•Pnmed and ready to paint
•Ready-to-install door with frame
*Full composite sill substrate for
proper caulking and installation
•Frts rough opening: 34-1/2'W x
82'H

LOWIES

INSTALLATION
Guaranteed

IOP 131111Er

free$75

GIFT
CARD
via mail-in rebate

Via mail-in rebate with purchase of $750 or more of treated
lumber Offer valid 5/31/07-6/4/07. See store for details.
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30-YEAR OR GREATER
U
O WARRANTY
OWENS CORNING
ARCHITECTURAL
ROOFING SHINGLES

/

SPECIAL

VALUE!
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off

6' 15-Lite Steel French Patio Door Unit

•Extenor gnlles .Low-maintenance
*Primed .Insulating glass for energy efficiency
'Fits rough opening 72"W x 80"H

Discount taken at register. Excludes Specia

Ord,,
Otter valid 5/31/07-6/4/07. See store for details

Open a new Lowe's Business Credit or
Lowe's Consumer Credit Card Account and ask for

000 0000

0
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SERVICES

your first
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—
LOWE's
SERVICES
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WINDOWS
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3/4-HP Belt Drive
Garage Door Opener with
EverCharge- Battery
Backup 1248/54
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$1198 each

$233 each

Galvanized Chain-Unk
Fence *85190

1/2" x 4' x 8' 3-Ply
Sheathing Plywood

2" x 4" x 93•/92-5/8"
Precut SPF Stud

•15/32' actual thickness

*06003, 07020

4 x 50' roll

1/2-HP Ben Drive
Garage Door Opener with
Garage Door Monitor
S248736
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Trusted
by pros
4-to-1
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20' Aluminum
Extension Ladder
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Quikrete Concrete Mix
.Use for any general

concrete work *222710

5 - 19.

$180 each
was $212
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1'
$30993-pack

15-Amp/125-Volt GFCI

1-Gang 21 Cu. In.
Adjustable PVC
Outlet Box X 721 71

*142719

$997 20-oz case

SPECIALVALUE!

Gatorade°
Thest Quencher

$44724-pack

'Available in Lemon Lime,
Fruit Punch. Orange, and
Fierce Wild Berry
*101271.240727 34 49

Ice Mountain*
Bottled Water

#43374, 57284

For the Lowe's nearest you, call 1-800-993-4416 or visit us online at Lowes.com
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Nelson says listener is prime target
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Noted Nashville songwriter Steve Nelson was a guest at a
recent meeting of a class of regional songwriters at Murray
State University. Nelson, a prolific writer, has penned tunes for
artists from Barbra Streisand, Melissa Manchester and Dusty
Springfield to Winnie The Pooh.
He is described as "an American original, a folk/pop artist
with a deep social conscience and a heart of gold."
Nelson was a guest in a songwriters' class taught by fellow professional Nashville songwriter Kenya Walker.
Nelson told the class of some two dozen that it was important, as a writer, to recognize the sound of the word over the
meaning of the word. "The listener should be your prime consideration. You should be open to hearing all kinds of words
and music. You can't write what you can't hear," he said.
Nelson also pointed out the need for social, cultural and
musical exposures to a vast assortment of experiences throughout life. "These experiences only broaden creative abilities."
He said he viewed songwriting as an intensely unique career
and, having grown up in New York City, he had been exposed
to a wide variety of vocations.
In 1969 Nelson became one of a select few to participate
in a songwriting class taught by renowned writer and performer Paul Simon of Simon and Garfunkel fame. In 2001
Simon was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
Museum.
"I was 22 years old at that time and the lessons that Paul
Simon taught were so rewarding and enlightening. What Paul
Simon said was gospel," he recalled. "One lesson was learning that I needed to write for other people. Another was learn-

ing about the sound of words and the marriage of the words
and music. That class was a great training ground and a great
experience. It made me a better artist and a better writer."
Nelson is also a member of a select group of songwirters
who can boast of penning a hit for superstar Barbra Streisand.
"I had co-written 'Songbird' with another writer and it got
played for her. She really liked the tune, but wanted to change
the tense to first person so she could be the songbird. 1 was
a little concerned at first, but after hearing her sing the song,
I was very receptive to the idea."
Writing for television is "a different animal," he noted.
'There is usually always a crisis somewhere that music has to
be centered around. Plus, in television, the music is one of the
last things that gets addressed."
He said since moving to Nashville he has become friends
with Guy Clark, a hero of his, who also is a writer and a
performer. "I have totally enjoyed writing with him. Guy's
economy of words is awesome. 1 take more time with my
writing, now," he commented. "It is an absolute thrill and a
treat to write with him. I'm as proud of this as anything, and
I love to write songs. I believe inspiration is a gift."
Nelson, an avid baseball fan who spends a great amount of
time following the Nashville Sounds, says he has been told by
family members that he starting playing and writing songs as
early as the second grade. However, he says his conscience
recollection is only back to around the 10th grade. "Music was
always an escape for me. There's a zone out there that you
get into when you start writing and sometimes, as a writer,
you wish you could stay there for longer periods of time."
He said his most exciting collaborators are people in general. "I learn from everyone. Life is an amazing adventure and
I think, musically, everyone is stuck in their youth."

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Noted songwriter Steve Nelson, who has penned songs for
artists from Barbra Streisand and Melissa Manchester to
Winnie The Pooh, was a recent guest at a Murray State
University songwriting class taught by professional Nashville
songwriter Kenya Walker

Area music teachers invited to conference in Martin Twilight Cabaret to open
summer on June 22

MARTINTenn. — The Tennessee Music Teachers Association invites all area music
teachers to attend the sessions
of their 2007 Conference to
be held June 4-5 on the campus of the University of Tennessee at Martin. Members of
the Martin Area Music Teachers Association and the West
Tennessee Music Teachers
Association headquartered in
Jackson are the hosts for the
conference. There is no fee to
attend. Registration begins at
8 a.m. each morning. All events
are in the UT Martin Fine Arts
Building.
•

Presentations on Monday
include Teaching Music of the
Classical Period by Linda
Farmer. Robert Schumann and
the Pedal-Piano by Dr. Allison Nelson, Collaborative Piano
by Leah Bowes, and the Joy
of Contemporary Music by Dr.
Terry McRoberts.
Monday, duo pianists Elizabeth and Eugene Pridonoff,
2007 conference artists, will
present a recital at 7:30 p.m.
in the Fulton Theater in the
fine arts building. On Tuesday
the Pridonoffs will present two
sessions ahd a masterchiss And
Dr Amy 'Shafrnorrs

cuss Motivation in the Private
Studio.
Throughout the conference
there will be performances by
the UTM Faculty Brass Quintet, organist Nancy Ward,soprano Amy Yeung, The University Trio. The Five Alums piano
quintet, flutist Sarah Beth Hanson. and pianist Elaine Harriss.
The appearance of the Pridonoff Duo is made possible
by funding under an agreement
with the Tennessee Arts Commission, the National Endowment for
t Northwest
vafhpment

District.
Saturday and Sunday June
2-3, over 150 elementary and
secondary piano, string, and
woodwind students will play
in the TMTA state auditions.
Honors recitals featuring the
winners will be presented at
3:45 on Saturday afternoon and
3:15 and 4:45 on Sunday
afternoon in the Fulton Theater.
To see the schedule of events
go to www.utm.edu/music. For
additional information contact
Dr. Elaine Harriss at 731-8817411.
dmir,
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Twilight Cabaret Theatre
Productions opens this summer's season on June 22 with
"Mary Mary" a comedy play
by Jean Kerr. Find out why
this "plain Jane" Mary is suddenly the focus of two very
attractive and professional men.
She is constantly contending her
choice of men while being
bombarded by her own insecurity. Her main ammunition?
wit.
Her
Cabaret Theatre
VP,

Productions present "Mary
Mary" June 22 - Aug. 4 at
Ken-Bar Lodge in Gilbertsville..
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m., with a 2:30
p.m. matinee on Saturdays.
Dinner is served at 6:30 p.na.
before each evening
Reservations forperfomanc. dinner are required on Wednes,
day.
For information, call (270j
436-2399.

4

Visit your local John Deere
Dealer to demo.
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2320 Compact Utility Tractor

'
0 APR

for 36 months'

Optional iMatch quick-hitch system for easily attaching rear implements•Twin Touch" dual-pedal foot control

New Gator- XUV 4x4
Independent rear suspension•On-demand true 4WD
•Fast acceleration to speeds up to 30 mph
ON financing for 12 months'

JOHN DEERE

25-hp Kawasaki engine •54 inch Edge Cutting System •8 mph ground speed • 18-inch high back seat

HUTSON,INC.
1117 HOPKINSVILLE RD
PRINCETON •(270) 365-2053
M-F 7a-6:00p•Sat. 7a-12p

HUTSON,INC.
1201 FULTON ROAD
MAYFIELD •(270) 247-4456
M-F 7a-6:00p • Sat. 7a-12p

HUTSON,INC.
118 JIM VEATCH ROAD
MORGANFIELD •(270) 389-3668
M-F la-6:00p•Sat. 7a-12p

HUTSON,INC.
250 SHELTON LANE
RUSSELLVILLE•(270) 726-7171
M-F 7a-6:00p•Sat. 7a-12p

HUTSON,INC.
411 ALFRED THUN
CLARKSVILLE •(931) 647-0029
M-F 7a-6130p• Sat. 7a-1:30p
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FIRST REGION TOURNAMENT

CARDINALS

Heath claims region title again
PIRATES EARN 4TH
CROWN SINCE 2003
Staff Report
PADUCAH, Ky. — One day after
knocking off Calloway County in the
semifinals, the Heath Pirates claimed
their fourth First Region championship in
five seasons with a 10-1 thumping of

Lone Oak in Wednesday night's tide
game of the First Region Baseball
Tournament at Brooks Stadium.
Much as they did against the Lakers
on Tuesday, the Pirates (26-9) struck
down the Purple Flash (20-19) with
pitching. Starter Drew Williams recorded
sevens strikeouts and walked only two —
retiring 11 of 12 hitters in one stretch—
to give Heath its second straight stellar
pitching performance.

Against Calloway, Daniel Webb, who
was named the tournament's MVP, shut
down a Laker offense that had posted 20
runs on 15 hits during Monday's quarterfinal victory over Mayfield. Webb
allowed CCHS only three hits while
striking out nine and walking four in
seven innings of a 2-1 final.
Entering yesterday's title contest,
Lone Oak had scored 59 runs in four
postseason games but managed just one

run on a fielder's choice in the fifth
inning.
The Pirates, who became the first First
Region team in more than a half century
to win four tides in five seasons, now
advance to next week's best-of-three sectional series against Bowling Green (2313).
The winner of that series, which
begins on Wednesday at Brooks Stadium,
will advance to the state tournament.

NBA PLAYOFFS

Spurs sail to Western title
SAN ANTONIO
CLOSES OUT Jazz,
RETURNS TO FINALS
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SAN ANTONIO(AP)— Robert lorry is headed to the NBA finals for the seventh time, Tim
Duncan for the fourth and Michael Finley for the
first.
Doesn't matter. Now that they have helped the
San Antonio Spurs get there again, they are all
thrilled just the same.
"It never gets old," Horry said following a 10984 victory over the Utah Jazz in Game 5 of the
Western Conference finals Wednesday night.
-It feels great to be back," Duncan said.
"It's very gratifying," Finley said.
There were cheers, high-fives and hugs when
time ran out on a game that essentially was over
following a 14-0 spurt in the first quarter, but, overall, the celebration was muted. In San Antonio,confetti and champagne only come out for championships — and, this being an odd-numbered year,
the organization might want to stock up on both.
Since Duncan arrived in 1997-98, the Spurs
have been an every-other-year sensation. They won
it all in 1999, 2(X)3 and '05, and came close in the
lone exception, losing the 2001 conference finals to
the eventual champs, the Los Angeles Lakers.
The finals begin a week from Thursday in San
Antonio, regardless of whether Detroit or
Cleveland comes out of the East. The PistonsCavaliers series is tied 2-2, with Game 5 on
Thursday night in Detroit.
Duncan and Tony Parker led a 14-0 surge over a
2:13 span late in the first quarter, and San Antonio
had a 23-point lead early in the second quarter.
Although Utah got an emotional lift at halftime
when Derek Fisher arrived from New York, where
his infant daughter was getting medical care for a
Sure eye condition, the Jazz never made a game of
it.
"Our first quarter was unbelievable," said
Parker, who scored nine points during the gamebreaking flurry and threw a lob that Duncan
Slammed about as hard as he ever does. "I can't
remember, since I've been with the Spurs, shooting
the ball like that. Our offense was great, our
defense was great. ... You can't ask for a better
start."
The looks on the faces of Utah players throughout the game showed their disappointment. After
missing the playoffs last year, and nearly going out
in the first round this year, the Jazz were fortunate
to have gotten this far — but the way things ended
left a bitter taste for emerging star Deron Williams.

Another
reliever
gets a win
for Cards
WELLEMEYER GETS
WIN IN FIRST START

AP

San Antonio Spurs forward Manu Ginobili (20) is defended by Utah Jazz forward Andrei Kirilenko (47), of
Russia, dunng the first half of the Western Conference cinals in San Antonio on Wednesday.

FRENCH OPEN

Hewitt rallies to reach third round
SHARAPOVA ALSO
ADVANCES AT OPEN
PARIS(AP) — Lleyton Hewitt rallied
from two sets down for the fourth time in
his career Thursday and beat 2004 champion Gaston Gaudio 4-6, 3-6, 6-2, 6-4. 62 in the second round of the French
Open.
• Hewitt, a two-time Grand Slam champion, missed two months because of a
back injury and returned at the Rome
Masters in early May. He broke his
Argentine opponent in the third and seventh games of the third set, and then
again to open each of the two remaining
gets.
1 The 14th-seeded Australian made 25
Unforced errors in the first two sets, but
limited that to 19 in the final three. He
also had 20 aces, while Gaudio doublefaulted 13 times.
Hewitt stayed on course for a fourthround rematch with two-time defending
Champion Rafael Nadal at Roland
Gums. He lost to Nadal at the same stage
last year.
Hewitt has won the U.S. Open and
Wimbledon and reached the final at the
r!iustralian Open. He has made the quarterfinals twice at the French Open. the
tast time losing to eventual champion
(audio in 2004.
• Gaudio, who had reached the third

AP

pitcher
Todd
Cardinals
Wellemeyer throws to the
plate against Colorado during
the first inning Wednesday.
Wellemeyer earned the win in
his first major league start as
St. Louis topped the Rockies
8-4.

smiling and raising her hands after the
winning point to accept the crowd's
applause. But Sharapova broke right back
to advance.
No. 17 Katarina Srebotnik and No. 14
Patty Schnyder advanced. Srebotnik
defeated Vera Dushevina of Russia 6-4,
6-2, and Schnyder beat Kateryna
Bondarenko of Ukraine 6-3, 6-2.
On the men's side, No. 6 Novak
Djokovic also reached the third round,
beating Laurent Recouderc of France 6-3,
3-6, 6-3, 6-1.
No. 16 Marcos Bagthiatis, the 2006
Australian Open finalist, advanced by
defeating Kristian Pless of Denmark 7-5,
6-3, 6-4.
Later Thursday, Nadal was to face
Flavio Cipolla in the second round.
Serena Williams and Amelie Mauresmo
also were scheduled to play.
On Wednesday. top-ranked Roger
AP Federer advanced to the third round,
Australia's Lleyton Hewitt plays Argentina's Gaston Gaudio during a second stopping Thierry Ascione of France 6-1,
round match of the French Open tennis tournament Thursday at the Roland 6-2, 7-6(8).
The 10-time Grand Slam champion
Garros stadium in Paris.
breezed through the first two sets, but as
round in Paris for five straight years, has break points at love-40. But Sharapova conditions worsened and the sun began to
only once won consecutive matches this won the next 11 points, holding serve fade, so did his control of the match.
with the help of three forehand winners in
year.
"I know that they want to get their
Maria Sharapova advanced to the third a row, then breaking Craybas at love match over and done with," Federer said.
round in the women's draw, easily beat- when the American dumped a volley into
Organizers have been trying to
Mg Jill Craybas of the United States 6-2. the net with the entire court open.
squeeze
in extra matches because of the
In the second set. C'rayhas broke the
6-1.
rain delays on the first two days of the
game,
Up 2-1 at the start, Craybas held three second-ranked Russian in the sixth
tournament.

DENVER (AP) — Todd
Wellemeyer thought he could
live with being a reliever.
But now that he's gotten a
taste of starting, life won't be
the same for him.
liking
starting,"
"I'm
Wellemeyer said.
Wellemeyer earned a victory
in his first major league start,
Albert Pujols and Jim Edmonds
hit consecutive homers in the
fifth, and St. Louis beat
Colorado 8-4 Wednesday night
to end the Rockies' seven-game
winning streak.
Wellemeyer can now be
added to the list of relievers the
Cardinals have successfully
converted into starters this season. St. Louis has turned Braden
Looper, Brad Thompson and
Adam Wainwright into winning
starters in 2007.
Wellemeyer had 119 career
relief appearances before his
first start.
"That was impressive as well
as the Rockies are playing,"
manager Tony La Russa said.
Wellemeyer knows he has
things to work on — like a
windup. Wellemeyer (1-0)
worked out of the stretch frOM
the first pitch. The 28-year-old
righty, claimed off waivers by
St. Louis on May 15, lasted five
innings, giving up seven hits and
three runs.
"It's been almost two years
(since I threw from the
windup)," he said. "I'm going to
start throwing it on the side."
Wellemeyer also had his second career hit, an RBI single in
the fifth.
"I'm loving hitting," he said.
"I'm liking some more at-bats."
The heart of the Cardinals'
lineup — Pujols, Edmonds and
Scott Rolen — broke out in a big
way. The trio went a combined
7-for-14 with two homers, two
doubles, a triple and six RBIs.
"When those three guys hit,
we have a chance to score a lot
of runs," La Russa said.
The Cardinals hit back-toback homers for the first time
this season. Pujols drove a threerun homer off Jason Hirsh to
left-center field — his ninth of
the season — and Edmonds hit
the next pitch to right for his
fifth. The Cardinals tied a season high with five runs in the
fifth inning.
"They have a good offense,"
said Matt Holliday, who had
three hits, including his 10th
homer of the season. "Albert,
Scott and Jim — those guys
have been great for a long time.
Those kinds of things are going
to happen. You just keep playing."
Rolen finished with two RBI
doubles and Edmonds was 3for-5 with a triple and single and
two runs scored. The win ended
St Louis' seven-game road losing streak.
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Bryant
requests
trade, then
backs off

TOP HONORS: The

WKYFC U-18 soccer team recently took home top honors at The
Louisville Cup tournament. Team members pictured include (front row, from left) Abby

Hart, Courtney Graves, Sydney Smith, Jenna Fioranelli, Beth Ross, (back row) coach
Stephen Jones, Haley White, Amanda Clapp, Leslie Curtis, Blair Lane, Mallory Harrison,
Caitlin Williams and Kutlyn Smith. Not pictured are Catty Ealey, KaIli McCoy, litany Gold,
Cara Bohrman. Jackie Durbin, Katelyn Halicks and Maura Huges.

WKYFC squad wins Cup
the state — by a 3-0 count on Apnl 22, adavncing to the tournament championship match,
where it beat the Louisville Soccer Alliance '89
3-2 in the third set of "sudden death" penalty
kicks.
WKYFC. coached by Stephen Jones, also
took home the gold medal from both the
Germantown (Tenn.) Invitational and the
Purchase Invitational.
The squad was scheduled to play in the State
Cup Tournament at Lexington over the
Memorial Day weekend.

Staff Report

The WKYFC U-18 soccer team recently
captured the top spot in The Louisville Cup.
which was hosted by the Mockingbird Soccer
Club.
On April 21, the squad — consisting of local
and regional players — tied the Jr. Irish
Premier team from South Bend. Ind., 1-I
before accepting a 3-0 fortiet from SMSC Blue
of Clyde, N.C.
• WKYFC followed that effort by defeating
the Lexington Futbol Club — rated second in

C BASKETBALL

Donovan unaware of agent's
contact with Orlando Magic
DESTIN. Fla.
AP)
Florida's
Billy
Donovan
declined
to
comment
Wednesday on a report that the
Orlando Magic have contacted
his agent in hopes of gauging his
interest in becoming their next

times there's speculation out
there, and a lot of times there's
nothing to the speculation."
Donovan led the Gators to
back-to-back national championships, becoming the first team
to repeat since Duke in 1992.
coach.
Donovan, athletic director
The (klando Sentinel, citing Jeremy Foley and school presitwo anonymous NBA front dent Bernie Machen have been
office executives. reported working on a new contract for
Tuesday night that the Magic the coach since last year.
had cOntacted Donovan's agent.
Negotiations began during
Donovan said Wednesday he Florida's 2006 title run, but
had.* idea whether the report Donovan postponed signing the
was;true.
deal because he didn't want to
know nothing." he said at send the wrong message to playthe. ,Southeastern Conference's ers — Al Horford, Joakim Noah
animal
spring
meeting. and Corey Brewer -- who
"Anybody can say anything. If turned down NBA riches to stay
y'llu said to me someone made a in school.
cbthinent about that, maybe I
The contract could be worth
would respond. But I'm not considerably more now, espegoing to make any response or cially since Donovan has
comment on sources. ... A lot of become such a hot coaching

commodity.
Donovan spurned a chance to
go to Kentucky and take over
the tradition-rich program in
April.
He recently talked with the
Memphis Grizzlies owner
Michael Heisley. who is searching for a new coach. Donovan
called the discussion "informal"
and declined an interview.
The Magic could be the next
team to try to lure Donovan
from Gainesville.
Donovan acknowledged that
having his name associated with
so many coaching vacancies
was flattering.
"It's certainly a lot better than
wanting to run you out of a
place, right'!" he said."Any time
you get recognized by somebody else as. 'We respect or
appreciate what you've done
there,' I think it's always good."

LOS ANGELES(AP)— Phil
Jackson and Kobe Bryant were
on different pages a few years
back — the disharmony prompting the Lakers coach to call his
star player uncoachable in a
book he wrote.
Their relationship is much
different now.
Feeling insulted and misled.
Bryant asked the Lakers for a
trade Wednesday, saying nothing could change his mind.
Then, he spoke with his
coach.
"I don't want logo anywhere,
this is my team," Bryant told
KLAC radio.
"I love it
here. I called
Phil, man, he
and I talked,
it was an
emotional
conversation, but he
just
said,
'You know
what, Kobe?
Bryant
Let us try to
figure this thing out.'
"Phil is a guy I lean on a lot."
Some three hours earlier, in
an interview with ESPN radio,
Bryant said: "I would like to be
traded, yeah. Tough as it is to
come to that conclusion, there's
no other alternative. It's rough,
man. but I don't see how you
can rebuild that trust. I just don't
know how you can move forward in that type of situation."
Bryant told KLAC, the
Lakers' flagship station, that his
agent had contacted general
manager Mitch Kupchak early
Wednesday. He also said he hadn't heard from owner Jerry
Buss, indicating a conversation
could go a long way toward
resolving the matter.
Buss issued a statement after
Bryant's request to be traded,
saying: "We are aware of the
media reports. However. Kobe
has not told us directly that he
wants to be traded. We have
made it very clear that we are
building our team around Kobe
and that we intend for him to he
a Laker his entire career. We will
speak directly to Kobe and until
we do that, we will not comment
publicly about this."
Bryant's agent, Rob Pelinka,
didn't respond to several messages left by The Associated
Press.
Bryant, who helped the
Laker% win three consecutive
NBA championships, has four
years left on the seven-year.
$136.4 million contract he
signed July 15, 2(.X04. That was a
day after Shaquille O'Neal was
traded to the Miami Heat.
Bryant was angered Tuesday
after a Los Angeles Times
columnist quoted a Lakers
"insider" as saying it was
Bryant's insistence on getting
away from O'Neal that prompted the trade to Miami. Bryant
said he knew who the so-called
insider was. but wouldn't identify the person.
He also said he believes Buss
misled him three years ago —
nght before he re-signed with
the Lakers — by telling him one
thing and Jackson something
else about the team's goals.
Bryant said he was told the
Lakers would immediately try to
rejoin the NBA's elite.
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SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS• MURRAY,KY
CCM,
KFBm
e-mail: stuart_atelander iikyfbins.com

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS
American League
East Division
W
GB
L
38 16
Boston
10 1 2
Baltimore
26 27
12
Toronto
24 28
New York
13 1 2
22 29
1312
Tampa Bay
22 29
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Cleveland
32 t9
Detroit
30 22
2 1/2
Minnesota
27 25
5 1/2
24 24
61/2
Chicago
141/2
Kansas Crty
19 35
West Division
W
L
GB
Los Angeles
33 21
Settee
51,2
25 24
Oaldand
26 26
6
TOMB
1312
19 34
Wednesday's Scores
Minnesota 7. Chicago White Sox 6
Oakland 6, Texas 1
Cleveland 8. Boston 4
NY Yankees 10 Toronto 5
Tampa Bay 5. Detroit 3
Baftimore 3, Kansas City 0
LA. Angels 8, Seattle 6
Today's Games
Detroit (Vertander 5-1) at Cleveland
(Sabathia 7-1) 6 05 p m
Chicago White Sox (Buehrle 2-1) at
Toronto (Halladay 4-2), 607 pm
Texas (Padilla 2-7) at Seattle (Beek 22), 9:05 pm
Baltimore (Bones 2-2) at L A Angels
(Escobar 6-2). 905 p m
Friday's Games
N.Y Yankees (Wang 3-4) at Boston
(Wakefield 5-5), 605 pm
Detroit (Maroth 3-2) at Cleveland
(Carmona 6-1), 6 05 p m
Chicago White Sox (Vazquez 2-3) at
Toronto (Burnett 5-4), 6 07 p m
Kansas City (Bannister 0-3) at Tampa
Bay (Kann( 3-2) 6 10 p m
Texas (Millwood 2-4) at Seattle
(Washburn 5-4), 9.05 pm
Minnesota (Slowey 0-0) at Oakland
(Kennedy 1-4), 905 pm
Baltimore (0 Cabrera 4-5) at L A
Angels (Lackey 8-3). 9-05 p m

National League
East Division
W
L
GB
New Yon
33 18
Atlanta
30 23
4
Floncla
26 27
Philadelphia
26 27
Washington
21 32
13
Central Division
L
W
GB
Milwaukee
29 24
Pittsburgh
23 29
5 1/2
Chicago
22 29
6
St Louis
21 29
61/2
Houston
21 31
7 1/2
Cincinnall
21 33
8 1/2
West Division
W
L
GB
Los Angeles
31 21
Anzona
32 23
1/2
San Diego
30 22
1
San Francisco
25 26
5 1/2
Colorado
25 28
6 1/2
Wednesday's Scores
Atlanta 9. Milwaukee 3
San Diego 9, Pittsburgh 0
Arizona 4, Philadelphia 3
L A Dodgers 5. Washington 0
San Francisco 3, N.Y. Mets 0
Florida 9, Chicago Cubs 0
Cincinnati 4, Houston 3
St Lours 8, Colorado 4
Today's Games
San Diego (Maddux 4-3) at Pittsburgh
(Chacon 1-0). 6.05 p m.
L.A Dodgers (Hendnckson 2-2) at
Washington (Bowie 1-2), 605 pm
San Francisco (Cain 2-4) at N.Y Mets
(0 Hernandez 2-1), 6:10 p m.
Ronda (Oberrnueder 1-3) at Milwaukee
(Vargas 3-1), 7:05 p.m.
Cincinnati (Arroyo 2-5) at Houston
(W Williams 1-7). 7.05 p.m
St Louis (Thompson 3-1) at Colorado
(Cook 4-1). 8 05 pm.
Friday's Games
Atlanta (Davies 2-3) at Chicago Cubs
(Zambrano 5-4). 1 20 p.m.
L A Dodgers (Wolf 6-3) at Pittsburgh
(Duke 2-5). 6:05 pm
San Diego (Germano 3-0) at
Washington (Chico 3-4), 605p m
San Francisco (Morris 5-2) at
Philadelphia (Eaton 5-3). 6-05 p.m.
Anzona (Webb 4-3) at N.Y Mets (Maine
6-21, 6- 10 p.m
Florida (Olsen 4-4) at Milwaukee
(Suppan 6-5). 7.05 p m
St Louis (Wainwright 4-4) at Houston
(Oswalt 6-4), 7.05 pm
Cincinnati (Livingston 0-0) at Colorado
(Buchholz 2-2) 8 05 p m

SportsBriefs
O Mayfield's American Legion Post 26 baseball team will hold tryouts at 4 p.m. on June 2 and at 2 p.m. on June 3 at Graves County High
School. The tryouts are for both junior and senior teams. For more information, contact Todd Smith at (270) 247-7436 or (270) 705-8333.
IN Tryouts for this summer's Murray American Legion Post 73 Junior
Legion baseball team will be held Saturday at 5 p.m. at the Calloway
County High School baseball field.
Any players age 14-17 as of Jan. 1. 2007 are eligible to participate
in the Murray Junior Legion baseball program, regardless of school affiliation. The team is planning to play 25-30 games through June and July,
and will be playing at Laker Field.
For more information, contact coach Josh Garland at 227-0444, or
Tab Brockman at 293-3030.

COLLEGE HOOPS

Iowa star
enrolls at UT
KNOXVILLE. Tenn. (AP)
— Former Iowa forward Tyler
Smith, who was once signed
with Tennessee, has been admitted to the school and will join
the Volunteers this summer,
team
officials
announced
Wednesday.
Smith, who is from Pulaski,
Tenn., decided to leave Iowa
after his freshman year and
return to Tennessee.
He signed with Tennessee
when Buzz Peterson was still
the coach but changed his mind
about becoming a Vol after
Peterson was fired and Bruce
Pearl was hired. Smith attended
Hargrave Military Academy in
Virginia after Tennessee denied
his request to be released from
his letter of intent.
"I am really excited about
Tyler Smith coming back to
Tennessee," Pearl said.

TV Schedule
Today
COLLEGE SOFTBALL
Noon
ESPN
World Serves games 1 and
2 teams TBA at Oklahoma City
6 p.m.
ESPN — World Senes. games 3 and
4. teams IBA, at Oklahoma City
GOLF
9 a.m.
TGC — European PGA Tour Wales
Open, first round. at Newport, Wales
Noon
TGC — Nationwide Tour LaSalle Bank
Open. first round at Glenview. Ill
2 p.m.
TGC — PGA Tour, the Merrionat
Tournament first round
at Dublin Onio
S:30 p.m.
TGC — LPGA Ginn Tribute first
round. at Mt Pleasant SC
same-day tape(
NBA BASKETBALL
7 p.m.
TNT — Playoffs. Eastern Conference
finals game 5. Cleveland at Detroit
(0 necessary)

ge to your qu-ilterly service.

We Also Dom..
/ Install Automatic Foundation
Ventilators
/ Install Moisture and Vapor Barriers in
Crawl Spaces
•Install Sump Pumps to Effectively
Control Excess Moisture

I Do Treatments to Control Wood
Fungal Rot
.7 Repair and Replace Floor Joists
.1 Install Clothes Dryer Vents
We Even Install A Patended Floor
Support System
1604 St Rt. 121 N. Murray

VAL

(270) 753-6433
1-800-264-1433

di.AcrteArteor
We Work for You & Appreciate Your B.

www.servallpestcontrol.com
'less

1400-448-4665

All Work 100%
Guaranteed

JUNIOR GOLFERS:

Memonal Golf Course recently completed its Spring Junior
Golf
instructors pictured include (front row, from left) Jonah Wiggins,
Elizabeth Jones, Chloe Lovins. Mikala Wiggins, Austin Cobb.
Katnna Brown, Will Loving,
ZaChery Hopkins. Knstopher Fister. Connor Johnson,(back row) Lauren Hughes.
Chnstopher
Baker, Nicholas Brunn. Will Snodgrass, Trace Pahl. Jacob Jones,
Keaton Tidwell and Kaysin
Miller

Clinic Clinic participants and

Hutchins

1 lilt
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Officials warn against eating
paddlefish caviar from Ohio

GB
4
8
8
13
GB
5 1,2
6
6 1/2
7 1/2
81/2

River caviar is sold across the
than six meals per year.
By ROGER ALFORD
Paddlefish and their eggs nation.
Associated Press Writer
Paddlefish, among the largest
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — have made Kentucky's list of
Kentucky officials issued an contaminated fish every year fish in the United States, can
advisory on Wednesday urging since at least 1999. The latest weigh more than 200 pounds by
only limited consumption of advisory listed a number of Ohio feeding on zooplankton from the
paddlefish caviar from the Ohio River fish species that should be water. Paddlefish have been
River because it may be contam- eaten only on a limited basis used for years for their eggs.
because of contaminants, but which are marketed as valuable
inated with chemicals.
The news could be bad for paddlefish and their eggs were caviar.
Mark Marraccini, spokesman
fishermen benefiting from the of special concern, Delius said.
booming market for paddlefish The advisory involves only the for the Kentucky Department of
caviar, which has come into stretch of Ohio River along Fish and Wildlife Resources,
said
commercial
fishing
demand because of its similari- Kentucky's northern border.
Indiana has a less restrictive accounts for most pf the state's
ties in taste, look and consistenadvisory on paddlefish, recom- annual paddlefish catch.
cy to sturgeon eggs.
One paddlefish can yield as
Three Kentucky agencies mending its residents eat no
joined together to issue the fish more than one meal per month much as $800 worth of eggs,
consumption advisory, saying because of contaminants found and annual income for those
who catch them can range from
pregnant women, women of in fatty tissue and eggs.
The most prized source of $100,000 to $400,000, accordAP childbearing age and children
In this photo released by Melynne Stone, Jamison Stone, 11, poses with a wild pig he killed should eat no paddlefish flesh or caviar is the beluga sturgeon, ing to the Indiana Department of
near Delta, Ala., May 3, 2007. Stone's father says the hog weighed a staggering 1,051 pounds eggs from the river because they found in the basins of the Black Natural Resources.
Wildlife officials in Indiana
contain elevated levels of mer- and Caspian seas. But overzealand measured 9-feet-4 from the tip of its snout to the base of its tail.
cury, chlordane and the cancer- ous fishing recently prompted arrested 12 people last month for
causing chemical polychlorinat- the U.S. Fish and Wildlife catching paddlefish from Ohio
Service to declare the beluga a River tributaries, a violation of
ed biphenyls, or PCBs.
state law. In Indiana, commer"Most people who consume threatened species.
As beluga have become rare, cial fishermen can catch paddlecaviar eat only a small amount,
but, still, our recommendation the market for North American fish from the main stem of the
for this special population is for caviar has grown, including that Ohio River, not from tributaries.
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) — State wildlife last month by Jamison Stone of Pickensville.
Those arrested were charged
no consumption," said Guy F. from the paddlefish, named for
Officials said Wednesday they are investigating
Borden said he was getting tired of questions
Delius, assistant director of the its long, paddle-like snout. with illegal sale of a wild anihow a huge hog dubbed "Monster Pig" got into a about the hog, which Jamison's father said
Kentucky Division of Public James Tidwell, chairman of mal, money laundering and
fenced hunting preserve where it was chased down weighed 1,051 pounds and measured 9 feet, 4
Kentucky State University's commercial fishing in closed
Health Protection and Safety.
and shot to death by an 11-year-old boy.
inches from the tip of its snout to the base of its
Others should eat no more aquaculture program, said Ohio water.
The young hunter is not accused of doing any- tail. The kill drew international attention from
thing illegal, but the head enforcement officer for media reports after Jamison's father put up a Web
Alabama's wildlife agency said agents are trying site with photos of the dead hog.
to determine if anyone broke a state law prohibit-1 didn't ask for the publicity. I just want it to
ing the transportation and release of live feral all go away," said Borden, whose Lost Creek
Plantation is located near Delta in east Alabama.
TAMPA,Fla.(AP)— The Spanish government claims.
-There are some questions about where the aniKeith O'Neal, one of the guides who accompa- has filed claims in a U.S. federal court over a shipHe has previously called Spain's legal threats
mal came from, how he got there, how long he'd nied Jamison and father Mike Stone on the paid wreck that a Florida firm found laden with a colo- "absurd" and said that Odyssey would notify all
lieen there," said Allan Andress,enforcement chief hunt, said he was unsure if Monster Pig was nial-era treasure, an attorney said Thursday.
claimants once it conclusively determined the
for the Alabama Wildlife and Freshwater Fisheries placed in the enclosure or grew up inside the ISOIf the vessel was Spanish or was removed from ship's identity. He has said it was not found in
acre fenced area, located on a more than 2,500- that country's waters, any treasure would belong Spanish territorial waters.
Division.
Andress said officials also will review whether acre tract.
Odyssey announced two weeks ago that it had
to Spain, said James Goold. an attorney representJamison was hunting with his father and the ing the government.
the hunt — which occurred with two guides in a
discovered a shipwreck containing 500,000 gold
150-acre fenced area at a hunting plantation in east guides on May 3 when he killed the giant pig. He
"It's a very well established principle under and silver coins somewhere in the Atlantic Ocean.
Alabama — complied with the state's "fair chase" said he shot the huge animal eight times with a Spanish, U.S. and international law that a govern- The Tampa-based company said the site was outlaw, which requires that prey at such locations .50-caliber revolver and chased it for three hours ment such as the kingdom of Spain has not aban- side any country's territorial waters but would not
through hilly woods before finishing it off with a doned its sunken ships or sunken property, and give the exact location or name of the ship.
have a reasonable chance of escape.
_."The fact that there's a fence around it may or point-blank shot.
Odyssey has said the ship was not HMS
that a company like Odyssey Marine Exploration
Borden described the hunt as challenging and may not conduct recovery operations without Sussex, a shipwreck that Odyssey recently got
may not have an impact," said Andress.
Violations of the transportation law are misde- Jamison's hog as "huge."
permission from the Spanish government to search
authorization by the government," he said.
"I have a hog preserve, but it's not a little old
meanors punishable by a $500 fine and three
"The kingdom of Spain has not authorized any for in the Strait of Gibraltar.
months in jail, Andress said. Penalties for violat- pen. It's 150 acres plus, all grown up and rough," such operations by Odyssey, and by these legal
But Spain has called the new discovery suspiing the fair chase law range up to $5,000 in fines he said.
actions it will see the return of any Spanish prop- cious and said the booty may have come from a
Mike Stone said neither he nor his son did any- erty Odyssey has recovered," he said of the claims wrecked Spanish galleon.
and one month in jail, according to the state
thing wrong, and both have been stung by critics filed Wednesday.
wildlife Web site.
In Britain, the find generated press reports that
Eddy Borden, the owner of the spread where who have sent threatening e-mails to Jamison and
Odyssey Marine Exploration Inc. co-founder Odyssey had salvaged the wreck of the longthe hunt occurred, declined comment on how the posted Web sites claiming that photos of the boy Greg Stemm said Thursday the company was sought British vessel Merchant Royal, which sank
hog got into the I50-acre area where it was killed and the pig were faked.
working on a statement in response to Spain's in bad weather off England in 1641.

Alabama wildlife officials are
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g. BBQ Chicken
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A
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Boneless
Pork Chop
Sandwich

for
2$

(CAROLINA PRIDE

BBQ

15

Hot &
Tender
Pork BBQ
By The Pound

$6 lb.

ea.

Rib Eye
Sandwich

Hot
Lean &
Meaty

RIBEYE STEAKS

430UNTY

PAPER TOWELS

Sandwiches
$2

Hamburgers
Right Off
the Grill!
Whole
Boston Butts

BACON

3.
.1.ACK CANYON ANGUS
BEEF FAMILY PACK

Fri. & Sat. Only

Fri. Sc Sat. Only

750
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Only

SMOKED SAUSAGE
SANDWICH
2 for $3.00
ked Turkey
Breast Great

;ALES

STEAK SEASONING

IN OUR DELI KNOTTS

POTATO SALAD
OR COLE SLAW

6 lb.Avz.

RIBS
for

12

ea.

Slab

10 A.M.

Fri. & Sat.
Only
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Bryant
requests
trade, then
backs off

TOP HONORS: The WKYFC U-18 soccer team recently took home top honors at The
Louisville Cup tournament. Team members pictured include (front row, from left) Abby
Hart, Courtney Graves, Sydney Smith, Jenna Fioranelli, Beth Ross, (back row) coach
Stephen Jones, Haley White„Amanda Clapp, Leslie Curtis, Blair Lane, Mallory Harrison,
Caitlin Williams and Katlyn Smith. Not pictured are Caity Ealey, Kalli McCoy, Tifany Gold,
Cara Bohrman. Jackie Durbin, Katelyn Halicks and Maura Huges.

WKYFC squad wins Cup
Staff Report
the state — by a 3-0 count on April 22, adavnc
The WK
U-16 soccer team recently ing to the tournament championship match,
captured the top spot in The Louisville Cup, where it beat the Louisville Soccer Alliance '89
which was hosted by the Mockingbird Soccer 3-2 in the third set of "sudden death- penalty
Club.
kicks.
On April 21, the squad — consisting of local
WKYFC, coached by Stephen Jones, also
and regional players — tied the Jr. Irish took home the gold medal from both the
Premier team from South Bend, Ind., 1-1 Germantown (Tenn.) Invitational and the
before accepting a 3-0 forfiet from SMSC Blue Purchase Invitational.
of Clyde, N.C.
The squad was scheduled to play in the State
' WKYFC followed that effort by defeating Cup Tournament at Lexington over the
the Lexington Futbol Club — rated second in Memorial Day weekend.

SEC BASKETBALL

Donovan unaware of agent's
contact with Orlando Magic
DESTIN, Fla. (API
Florida's
Billy
Donovan
declined
to
comment
Wednesday on a report that the
Orlando Magic have contacted
his agentin hopes of gauging his
interest in becoming their next
coach.
The Orlando Sentinel, citing
two molly)))))us NBA front
office executives. reported
Tuesday night that the Magic
had contacted Donovan's agent.
Donovan said Wednesday he
had
idea whether the report
was true.
know nothing,. he said at
the Southeastern Conference's
aanoal
spring
meeting.
"Anybody can say anything. If
yini said to me someone made a
cbriunent about that. maybe I
would respond. But I'm not
going to make any response or
comment on sources.... A lot ot

times there's speculation out
there, and a lot of times there's
nothing to the speculation."
Donovan led the Gators to
back-to-back national championships, becoming the first tearn
to repeat since Duke in 1992.
Donovan, athletic director
Jeremy Foley and school president Bernie Machen have been
working on-a new contract for
the coach since last year.
Negotiations began during
Florida's 2006 title run. but
Donovan postponed signing the
deal because he didn't want to
send the wrong message to players — Al Horford, Joakini Noah
and Corey Brewer — who
turned down NBA riches to stay
in school.
The contract could be worth
considerably more now, especially since Donovan has
become such a hot coaching

commodity.
Donovan spurned a chance to
go to Kentucky and take over
the tradition-rich program in
April.
He recently talked with the
Memphis Grizzlies owner
Michael Heisley. who is searching for a new coach. Donovan
called the discussion "informal'
and declined an interview.
The Magic could be the next
team to try to lure Donovan
from Gainesville.
Donovan acknowledged that
having his name associated with
so many coaching vacancies
was flattering.
"It's certainly a lot better than
wanting to run you out of a
place, right?" he said."Any time
you get recognized by somebody else as. 'We respect or
appreciate what you've done
there.' I think it's always good.-
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Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 RWV 121 N. BYPASS•MURRAY,KY
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e-mail: stuart_alexander r)lxvilbins.com

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS
American League
East Division
GB
W
L
36 16
Boston
101/2
Baltimore
26 27
12
24 28
T0(01110
131,2
New Yak
22 29
131/2
Tampa Bay
22 29
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Cleveland
32 19
21/2
Detroit
30 22
51/2
Minnesota
27 25
61/2
20 24
Chicago
141/2
Kansas City
19 35
West Division
W
GB
L
Los Angeles
33 21
5 1/2
Seattle
25 24
Oakland
26 26
6
13 1/2
19 34
TWOS
Wedneeday's Scores
141mesota 7, Chicago White Sox 6
°aiding 6. Texas 1
Cleveland 8, Boston 4
N.Y Yankees 10, Toronto 5
Tampa Bay 5. Detroit 3
Baltimore 3, Kansas City 0
L A. Angels 8, Seattle 6
Today's Games
Detroit (Verlander 5-1) at Cleveland
(Sabathia 7-1), 6 05 p m
Chicago White Sox (Buehrle 2-1) at
Toronto (Halladay 4-2). 6.07 p.m.
Texas (Padilla 2-7) at Seattle (Baek 22).905 pm
Baltimore (Burros 2-2) at L A Angels
(Escobar 6-2). 9:05 pm
Friday's Games
N Y Yankees (Wang 3-4) at Boston
(Waketiekt 5-5), 605 p m
Detroit (Maroth 3-2) at Cleveland
(Carmona 6-1), 605 p m
Chicago White Sox (Vazquez 2-3) at
Toronto (Burnett 5-4), 6-07 pm
Kansas City (Bannister 0-3) at Tampa
Bay (Kazmir 3-2). 610 p in
Texas (Miawood 2-4) at Seattle
(Washburn 5-4). 9:05 p.m
Minnesota (Slowey 0-0) at Oakland
(Kennedy 1-4). 9 05 p.m
Baltimore (0 Cabrera 4-5) at L.A
Angels (Lackey 8-3). 9:05 p m

National League
East Division
W
L
GB
New York
33 18
Atlanta
30 23
4
26 27
Florida
8
Philadelphia
26 27
8
Washington
21 32
13
Central Division
W
L
GB
Milwaukee
29 24
Pittsburgh
23 29
5 1/2
Chicago
22 29
6
21 29
St Louis
6 1/2
31
Houston
21
7 1/2
Cincinnati
21 33
81/2
West Division
W
GB
Los Angeles
31 21
Anzona
32 23
1/2
San Diego
30 22
1
25 26
San Francisco
5 1/2
Colorado
25 28
61/2
Wedneedey's Scores
Atlanta 9. Milwaukee 3
San Diego 9, Pittsburgh 0
Arizona 4, Philadelphia 3
L A Dodgers 5 Washington 0
San Francisco 3 N Y Mets 0
Florida 9, Chicago Cubs 0
Cincinnati 4 Houston 3
St Louis 8 Colorado 4
Today's Games
San Diego (Maddux 4-3) at Pittsburgh
(Chacon 1-0), 6 05 p m.
LA Dodgers (Hendnc-kson 2-2) at
Washington (Bowie 1-2), 6:05 pm
San Francisco (Cain 2-4) at N.Y Mets
(0.Hernandez 2-1). 6:10 p.m
Florida (Obermueller 1-3) at Milwaukee
(Vargas 3-1), 7 05 p.m.
Cincinnati (Arroyo 2-5) at Houston
(W.Wilkams 1-7). 705 p.m
St Louis (Thompson 3-1) at Colorado
(Cook 4-1), 8 05 p.m.
Friday's Games
Atlanta (Danes 2-3) at Chicago Cubs
i2ambrano 5-4). 1 20 p.m
LA. Dodgers (Wolf 6-3) at Pittsburgh
(Duke 2-5) 6:05 p m
San Diego (Germano 3-0) at
Washington (Chico 3-4). 6.05 p m
San Francisco (Morris 5-2) at
Philadelphia lEaton 5-3). 6.05 p.m
Anzona (Webb 4-3) at N.Y Mats (Maine
6-2). 6 10 pm
Florida (Olsen 4-4) at Milwaukee
(Suppan 6-5). 7 05 p m.
St Louis (Wainwnght 4-4) at Houston
(Oswalt 6-4). 705 p.m
Cincinnati (Livingston 0-0) at Colorado
(Buchholz 2-2) 805 pm

LOS ANGELES(AP)— Phil
Jackson and Kobe Bryant were
on different pages a few years
back — the disharmony prompting the Ulcers' coach to call his
star player uncoachable in a
book he wrote.
Their relationship is much
different now.
Feeling insulted and misled,
Bryant asked the Lakers for a
trade Wednesday, saying nothing could change his mind.
Then, he spoke with his
coach.
"I don't want to go anywhere,
this is my team," Bryant told
KLAC radio.
"I love it
here. I called
Phil, man, he
and I talked,
it was an
emotional
conversation, but he
just
said,
'You know
what, Kobe?
Bryant
Let us try to
figure this thing out.'
"Phil is a guy I lean on a lot."
Some three hours earlier, in
an interview with ESPN radio,
Bryant said: "I would like to be
traded, yeah. Tough as it is to
come to that conclusion, there's
no other alternative. It's rough,
man. but I don't see how you
can rebuild that trust. I just don't
know how you can move forward in that type of situation."
Bryant told KLAC, the
Lakers' flagship station, that his
agent had contacted general
manager Mitch Kupchak early
Wednesday. He also said he hadn't heard from owner Jerry
Buss. indicating a conversation
could go a long way toward
III Mayfield's American Legion Post 26 baseball team will hold tryresolving the matter.
outs at 4 p.m. on June 2 and at 2 p.m. on June 3 at Graves County High
Buss issued a statement after
School. The tryouts are for both Junior and senior teams. For more inforBryant's request to be traded, mation, contact
Todd Smith at (270) 247-7436 or (270) 705-8333.
saying: "We are aware of the
media reports. However, Kobe
•Tryouts for this summer's Murray American Legion Post 73 Junior
has not told us directly that he
Legion baseball team will be held Saturday at 5 p.m. at the Calloway
wants to be traded. We have County High School baseball field.
made it very clear that we are
Any players age 14-17 as of Jan. 1. 2007 are eligible to participate
in the Murray Junior Legion baseball program, regardless of school affilbuilding our team around Kobe
iation. The team is planning to play 25-30 games through June and July,
and that we intend for him to be
and will be playing at Laker Field.
a Laker his entire career. We will
For more information, contact coach Josh Garland at 227-0444, or
speak directly to Kobe and until
we do that, we will not comment Tab Brockman at 293-3030.
publicly about this."
TONY'S WOLOF SPONSOMEIP IT;
Bryant's agent, Rob Pelinka. COLLEGE HOOPS
didn't respond to several mesLindy Sutter
sages left by The Associated
hum lorf
Press.
To 004 011 pure/ MACS
Bryant, who helped the
corkoc-r alocloy
Lakers win three consecutive
404 Bela St.• 753-5942
NBA championships, has four
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (API
years left on the seven-year, — Former Iowa forward Tyler
TV Schedule
$136.4 million contract he Smith, who was once signed
Today
COLLEGE SOFTBALL
signed July IS. 2004. That was a with Tennessee, has been admitNoon
day after Shaquille O'Neal was ted to the school and will join
ESPN
World Series. games 1 and
traded to the Miami Heat.
the Volunteers this summer,
2. teams TBA. at Oklahoma City
Bryant was angered Tuesday team
officials
announced
8 p.m.
ESPN — World Series, games 3 and
after a Los Angeles Times Wednesday.
4, teams TBA, at Oklahoma City
columnist quoted a Lakers
Smith, who is from Pulaski.
GOLF
"insider" as saying it was Tenn., decided to leave Iowa
9 a.m.
Bryant's insistence on getting after his freshman year and
TGC — European PGA Tour Wales
away from O'Neal that prompt- return to Tennessee.
Open. first round. at Newport. Wales
Noon
ed the trade to Miami. Bryant
He signed with Tennessee
TGC — Nationwide Tour LaSalie Bank
said he knew who the so-called when Buzz Peterson was still
Open first round at Glenview ill
insider was, but wouldn't identi- the coach but changed his mind
2 p.m.
fy the person.
about becoming a Vol after
TGC — PGA Tour. the Memorial
Tournament first round.
He also said he believes Buss Peterson was fired and Bruce
at Dublin Ohio
misled him three years ago — Pearl was hired. Smith attended
5:30 p.m.
right before he re-signed with Hargrave Military Academy in
TGC — LPGA Ginn Tnbute. first
the Lakers — by telling him one Virginia after Tennessee denied
round. at Mt Pleasant SC
thing and Jackson something his request to be released from
Isame-day tape
NBA BASKETBALL
else about the team's goals.
his letter of intent.
7 p.m.
Bryant said he was told the
"I am really excited about
TNT
Playoffs. Eastern COOlOrenCO
Lakers would immediately try to Tyler Smith coming back to
finals game 5 Cleveland at Detroit
rejoin the NBA's elite.
Tennessee,- Pearl said.
)4 necessary)

SportsBriefs

Iowa star
enrolls at UT
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We Also Do•„••
Install Automatic Foundation
Ventilators
I Install Moisture and Vapor Barriers in
Crawl Spaces
I Install Sump Pumps to Effectively
Control Excess Moisture

I Do Treatments to Control Wood
Fungal Rot
Repair and Replace Floor Joists
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I We Even Install A Patended Floor
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1604 St. Rt. 121 N. Murray
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JUNIOR GOLFERS: Miller Memorial Gott Course recently completed
its Spring Junior Gott
Clinic Clinic participants and instructors pictured include (front row,
from left) Jonah Wiggins.
Elizabeth Jones. Chloe Lovins, Mikala Wiggins, Austin Cobb. Katrina
Brown, Will Lovins.
Zachary Hopkins. Knstopher Fister, Connor Johnson,(back row) Lauren
Hughes, Christopher
Baker, Nicholas Brunn, Will Snodgrass, Trace Pahl, Jacob Jones. Keaton
Tidwell and Kaysin
Hutchins
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Officials warn against eating
paddlefish caviar from Ohio
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In this photo released by Melynne Stone, Jamison Stone, 11, poses with a wild pig he killed
near Delta, Ala., May 3, 2007. Stone's father says the hog weighed a staggering 1,051 pounds
and measured 9-feet-4 from the tip of its snout to the base of its tail.

Alabama wildlife officials are
questioning saga of 'Monster Pig'
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BIRMINGHAM. Ala. (AP) — State wildlife
officials said Wednesday they are investigating
how a huge hog dubbed "Monster Pig" got into a
fenced hunting preserve where it was chased down
and shot to death by an 11-year-old boy.
The young hunter is not accused of doing anything illegal, but the head enforcement officer for
Alabama's wildlife agency said agents are trying
to determine if anyone broke a state law prohibiting the transportation and release of live feral
;wine.
"There are some questions about where the animal came from, how he got there, how long he'd
been there," said Allan Andress, enforcement chief
for the Alabama Wildlife and Freshwater Fisheries
Division.
Andress said officials also will review whether
the hunt — which occurred with two guides in a
150-acre fenced area at a hunting plantation in east
Alabama — complied with the state's "fair chase"
law, which requires that prey at such locations
have a reasonable chance of escape.
"The fact that there's a fence around it may or
may not have an impact," said Andress.
Violations of the transportation law are misdemeanors punishable by a $500 fine and three
months in jail, Andress said. Penalties for violating the fair chase law range up to $5,000 in fines
and one month in jail, according to the state
wildlife Web site.
Eddy Borden, the owner of the spread where
the hunt occurred, declined comment on how the
hpg got into the 150-acre area where it was killed

ripate
ol affild July,

last month by Jamison Stone of Pickensville.
Borden said he was getting tired of questions
about the hog, which Jamison's father said
weighed 1,051 pounds and measured 9 feet, 4
inches from the tip of its snout to the base of its
tail. The kill drew international attention from
media reports after Jamison's father put up a Web
site with photos of the dead hog.
"I didn't ask for the publicity. I just want it to
all go away," said Borden, whose Lost Creek
Plantation is located near Delta in east Alabama.
Keith O'Neal, one of the guides who accompanied Jamison and father Mike Stone on the paid
hunt, said he was unsure if Monster Pig was
placed in the enclosure or grew up inside the 150acre fenced area, located on a more than 2,500acre tract.
Jamison was hunting with his father and the
guides on May 3 when he killed the giant pig. He
said he shot the huge animal eight times with a
.50-caliber revolver and chased it for three hours
through hilly woods before finishing it off with a
point-blank shot.
Borden described the hunt as challenging and
Jamison's hog as "huge."
"I have a hog preserve, but it's not a little old
pen. It's 150 acres plus, all grown up and rough,"
he said.
Mike Stone said neither he nor his son did anything wrong, and both have been stung by critics
who have sent threatening e-mails to Jamison and
posted Web sites claiming that photos of the boy
and the pig were faked.

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky officials issued an
advisory on Wednesday urging
only limited consumption of
paddlefish caviar from the Ohio
River because it may be contaminated with chemicals.
The news could be bad for
fishermen benefiting from the
booming market for paddlefish
caviar, which has come into
demand because of its similarities in taste, look and consistency to sturgeon eggs.
Three Kentucky agencies
joined together to issue the fish
consumption advisory, saying
pregnant women, women of
childbearing age and children
should eat no paddlefish flesh or
eggs from the river because they
contain elevated levels of mercury, chlordane and the cancercausing chemical polychlorinated biphenyls, or PCBs.
"Most people who consume
caviar eat only a small amount,
but, still, our recommendation
for this special population is for
no consumption,".said Guy F.
Delius, assistant director of the
Kentucky Division of Public
Health Protection and Safety.
Others should eat no more

than six meals per year.
Paddlefish and their eggs
have made Kentucky's list of
contaminated fish every year
since at least 1999. The latest
advisory listed a number of Ohio
River fish species that should be
eaten only on a limited basis
because of contaminants, but
paddlefish and their eggs were
of special concern. Delius said.
The advisory involves only the
stretch of Ohio River along
Kentucky's northern border.
Indiana has a less restrictive
advisory on paddlefish, recommending its residents eat no
more than one meal per month
because of contaminants found
in fatty tissue and eggs.
The most prized source of
caviar is the beluga sturgeon,
found in the basins of the Black
and Caspian seas. But overzealous fishing recently prompted
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service to declare the beluga a
threatened species.
As beluga have become rare,
the market for North American
caviar has grown, including that
from the paddlefish, named for
its long, paddle-like snout.
James Tidwell, chairman of
Kentucky State University's
aquaculture program, said Ohio

River caviar is sold across the
nation.
Paddlefish, among the largest
fish in the United States, can
weigh more than 200 pounds by
feeding on zoop/ankton from the
water. Paddlefish have been
used for years for their eggs,
which are marketed as valuable
caviar.
Mark Marraccini, spokesman
for the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources,
said
commercial
fishing
accounts for most pf the state's
annual paddlefish catch.
One paddlefish can yield as
much as $800 worth of eggs,
and annual income for those
who catch them can range from
$100,000 to $400,000, according to the Indiana Department of
Natural Resources.
Wildlife officials in Indiana
arrested 12 people last month for
catching paddlefish from Ohio
River tributaries, a violation of
state law. In Indiana, commercial fishermen can catch paddlefish from the main stem of the
Ohio River, not from tributaries.
Those arrested were charged
with illegal sale of a wild animal, money laundering and
commercial fishing in closed
water.

Spain makes claim to sunken treasure
TAMPA,Fla.(AP)— The Spanish government
has filed claims in a U.S. federal court over a shipwreck that a Florida firm found laden with a colonial-era treasure, an attorney said Thursday.
If the vessel was Spanish or was removed from
that country's waters, any treasure would belong
to Spain, said James Goold, an attorney representing the government.
"It's a very well established principle under
Spanish, U.S. and international law that a government such as the kingdom of Spain has not abandoned its sunken ships or sunken property, and
that a company like Odyssey Marine Exploration
may not conduct recovery operations without
authorization by the government," he said.
"The kingdom of Spain has not authorized any
such operations by Odyssey, and by these legal
actions it will see the return of any Spanish property Odyssey has recovered," he said of the claims
filed Wednesday.
Odyssey Marine Exploration Inc. co-founder
Greg Stemm said Thursday the company was
working on a statement in response to Spain's

claims.
He has previously called Spain's legal threats
"absurd" and said that Odyssey would notify all
claimants once it conclusively determined the
ship's identity. He has said it was not found in
Spanish territorial waters.
Odyssey announced two weeks ago that it had
discovered a shipwreck containing 500,000 gold
and silver coins somewhere in the Atlantic Ocean.
The Tampa-based company said the site was outside any country's territorial waters but would not
give the exact location or name of the ship.
Odyssey has said the ship was not liMS
Sussex, a shipwreck that Odyssey recently got
permission from the Spanish government to search
for in the Strait of Gibraltar.
But Spain has called the new discovery suspicious and said the booty may have come from a
wrecked Spanish galleon.
In Britain, the find generated press reports that
Odyssey had salvaged the wreck of the longsought British vessel Merchant Royal. which sank
in bad weather off England in 1641.
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THANK YOU
We, Oliver, Fagen and Melissa
Muscle, would like to thank ourfamily members and friends, both in
Murray and outside, for the warm,
heartfelt, concerned support and kind
thoughts during our difficult times
over the loss of our mother and
grandmother Marie Muscio. Having
"Mom - with us in Murray the lastfive
years was a much cherished occasion
for us. Not only did we get to know her
better, but through her and because of
her. we witnessed how reaching out
and supportive ourfriends andfamily
really are. We thank you for being
there at all times.

010

Ordinance Number 2007.1339
An ordinance annexing a 16 0542 acre tract of land
located at 1641 Wiswell Road West and owned by The
Grove of Murray, LLC
The Murray Planning
Commission recommended said annexation based on
the following findings ii the property is contiguous
to the city boundaries to the east and west; 21 city
utility services are already available to the property.
31 opportunity to close a city/county gap for 911 purposes; and 45 property falls within the Urban
Services Areas for the City of Murray.
els H Thomas Rushing
Thomas Rushing, Mayor

Attest

ale Hails McClure
Herta McClure, City Clerk
Summary prepared by.
Warren Hopkins. City Attorney

Notice

Oliver, Fiigen and Melissa Nluscio
.11
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THANK YOU
Thefamily ofMarie Muscio would like to
thank Dr Richard Crouch and his office
staff Dr Jirgis Shah, and all the doctors
and nurses in the Murray Calloway.
County Hospital (both Intensive Care
and regular care units) for the professional and genuine care our mother and
grandmother received all throughout the
ire years "Mom" was in Murray. Their
kind care reached out to even us. her
µmay, It was thanks to these wonderful
ople that we got the opportunity to be
with her for many pleasant and memorable days. We are particularly grateful
or the kind presence and warmth of the
nurses, who helped tremendously to
make mom is last moments as comfortable as possible, allowing her to leave us
with the same dignity. with which she
lived her life
011% yr, higen

and Melissa Muscio
MERMEN

753-1752
I ills

LIU ISLAILN I
114.. RI,

Lewd
Notice
CALLOWAY Gardens
8 Essex Downs Apts
accepting nos for
resurfacing parking
lots 1505 Diuguid Dr
753-8556

AMBASSADORS
WANTED:
Call today to Woke
bow to get your Swear
Sr Wedding plates hee.
Lynn's Studio

010

lAtfvf•
'
i 51440

TO Unknown Spouse of Johnny Garner

weddings/seniors
Since 1989

RE Calloway Circuit Court, Case No 07-Cl-2O

270-753-1001

NOTICE

Caption Accredited Home Lenders Inc. fly and
711reugh th, Cif Group Consumer Finance Inc. as
Mortgage Electronic Registration
.4yatein.,
Plaintiff Yu Johnny Garner, Et al
and The I 'nknown Spouse ;if Johnny Garner.
Defendants
Ttw underoismed attorney was appointed Warning
Order Attorney by the Calkearay Circuit Court to
notify the unknown anomie of Johnny Garner that a
lawsuit hao been filed to foreelooe on the properts
owned bt .Johnny Garner located at 1274 Hickuri.
Grove Road. Murray. Kentucky 42020 I and more
particularly deemIted in the lawsuits The Plaintiff
amens that it is the miwtgaire holder and that any
right yen may have in the property should he terrof
ntUrel
Intern a defense or &newer to the lawsuit is made by
you on or before June 19 2007, • Judgment by
default may be granted assume. vou Comes of the
Cotnplaint can be obtained from the Clerk of the
Calloway Circuit Court. Calloway County Judicial
Building, .112 North LIth Street Murray Kentucky
12071
Gerald Bell. Eaq
Iliivereock, Boll & Pitman
211 South 12th Street
PO Rag 1073
Murray. KY 42071
WARN
iRDER ATTORNEY

PUBLIC AUCTION
Neon

Beach Mini Storage

767-1199
Lorve 1
Topping
r49
i
m ssigi caw.:.
B.-

SPECIALTY
ice
creams at Sandra D's.
94 East 293-3816
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
SOUICOS reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned hereon
are behoved to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibelity whatsoever for thew
&casinos

$13 %%Knell Ave
Saturday, June 2 2007•14 00a or
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Help BMW
AFTER Hours Cal
Center is now hiring for
PART-TIME
Patient
Coordinators
Care
PCCs are responsible
for processing incomwig calls from patients
and locations during
non-business hours.
Expenence in medical
field and administrative
record management
preferred, but
not
required Strong customer service background preferred This
position requires educational background of
high school diploma or
GED equivalent Part
time hours of 20 to 30
hours per week will be
scheduled
during
evenings, nights and
weekends
Please
deliver or mail your
resume to 120 Max
Hurt Drive Murray. KY
email
Of
to
elizabeth cain0rotech
corn We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer
DELIVERY
person/yard worker
needed for local
Lumber Co Apply in
person Myers Lumber
Co 500 South 4th St
Murray. KY

1)1SCI.AIMER
When at cssing the
-help *Anted- section
on our t testified,
*ehPatTe at
mull as ledger coin,
you will he redirected
to pohnetwork turn

By

A child needs you
Become a foster parent, up to 536/day.
WKUMFS
270-443-9004

PAINTING contract,
recruiting experien,
professional tourney
men painters Must
have 4-years professional painting expen
ince. Position includes
benefit gen including
Health. Retirement &
Paid vecalions. To
apply call 753-8895 &
Naive VORA, 1114111611190
No walk in applicants
acaspled. This company S an *gain opportunity employer

minorities are encouraged to apply.
Murray. State 'University is an Equal
Education and Employment Opportunity.
M/F/D, M employer

appear on

this svetnite

However

Jr e national

Mebane. nol All listing,
0111 the rohnetuorli torn
are placed through
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Please tall
us it iou have an,
question, regarding
the Murray area
yob listings Thank you

DRIVER WANTED

The Murray Board of Education Head Start,
in partnership with II school districts in western Kentucky. is accepting applications for the
following full and part time positions:
TEACHER - Interdisciplinary Early Childhood
or Early Childhood Education degree required.
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSLSTANT - Diploma or
GED required.

FAMILY SERVICE WORKER. Degree in
Social Work or related field required
FAMILY SERVICE WORKER ASSISTANT Diploma or GED required
Interested persons may request an application
from the Murray Head Start office by calling
12701753-6031.
iippticatioin will be accepted until positions arr
An Equal Opportunity Employer

FUTURE'S Golf Club
in Puryear is seeking
an experienced
groundskeeper
Knowledge in greens
mowing. cup cutting,
synnging. etc a must.
Leave resume or application at 1120 Puryear
Country Club Rd No
phone calls

Needed:
If III SUM'
NI \I IIINIs I ••
Ahern(x in Shift
Training on Day Shift
Benefits include
• Air Conditioned Shop
• Paid \'acanons
• 8 Putt Holidays
• Company. Paid
Employee Insurance
• 401 K PIan
Send resume or apply at

1107 Old Pryorsburg Rd
PO Box 738
Mayfield, KY 42060
270-247-0501

SOMEONE to clean
apartments for property
management Co
Send resume to 108 N
12th St. Murray

Are**
For Sas
HARDWOOD flooring.
Narrow
strips
Approximately 266 sq.
ft.
color.
Spice
(270)293-6610
or
(270)556-5432
Calloway County
•Ictorral History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350

MDM COMPUTERS
Certified Technician
Service,' repairs
759.3556

An

Wad to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
I BUY running or
fixable cars, trucks
vans, tractors. farm &
construction
equipment ATVs
campers motorhomes.
trailers almost anything 270-970-1010
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING
United
States coin collections. Paying blue
book value. 293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th,
Murray

GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges.
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting 753-4109

side-by-side
home,
refngerator & freezer,
Zep parts washer,
Maytag
Washer &
Dryer 489-2140.
978-1926
NEW pool table, never
used, 1"-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
acc. package, retails
$4.500. selling for
$1.500,
sell
must
(573)686-2311
SATELUTES
DISH Network Satellite
Systems - Everyone
qualifies! Plasma &
LCD TVs, home entertainment centers, TV
carts, surround sound,
coax. HDMI & component cables. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
506-J N. 12th St.
759-0901
WICKER furniture:
Loveseat, 2 chairs,
coffee table, end table,
plant stand, lamp, 3
baskets, magazine
rack. $250.00 OBO
227-0407

Apo.
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633

Square Murray

(270) 753-1713
150

CHILD CARE PROVIDER FOR INFANTS &
TODDLERS - Diploma or GED required.

KENTUCKY
Lake
Surgery Center seeking part-time RNs
LPNs with nursing
experience Day shift
hours Send resume to
KLSC.
1002
Cornerstone Dr. Suite
B. Pans. TN 38242 or
apply in person
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray. KY No
phone calls.
TRUCK driver needed.
Regional and OTR.
Must be at least 24
years old with at least 2
years
experience.
clean MVR, and good
work
history
Elite
Trucking
Services
270-382-3940
8AM-5PM

Maylkid Machine
& Tool, Inc.

FULL OR PART ime
housekeeping. Murray
PROJE6 Hotel Amoy in
person after 6 00P84

HOUSEKEEPING
services
offered.
Experienced. reasonable & quality service.
436-6028

GOLD & silver coins &
Jewelry. 753-6793

Murray and kkal job
listing, will

CNIdeen

Payroll
Manager, Department
of
Accounting and Financial Services,
Murray State University. Full time, 12
month, non-tenure position to begin June
2007. Qualifications: Bachelor's degree.
in accounting, two (2) years experience
directly responsible for payroll functions
and maintaining a computerized payroll
application. Must have knowledge of generally accepted accounting principles.
Must be fluent in Microsoft Excel.
Excellent oral and written communication, analytical skills and the ability to
complete tasks under demanding time
schedules required. Experience in taxation
issues for nonresident aliens preferred.
Responsibilities: Management of the
University's payroll activities, including
maintenance of computerized payroll system, state and federal reporting, position
budgeting, payroll banking activities,
monitoring of state and federal tax issues
for nonresident alien payments, reconciliation of general ledger and bank accounts,
implementation of proper financial and
accounting controls, development of training programs and communication of
departmental policies and procedures, and
preparation of routine and ad-hoc financial analysis. Application Deadline Date:
June 29. 2007. To Apply: Send letter of
application, resume, and the names,
addresses, and phone numbers of four professional references to: Search Committee
Chair, Accounting & Financial Services,
Murray State University, 200 Sparks Hall,
Murray, KY 42071-3312. Women and

&Nub.
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LAKELAND
Spring
Water now hiring for
full-time route salesperson. Please send
resume to P0. Box
1082. Murray. KY
42071

ATTENTION Parents!
Now in home child
care center opentrei
June 4th Please call
759-1586 for more
Intommtkxi.
CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses. I have
20 years iniperkince.
270-7594653
HONE cleaning
serapes. 227-7129

Amon
For Sale
$1 silver certificates
and silver dollars
293-6999
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package, 6-7 person,
lots of lets, digital,
oscillator, water fall.
cover, retail $7 300,
must
sell $3,600.
(573)300-1031
6 foot chain link fence
with electric gate 8
opener. Approximately
850 ft., $2,500. Call
(270)293-6610
or
(270)556-5432
65
in.
HD
JVC
widescreen pro!. TV.
Like new. retail $3.600,
selling for $1.800 060
Murray area. Email
iconnaway0charter.ne
t for questions or pictures or call
(618)521-0294
8X12 wood building
Finished inside with
eiectric. Value $3.000
Must sell Only $1,500
Call 270-804-3806
Bayloner Cann. 151/2' roundabout plus
trailer Worth $2.200.
asking $1.000 OBO
Needs InInOr work
Beautiful
87
Thomasville sofa. Offwhite. textured fabric,
two ttsrowpdlows. 8400
OBO. paid $1.400
Cherry three-door trestle
from
desk
Thurmond's
$ I 50
000 Cherry two
-door
end table cabinet, $40
000 Several lamps
753-2961
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses 1 sue 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-0814
FRESH Fish
Locally grown whole
Mega on ice at the
Saturday
morning
Farmers Market in
Murray
MO Farms LLC
270-436-2215

arm Equipesa
06 Montana Tractor,
38HP. only 42 hrs.,
loader, 4-wheel drive.
synchro-mesh trans..
like new. $12,500.
(270)293-3026
2 blade plow. $50
5' disk. $300
(2) 5' bush hogs. $250
each
New fiberglass topper
8' $500
270-293-8258
270

Rabb Noma For Sale
OWNER
FINANCE
'98 38R 2BA $5,000
down $645 month 1
acre. Murray area
753-1011
1978, 14872 Holiday,
must be moved $2,000
Of best-offer 227-5069
1998 Wavertee 16880,
vinyl siding shingle
roof, 38R, 2 bath like
new.(270)489-2525
FOR sale by owner
on 1-acre. 573
Pottenown rd. near
Wildcat Beach. sold as
is. asking 828.000.
questions contact
(850)345-0603
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 181
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down' Your
land or family land
731-584-9429 Ends
June 15

New Listing-3 Mobiles
Large Garage-On 2
lots
All for under $70K.
Contact Mike Conley,
Olive Branch Auction &
Realty
270.293.3232

2BR. 227-9140
3BR $275.00
753-6012

$110 per month Newe
homes only. 492-8488

1 & 2 bdr apts No pets
Leave a message.
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1BR Apt, some utilities
paid, no pets.
$250/mo. 767-9037
1BR near MSU, other
locations available,
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905
if
2BR duplex, all appliances. 1304 Peggy
Ann Dnve. 753-0259
2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR near MSU, C/H/A,
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR, washer, drydr,
dishwasher,
quiet
neighborhood, no pets.
$475 month. 753-0919,
293-1669
EXTRA nice 38R 2 full
baths. All major appliances. 753-7903
227-5173
UVE Oak Apts,
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-6221
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-4964.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-000-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
SP•cisK
$100 Depose
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
7534868.
1,, +,

or

Truck
call

us we

glad

III

tar?
will be,

help
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
I SO5 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
(Inc and Two Bedroom Nrcortmenis
Central Heat and Si,
Accepting \MIR .411.411,

Mice /lours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.6
.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

limes
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Murray Ledger et 'Units

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853
'Jude)

For Rent

Of<
onley,
ction &

• Newe
•-8488

38R foreclosure. Buy
for only $20,200. Fo
'stings 800-560-1951
ext. S021

137
other
.1e,
:man
• avail:bon 1
month

I appie
Peggy
1259
:s furloca"E
C/HTA:
:man
dryer,
quiet
0 pets.
I 0919,
• 2 full
apple

:led
I,
I,

206 Woodiawn
Fri.•8-2
Sat.• 9-1
luggage, clothes,
antique crates,
Jars, tins, etc. Star
Wars collectibles.
chair, pantry
doors, ladder,
stove hood, books,
dolls, wheelchair,
blankets & more

LARGE 18R duplex.
C/H/A,
Remodeled,
lots of storage, nice
pets,
area,
no
$375/mo. 767-0433.
293-5090

furniture, brass
chandelier, 1980
CJ7 Jeep, trampoline, Nintendo DS &
SP, girls 4-6X, boys
L-XL. 293-9387

OLDER farm house.
Newly remodeled. 3
bedrooms, 1 bath in
Hazel, KY. No pets.
Call (270)293-6610 or
270)556-5432

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

-J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
PENNY Mini Storage
10X15 units id $35
VISA/MC
770.293.3232
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

OFFICE or retail space
available. Pnme location. 753-2905.
293-1480
UNIVERSITY Square 1300 sq. ft. to 4500 sq
ft. CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs
Realtors
753 1492

GARAGE
SALE
corner of
Falriane & 9th St.
June 1 & 2
bike, PC screen
with accessories,
brand name teen
clothes,
Playstation 1, rugs
& much more

2 YARD
SALES

MOVING SALE
94W to Crossfield
Subdivision,
2108 Glenwood Dr.
June 1 & 2
8AM-12PM

o pets

utilities

YARD SALE

38R only $262 per
month. 5% down 20
years at 8% APR. For
listings 800-560-1951
ext. S891

Rant

- near
Murray
00/mo

YARD SALE
807 S.
River Rd.
By 4th
Glendale
Fri 6-5
Sat 6-12

For Rent
ROOM for rent in
pleasant house. Full
Loge of kitchen and
tajah. Cable TV & 5 prerteum channels plus
high speed Internet and
all utilities included
except phone. $285,
$200 deposit, lease
and references. No
pets, 227-0406

obtles
-On 2

Yard Sale

New Concord
on Hwy. 121S
Fri., 6/1
Sat., 6/2
8AM
furniture, cabinet
doors, kids clothes,
microwave, antiques.
Lincoln rocker, tools,
lots more. 436-2487,
293-1524

GARAGE SALE
2123 DARBY
DAN DRIVE
SADDLE CREEK
SUBDIVISION
FRI 6/1
8:00-3.00
SAT 6/2
6:00-10:00
Boys clothing
(3T-size 5). toys.
• prne decor, outdoor
(kids)
tuff. et

YARD SALE
1631
Olive St.
Saturday
7:00-noon
Couches,
twin bed,
dishwasher,

East Y
Subdivision,
220 Oakcrest
Fri., 6/1 • 8-5
Sat., 6/2 • 8-2
antiques - smalls,
furniture, pictures
Plus Sizes, teen,
ladies 10. Bicycles,
glass top table &
chairs, lots more

2-FAMILY
YARD SALE
302 S. 13th St,
Friday &
Saturday
7-1
King size bed,
computer,
clothes and
much more!
MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
50 limber Ridge
Friday &
Saturday
8:00

As Estate
All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is subiect to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
not
knowingly
will
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis,
FOR sale: duplex in
Murray, $99,000.
293-1446

111 Ili \ Ilitf si
nsi Location.
"till% Condition
nitxreatiittproporkk•nhers.irfillt
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icants
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Supplies
39 gallon fish tank,
w/everything
753-8165

NG
APts-

DOG Obedience
436-2858.

I Apts.
• Dr

PUGS: 2 males, $300
each; 2 females $350
each. Call
270-489-2474
TINY Teacup Poodle. 1
year old, female, only
inquiries,
SOrIOUS
please 293-9387

Household items
men's & women's
clothes, desk, china
cabinet,microwave/co
nvection oven
4-wheeler, utility
tractor & bush hog

2 PARTY
YARD SALE
508 Whitnell
Fri., 6/1
Sat., 6/2
7AM-7
Rain or Shine
furniture, household. '89 Ford
cargo van, clothes
lots of stuff

7 PARTY
SALE
1201 Doran
Saturday •6AM
Lawn mowers &
equpment. boys
-gids clothes. TOYS.
6 toots. appliances,

electronics. PS2
Games. furniture.
$eby swings, bassinet
•: A more, 1/2 Pnce
•
after 11
.;

YARD SALE
121 NORTH
TO 155
Graham Rd.
Fri & Sat
6/1 & 6/2
7-2
No early
birds

TWO FAMILY
YARD SALE
6300 Dunbar Rd.
(Hwy. 444)6.3
miles from
New Concord
Post Office
Fri., 6/1 & Sat., 6/2
8AM-?
canning era, glass
ware. collectibles.
toys. refeshments &
much more

Check
us out
on the
Web!

YARD SALE
1048 Lawson Rd.,
121N Stella, look for sign
Sat., June 2nd • 6AM-3PM
women's clothes 3X - smaller, men &
baby clothes, washer, lift recliner,
household items, Tommy Armour 845
golf club & bag, etc. Much, much more.

270-761-1BI 1

1

IglusFerStis

--amr-e- t-zrqrvr--ggr-f3roml

PRICE REDUCED!
construction.
New
1086 Robertson Rd.
48R 2-1/2 bath Over
3,000 square feet
under root. 1-1/4 acres,
city utilities. Call
270-293-2512

YARD SALE
310 South 15th St.
Fri & Sat
8:00AM-5:00PM
If rain, next Fri & Sat
Baby, plus size women's clothes, furniture, 1
year old retngerator. wrought iron lawn
furniture, antique iron 3/4 complete bed frame,
baskets galore, sets of cordial, wine, shot
glasses, glassware, bedding, cook books,
cookware, lamps, ex-lrg set of peach lustre
dinnerware, Irg collection of dancing hamsters,
vintage items, collectibles and misc.

GARAGE SALE
2016 Carol Drive
Fri. & Sat.•7AM
furniture, dishes, garden decor, ladies
nice summer shorts, tees size med.
thru plus, nice leather belts, boys up to
2 toddler, shoes, bi-fold doors, ext.
door, lumber, tools, mouldings, Shop
Vac, much more. Great Bargains!

YARD SALE
1710 Magnolia Drive
Saturday •7AM-2PM
A "Moving Sale": many home accessories.
linens(some old), small old rocker, outdoor statuary, bird bath, sewing machine table. 15"
TVNCR combination, small chest, baskets,
lamps, German stein collection, stereo, electronic organizer, treadmill, cameras, camera
lenses, world globe & stand, Porta Port, tools,
leaf blower, garden hoses, & many more items

Monies For Sale
1.100 sci.e. home +
300 sq.ft. upstairs.
13650 U.S. Hwy. 641N,
Puryear, TN. Must be
moved. $10,000 OBO
(270)293-1437 Dan
2006 Melrose Drive
home.
Exceptional
Estates.
Campbell
Approximately 4.400
sq.ft. under root. 4BR,
J.5BA, 3 car garage.
Come see for yourself,
759-3941 or 293-4329
38R 2BA home located
at 504 Blair St.. Murray.
1,800 sq.ft. living area
with carport. Large
screened porch and
large outbuilding. Quiet
neighborhood.
condition.
Excellent
Relocating out of state.
Asking $147,900. Call
for details. Shown by
appointment only 7593060, 293-2828
A cozy 3BR. 2BA. near
campus, in city school
limits. Newly remodeled. Quiet neighborhood. Great for children. Great location.
St.
Locust
1607
$148,000. 293-6887
FORECLOSURE! 38R
only $20,200. For listings 800-560-1951 'aid.
S020

HOUSE at 55 Starks
Lane, Almo, KY is for
sale plus 21 acres of
land. $75,000
753-5956
I \I\IIDIATF
RIil
RI till!
,
i" Si,or
www.crgativeproperivsniver•;.com
12701761-110‘11
The Place to
Start.... Murray
Ledger & Times

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
MCKINNEY INS.
100 N. 5TH STREET

753-3500

VW 1600 engine & lots
of other VW parts.
$750.00. 753-7581 or
210-4016

tart Cars
03 silver Toyota Camry
miles.
LE. 53.000
garage kept, Toyota
serviced, great gas
mileage, $13,000. 7594648
*98 Lincoln Time

('ar. 52.1MM) miles.
local car. mini
condition. SS.51111.
270-767-9144
270-519_8644
1995 Lincoln Mark VIII.
Fully loaded, sunroof,
new tires, 135,000
miles, in good condition. 436-5747
1986 Plymouth Reliant
753-6747

truck.
Chev.
93
Shortbed, blk, excellen
condition, $3,500.
Jayco 27' motorhome,
low miles, fully self contained, $5,500. Phone
753-7991 or 226-9001
'93 Ranger XLT. 3.0
V6. Auto. 1001<, new
tires. Excellent condition. $3,500. 978-2855
1979 F600. 16' dump
bed, 53,000 original
good.
miles, runs
$3.900. 731-247-3070

2005 Layton Lite trave
railer. 26'. excellent
condition. Extended
$12,000.
warranty.
(270)227-9787

HOUSE FOR SALE

92 acres west o
Murray near Boll City
Bottoms. Good deer
arid turkey hunting
Priced for quick sale
293-6215

Amp
1 to 300 acres West
Owner
Calloway
hnancing. 489-2116.
leave message.
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An Unbelievable Estate Auction!!
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Collectible Art Prom The World!
Ivory - Jade - Bronze - Noriteke Limoges - Cloisonne Dolls
Lacquer Art - Jewelry - Sculpture - 011 Paintings - Netsukes
World Class Carved ivory Collection Numerous Pieces Including Ming Dynasty Carved Rhinoceros Cup • Japanese 17" Carved Ivory
Tusk "Herd Of Horses", Artist Signed • 7" Carved Ivory Fish Basket
In A Tree • Carved Ivory Pipe Holder • Over 50 Netsukes Ivory & Wood
Carved • Yokohama Japan Hand Made Cherry Korean Chest •
Yokohama, Japan Hand Made Chestnut Wood Coffee Table •
Yokohama Japan Cherry Hand Made Heavy Carved Desk • Large
Oriental Hand Painted Black Lacquered Six Panel Screen, Ivory a
Jade Decorated • Hand Carved Wood Pieces • Walking Canes • Many
Bronze Statues • Chinese Hand Tied Sculptured Rug. 120 Line, New
Zealand Wool, 13x15 • Silk Japanese Screen, Artist Signed • JP Loup
Betoume French Limoge Painting Over Cooper -January" • Artist
Signed Oriental Vase Bird/Flower Decorated, 10" • Japanese
Cioisonne Studio Vase • Large Group Of Oriental Collectible Dolls •
Japanese Artist Signed Studio Crane Wedding Vase • NorItake
Figurines • Murano Art Glass • Large Lot Of African, Chinese, And
Japanese Hand Carved Mask • African Art• Kangaroo Rugs, Antelope
Rugs • Pair Of Chinese Water Buffalo Horns Carved, Ivory Decorated
• Water Buffalo Horns • South American Indian Pottery • Navaho
Indian Pot • Large 0110n Canvas "Bird Dogs". Signed Kuffinan • Hand
Made Stag Handled Sheath Knife • Large Jade Fruit Collection •
Oriental Stone Trees • Pair Of Enamel Snuff Bottles • American
Brilliant Cut Glass - American Pattern Glass • Needlepoint Bell Pull •
Pair Of Egyptian Silk Paintings, Artist Signed • Oil Paintings • Chinese
Framed Art • Beautiful Linens • Victorian Medallion Love Seat •
Victorian Walnut Chair • Marble Top End Tables• Oak Stack Bookcase
• Carved Bamboo • Jewelry Gold, Silver, Jade. Opal, Pearl, Tiffany ,
Turquoise, Gold & Diamond Watches And Much More • Oriental
Clothing,Beautffui Vintage Clothing, Shoes, Purses • Poker Table • 5
Piece Thomasville Bedroom Suite
COME PREPARED TO F1110 alai MUCH MORE THAN ADVERTISED"
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!

No Checks Will Be Accepted From Burrs Not Previously Established With
The Auction Company Without A Current Bank Letter 01 Guarantee!!
A Cabbies NU Ow 100 Lab be Bose Prepared And Arabi,Ti View
cons
lertow wir.ianswarcasea.
284 lbw Will Be In The Aeolus That Are NM bib.lb Lies Cabbies

R. CASH
...JAMES & REAL
,
ESTATE BROKER
AUCTIONEER
FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
-THE SELLING MACHINE"
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LAND AUCTION
Lakeview Estates
Johnson Hollow Rd., Stewart, TN
Saturday, June 9th, 2007 @ 10am
At Least 50 Lots Will Be Offered,
Some Will Sell Regardless of Price
Lake is the largest man made lake in
and offers exceptional recreational
opportunities. This reservoir, created by the Kentucky Dam, has
2,380 miles of cove-studded shoreline and 160.000 acres of water.
Conveniently located just minutes from Paris Landing Resort
State Park; Paris Landing Marina; Land Between the Lakes; Fort
Donelson National Battlefield; Dover, Tennessee, Paris, Tennessee
and Murray, Kentucky; plus countless other Private, State and
Federal Recreation Areas.
Property Description: Affordable "Lake Front Living". with minimal
restrictions. Looking for the perfect site to build that dream home on
Kentucky Lake in Tennessee? We have it! This beautiful, natural setting
is just what you've been looking for. Lakeview Estates offers spectacular
views of Kentucky Lake from both the Lakefront and Lakeview Lots.
Inland Wooded Lots will also be offered. This lake community features
lovely meadows, rolling hills and beautiful Le,atherwood Creek meandering around the properties edge. With lot sizes ranging from .61 acre to
4.88 acres, you are sure to find one that will suit your needs.
Disclaimer. Announcements made at the auction sverrede all pnnted matenal. All
information herein MIS derivedfrom sources believed to be correct, but is not guaranteed.

„ust minutes
If you love peac,
from Murray. this SW charmer is a must

see. With 3200 sq.ft., this home is
nestled on approx. 1.5 acres with pond
& fenced pasture. 4BR 3BA w/2 car
garage & 2 outbuildings. $189,900

Call for appt.
293-1449 or 753-7335

ABSOLUTE
ESTATE AUCTION
SATURDAY,JUNE 9,2007
10:00 A.M. RAIN OR SHINE
At the home of the late Rosebud Kelley George, 1407 Johnson
Blvd., Murray,KY.On the corner of Johnson Blvd. & Meadow
Lane. From 641 South in Murray turn West on Johnson Blvd.
Signs Posted.
\ I IQ( I

Saturday, June 2nd, 2007 At 10:00 A.M.
tTh..1.1. A filmilus 1111mbor Ifalake

Area Description: Kentucky
the Eastern United States

Lsite Proparty
.1113
LAKE LOT BARGAIN
1+AC-934.900
S195/190.•
W/FREE Boat Slips!
Deal
Unbelievable
Nicely wooded lake
access property in
brand new premier
on
development
Kentucky Lake. Paved
rd,
u/g utils Pnme
waterfronts avail. Call
now 1-800-704-3154.
x.1233
LAKE LOT BARGAIN
1+AC-634,900
$195/140 •
W/FREE Boot Sepsi
Dealt
Unbelievable
Nicely wooded lake
access property in
brand new premier
on
development
Kentucky Lake Paved
rd.
uig utils Prime
waterfronts avail. Call
now 1-800-704-3154,
x 1233

Earl-ATE J111.1LICIICI4130Pai)
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dishes(SOrne old), kitchen utensils, coffee table,

baby clothes

GARAGE
SALE

Thursday, May 31,2W •5B

- PERSON ‘I PROP! R I 1

FURNITURE - Adam & Eve Mahog couch,oak drop front secretary, oak Hoosier
roll top kitchen cabinet %idiotic bend, oak wash stand w/beveled mirror & towel
rack. 3 leather inlaid end tables, side tables. 2 guilt racks, odd oak chair. Ansonia
shelf clock w/15-1/2- hasc, 2 coo coo clocks, round top trunk wdray. knee hole
desk, maple dining table w/4 chairs. 2 piece living room suite. (Rattan-recliner. 4
tier shelf & tables). Lea 8 piece bedroom suite. 2 piece poster bedroom suite, 2
piece maple bedroom suite. Toshiha 32- flat screen TV. marble top table
GLASSWARE - Lincoln Drape lamp, kerosene lamps. perserve stands, pressed
pitcher. McCoy vaaes, pressed bowls. Dutch carnival bowl, carnival glasses.
Germany pieces. butler dish, sm juicer, glass butter mold w(cow. Lanouge hair
'duffer, hens on nest. sm block pitcher. mustache c ups. ruby red vases. carnival
vases, Lincoln bank, 2 blue dated fruit jars. 013 blue fruit tar & other jars. Noritake
dish, marble lamps.
STONEWARE & IKON - Double handle stone urn, 03 churn. brown & white
crock & other crocks. tea kettle, large flat iron w/D. tiny fiat It0111, small cumber Iwid flat iron.
QUILTS & LINENS - 2 Hower Garden, Pinwheel & others. afghans, blankets.
towels. sheets & etc
MISC.- Large oval dough bowl, spool wool. string bottom stool, large rolling pin.
glass rolling pie. Ideal doll 14-91V. Tern Lee doll. floor lamps. rugs. 1906 child's
iron, hat boxes & hats.(pocket knives - Case XX. Harlow and others). Scotty Dog.
MANY OTHER ITEMS ,VOT MENTIONED
Jennifer Creme - Eyed.
Refreshments Available
Visit as es the Web! www.wilkereotuructionceras

COL.PAUL WILKERSON & SONS
Real Estate & Auction

esi

krorrity 42•111
1770,674-5511 r o275016-el3
Tel Fre,1/1F71•F214 Fr. 12/01674,,517
•11•/.1111.1MEMINUrean/0111
.411.411.: 111./i•momaram411,,tael
F.1
Frmilbo / Illarrou • fP(0104-55.60
Frarrir Grq 11111brur • 117•074144
04710F111211•UAL MATZ 551W2
APPILICIVTICE 41.1“101ittill
/Yr rho* - t270124747•1
%Mrs IPOLIFIOM • 111.0.547410
414.110FNISII
%AIM mono,
OUR Service derv'',east I PAYS.'
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For Directions, Terms & Photos Visit
www.BorensAuctions.com
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931-232-1919%

AUCTIONS
Auctioneers: Tim Borens & Freeman Earhart
681 Highway 79, Dover, TN 37058 • Firm # 4454

Olive Stanch Anetiout Realty(ORAR)
Tuesday Night Consignment Auction
(5p.m.) Mae 5
Junction of Hwy 641 S. and Tobacco Rd.
Equipment: Buster Boat. trailer trolling motor A fish finder. 3 wheel Bicycle
Caileetibles: Murray State signed Basketball (Popeye Jones ti news). out German
Goat Cart, US Flags with 48 Stars Old print in older frame: Three handmade quilts.
Trunks, Old LP Records. Life Magazines (1963 aid 1969). White Mountain Ice
Cream Freezer. Feather Beds Dolls Brass Spittoon. WWII Army Uniform with decorations. several
wooden chairs. Crosscut Saw. Walking Canes. German Coffee Gender; 3'X S'
Persian Rug. Upright Piano, red advertising signs, old house doors. Wicker Fishing
Creel
Furniture/Appliances Two End Tables from the Rebecca Churchill Estate with glass
two and beaded tom. Duncan Phyle Drop Leaf Tat* weft three legs and three
leaves and chairs. Upright Plano Hard Rock Maple Tea Cart, Dresser with mirror
arid matching Chest. Porch Swing: Metal Bed Frame Lots of Medical office equipment and furniture
Coins 1880 Silver Dollars, 1879 Solver Dollar. 1852 One Dollar Gold Prece. 1908
Two and One Hall Gold Piece. 1921 Saver Dollar, 1635-1935 Connecticut Hall
Dollar, 1930 Liberty Quarter, 1946 Booker T Washington Half Dollar Proof ar,-)
Uncirculated Sets
Glassware: **Debbie Royal Dalton rgurine-Crystal Sal Dishes. Edwin Knowles
Chew Mew,Wedgewood Vase. Lace Pattern Sanchvich Dishes, Lyre Harp Gold
Trim Cake Stand. Senna Anna Lazy Susan German Pitcher (Bonn Stamped). Four
Piece German Condiment Set. Gnu Cross Pattern Crystal Set of 2 Berry Bowls. 6
Cake Plates. 6 Sherbet Dishes Green Depression Ash Tray, Checo Bud Vase Four
collector cups from Heildelburg
Vast lAuctionzip corn) and enter Auction 1048652 for pictures and updates
Mike Conley Auctioneer S Broker Max Witzler-Auctioneer
Not Responsibie for accidents Announcements day of safe take precedence over
posted material To consign or for additional inlormation contact Mike Conley
1270 293 3232) or Max Wilder (270 953 1911) (Food Avarlablt)

•••
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CLASSIFIEDS

6B • Thursday, Nilo 31, 2007

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
'Reach over 1 million
readers with one call!
Contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more information about
placing a 25-word classified in 70 newspapers
tor only $250
BUILDINGS
"ALL STEEL! Clear
Span & Truss buildings.
Excellent value and
service Spring and
discounts.
summer
Sentinel
Building
800-327Systems.
0790 ext 26 www.sentinelbuildings.com
FOR
'BUSINESS
'Client has
SALE
requested this category Please leave here if
possible'
•A 55 yr. old National
Co has opening for
entrepreneur to own
and operate exclusive
Kentucky Advertising
Six-figure
business
opportunity.
annual
$14,950 required 502569-1890
BUSINESS
SERVICES
•Attention
Homeowners Display
homes wanted for vinyl
siding, windows, roofs,
baths
Guaranteed
Financing! No payments until January
2008 Starting at $99
month Call 1-800-2510843
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE

Class-A or B CDL •Driver Donl psi start
Truck your career, start it
license
at
Training nght!
Company
America
COL
Learn to Run with The Sponsored
'
Big Dogs' 1-866-244- Training in 3 weeks.
Must be 21. Have CDL?
3644
Tuition Reimbursement!
•Amencan
Heavy CRST. 866-917-2778.
Equipment Training can
teach you the skills 'Driver- Home Most
needed on Mud steer Every Weekend. Drop
loaders,
backhoes, & Hook out, live load
excavators, or dozers. upon return. We welClasses NOW avail- come 0/0s, Students
able 1-866-280-5836 and Company. PGT
www amhet.COM
Trucking 866-748-3528
*NAV pgtlikef amilycorn
*Attend College Online
Knight
from home. 'Medical, *Driver'
Business, •Paralegal, Transportation- Have
'Computers, 'Criminal CDL-A? Knight has
Justice. Job placement freight & truck waiting
assistance. Financial for you in Indianapolis,
Aid and Computer pro- IN. Solo, Teams &
2500+
vided if qualified. Call 0/0's.
8 6 6 - 8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1 Miles/week. Daily pay,
wivw.onlinetidewa- Weekly hometime. Call
Joyce or Travis- Get
tertech.com
qualified Today, 888•LIVESTOCK/LIVE- 346-4639. 4 mos. OTR
STOCK FOR SALE experience.
CDL-A
'Client has requested required. Owner Ops:
this category. Please 8 0 - 4 3 7 - 5 9 0 7
leave here if possible'
www.knighttrans.com
*Central
Kentucky
Premier Heifer Sale
Saturday, June 2nd,
1:00
p.m.
Marion
County Fairgrounds,
Selling 210 Fall Calving
Bred
Heifers,
Sponsored by Kentucky
Department
of
Agriculture
David
Sandusky (270)692CKPHS
7793,
Chairman

*Driver:
Owner
Operators
ONLY:
Regional freight from
$1.20pm
Louisville.
MEDICAL
average! Home often &
Power weekends. Plates avail*New
Wheelchairs, Scooters, able. NOT forced disAbsolutely NO cost to patch. Call Max at T&T!
you! Act NOW before 1-800-511-0082.
program ends! Call 'Drivers, Class-A CDL
TOLL FREE 1-800-354- Drivers Local positions,
2066
flatbed & hazmat (2 yr.

'Sawmills from only
$2.990. Convert your
PET/PET SUPPLIES
Logs to Valuable lumber with your own *Happy
(R)
Jack
Norwood portable band Sardex II: The greasesawmill. Log skidders less, odorless way to
also
available. treat mange on dogs
www.norwoodindus- without steroids. At TSC
tnes.com. FREE infor- Tractor
Supply.
1-800-578- (www.happylackinc.co
rpalion :
1363 ex1.500-A
m)
FOR SALE

'Driver: New MAY PAY
Increase 43CPM to
47CPM.
Guarantee
Hometime, Company or
Lease Purchase available, BC/BS, CDL-A
and 6 months experience required. 800441-4271 ext. KY-100

REAL ESTATE

Of *LAKE BARGAIN 1+
Out
*Going
Business!
Clothing Acre- $29,900. FREE
inventory Children's. Pontoon Boat & FREE
Junior's. Ladies, Men's Boat slips! Unspoiled
Jewelry, floor/ wall acreage with access to
showcase. totally pnvate, Jimmy
rack&
steamer,
register. Houston endorsed bass
counter, display table, lake Paved roads, utilimannequin.
Will ties, soils, tested,
Building. LAKEFRONT available.
Consider
270-487-6722
Excellent financing. Call
now 1-866-685-2562, x.
HELP WANTED
1217
'AWESOME JOB" 50
*LAKE
LOT BARGAIN
states LA. NY, Miami
1+ acres with FREE
National Co now hiring
Boat Slips- $34,900
18-23 sharp guys &
Nicely wooded lake
gals to work, travel all
access property in
major shopping mecbrand new premier
cas & major cities.
development on specpaid training,
2wk
tacular 160.000 acre
transportation/ lodging
recreational lake! Prime
furnished, returns guarwaterfronts available
1-888-741anteed Call
1-800-704-3154 x
2190 ask for Came. Call
www travelworkplay co 1242
*LAKEFRONT $49.990
LAKE BARKLEY
*Heating
and
Air ON
One
Day
OnlyConditioning Service
Saturday. June 16th
Technician & Installers,
KY Journeyman HVAC Perked & surveyed No
Mechanic and CFC timeframe to start buildLicense required for ing CALL 8438-289service technician KY 2503

recent exp required)
86 6 - 2 70 - 266 5
www.abdrivers.corn
'DRIVERS
GET
MOVIN'
36-43cpm/
$1 20pm
Sign On
Bonus $0 Lease NEW
Trucks CDL-A + 3 mos
OTR 800-635-8669
•Dnvers: Top pay 47e
mile includes 3c bonus.
Home weekly. Paid orientation BCBS insurance, low premiums.
Class-A CDL Required
8 6 6 - 80 4 - 2 06 5
www.transportameri•
Ca corn
*Regional
Flatbed
Dnvers. NOW PAYING
$ 40/mile!!!
Earn
$50,000 PLUS 6%
Bonus! Home every
weekend and 1-2 times
per week" Great benefits including 401K! 6
mo Vt & Class-A CDL
req .d. Wabash Valley
Inc.
Transportation,
800 - 2 4 6 - 6 30 5
www wvlon line corn
•Want Home Most
Weekends with more
pay? Run Heartland's
Ohio
Regional!
$.45/mile company drivers, S1.15 for operators!
12
months
OTR
Required
Heartland
1-800-441Express
4953 www heartlandexpress.com

Journeyman
HVAC
SPORTING/SPORTLimited cut Mechanic
ING GOODS
required for installer
BOAT
'CHERRY
BLOSSOM
Comprehensive benefit
INSURANCE
(lackage
including GOLF/COUNTRY
Ilealth life insurance, CLUB, Georgetown
MCKINNEY INS.
*Woment plan, peed Voted #1 public access
100 N. 5TH STREET
golf
course
by
hormons. holiday, sock
753-3500
clays 30+ Years corn- GolfWeek Magazine
deny Call 859-236- Join us for your next
round or outing Call 24 ft pontoon. 401-4P
8787, 1-800-464-8966
engine Trailer. new
502-570-9849
•IDart- Time,
homefloor & carpet. 2007 KY
TRAVEL
eased Interne! busitag & boat slip, $3.000.
rIess. Earn
$500- •Destin. Fort Walton 12701489-2145
11 003 month or more Beach, South Walton &
Iolevible hours Training Port St Joe. Florida
(frovided No invest- Stay in beautiful beach
ment required FREE homes, cottages and
details www K348.com condos Visit website.
ULM
Reserve
on-line'
LAWN SERVICE
•erni- Trailer Repair
WWV4 SouthernResorts
Mowing, Manicuring
Louisville Area Must
& Lind).(aping
ffave own nand tools corn 800-737-2322
Sattatartion guaranteed
AO Mrs/ week Pay
TRUCK DRIVERS
Call 753-1816
biased on experience
HELP WANTED
Of 227-0611
502-637-7627
*11
Driving 1
Truck
• •
Lawn
Mowing
•INANT TO BE A School Training Drivers
Lowest pnces
NEWSPAPER for England Swift &
muich, other
FIEPOFITER? But don't Werner
Dedicated
services
also
tepee the training Of Runs available Starting
The Salary $50.000+ home 753-6294
qapeknencs
227-8658 Call
Kentucky
Press weekends' 1-666-4581-270-705-3555
Association is offering a 3633
Yard mowing starting in
Journalism
4\1-d5y
IS1ciel Camp July 9-13, *Driver- 15K Sign-On the city at $15 a yard &
• ranktort Giese is Bonus for Experienced pressure washing No
Initsd to 15 partici- Teams Dry Van & Temp odd lobs too smallFreo
*des $100 for one Control Solo iobs also estimates.
available Regional & 436-2867 Lamb's
*eta of intensive pourilthern training Contact OTR 0/0s & COLA Professional Tree
welcome Cali Service Complete tree
tee Kentucky Press Grads
Covenant
8661684 removal. etc. Insured.
association,(502) 2231021. for details, or go 2519 FOE
• www.kypresecom
and dick on One-Week
4purnson Boot Camp
ocatalls and rowan-

r

INSTRUCTIONAL
41 New Career Awaits
Complete your
•

•Driver- Are you geeing
a bey increase? goehl
drivers neve$ Practical
Route and Top 10 Pay
Up to 1.3.000 Sign-on
bonus Students and
0/0 welcome Class-A
required Call today'
877 774 - 531 3
www GoRoeN.coni

Hill Electric
Since 19b16
24 mum salvta
Res Com & bid
Licenses' & Insured
All frote - big or small

2
A-1 Joe's Mower
repek, luns-up epe
436-2867

Murray Ledger & Times
DK/ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs
decks.
293 5438

Offered
227-8575 Dirt Cheap
Lawn Service.
Mowing. bush Inmming, gutter cleaning,
spring cleaning, &
much more.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree wort.

MILLS & SON
Pressure Washing

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353

kS1'11.‘1.1
\ I itchell Bros.
raving
.4. 11 .11
,

270-227-6160
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.
437-3044.
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up Junk.
Garage. yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210
ALL Pro Lawn Care
Mowing, Landscaping
& Pressure Washing
978-5375 or 227 9424
293-495'4
AFFORDABLE
CARPENTRY

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding. firewood Insured. 4892839.

759-0501
753-1537

TRAVIS
ASPHA
Pas lug. Seakeatiee
TON

R SA Is

170-753-1179
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
DO2f11 work & Track
hoe

nt NI

I- \co

• sqiik. si„stems • h.q.,.
•
•!his
Name: 1270175,4-7o-1i,
)2711)227-31132
CUSTOM ItUU.007.ING
0-6 H. 1211. blade
clearing, fence rows.
underbrushing. ponds,
waterways
19 yrs experience
Greg Rentroe
'270-293-0371'

C & C ReriovatIon
and Remodeling.
We care about your
home. Home repairs,
additions, rooting,
GARDEN OF EDEN
decks, floor repair &
LAWN CARE
coverings, siding.
'TREE ESTIMATES**
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson0wk . net
489-2689 • 293-6073
CATHY'S
Wallpapenng, Painting,
H t f‘!-,‘V‘,..11
Cleaning. 270- 227\\.“.1
\
6606 731-498-8904
DAVID'S
Cleaning • weekly & special piku
Service. All external •locally owood/operawd
cleaning. Vinyl, fences, 759-1151 •293-2783
etc. (270)527-7176
293-2754
DAVIS Handyworks.
NADEAU'S
Small home repairs,
Construction
siding, windows, doors,
•Floonng -Decks
decks, garages. root*Vinyl siding •All other
ing. 227-9484
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed & Insured

Detailed
Housecleaning
Call Today
(270)227-3031

DS W
P‘I\ 1 1M;

Calhoon Construction, LLC
General Contracting
Commercial 1Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

Frame's
Services, Inc.
Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal,
Trees shaped, trimmed or removed
Stump removal • All modern equipment
24 hour emergency service

Ron Frame, Jr.
Res.: 270-474-0323• Cell: 270-227-3140
"No job is complete until customer is satisfied."

JOE'S JOBS
R01.1.I\I; ROCK
II RV
\

Small 11'41.i:hold
rerun A; did m.4 ,1 1

-53-4344 • 2

-51,44

STRUCTURAL remodeling, floor joisting,
1.1.01k .•
flooring & foundation
rut,
repair.
I L.:L.11,er! &
Call Kenny
b-05115 • 435-42112
(270)247-7061.
cell 804-8979 or leave
message
S&M Construction
Roofing, fencing, siding, painting, decks.
Free estimates. 23
years expenence
(270)839-0207,
— (270)887-9729

227-9043

ROOFING/VINYL
SIDING

Tractor Work
& Hauling
•Driveways
'Bush hogging
-Grilse! -Dirt -Mulch
•Ect.
(270)436-2594
11 %.1 TON
I. \%1 \ ‘RI

Metal Of, Shingles
Local - Free Estimates

270-705-5696

2711-43(-5507

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come • First Serve Please No Phone Calls

lips given to stay safe during summertime
Although summer doesn't officially begin until the 21st of June,
it is never too early to be thinking about summer safety.
Summer can mean cookouts, picnics and relaxing in the sun. But,
before any backyard shindigs kick off, take time to review a few
easy-to-remember safety tips. Following these basic precautions
ensures that the biggest problem you'll have to deal with this summer is an overcast afternoon or a burnt burger.
GRILLING OUT
Nothing says summer quite like the smell of barbecue. When it
comes to grilling, it's imperative to keep safety in mind. It's not
hard,just use some common sense and this set of grilling safety tips,
courtesy of the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission:
Gas Grill Tips
Make sure tubes and seals are free of leaks or cracks. After sitting all winter, hoses that run from the gas tank to the grill can get
brittle and crack creating a serious hazard.
Clean the tubes that run from the gas tank into the burner. These
tubes may get clogged with hugs or grease. It's easy to use a pipe
cleaner to clear out any blockages.
Keep gas hoses as far away from hot surfaces as you can. This
will prevent melting or leaks. If the hoses can't be moved to a safe
area, use a heat shield to prevent damage.
Keep your nose open. The smell of gas could indicate there is a
leak. You should immediately turn off your grill and follow the manufacturer's instructions to check for leaks. Do not attempt to relight
the grill until you're sure there's no risk.
Keep open flames away from a leaking grill. This includes
matches and lit cigarettes.
Do not grill indoors. When you are grilling, make sure the grill is
at lease 10 feet away from your house or any other building. Also,
do not grill inside a covered porch. garage or under any flammable
surface.
Do not attempt any tank repairs on your own. If a gas tank is
leaking. return it to the place of purchase to be repaired or replaced.
Charcoal Grill Tips
Never burn charcoal indoors. Not in a camper, a tent or even a
garage with lots of ventilation. Burning charcoal gives off carbon
monoxide. Even with plenty of ventilation, the gas can accumulate
to toxic levels - so keep the grill completely outdoors.
Coals continue to emit carbon monoxide until they are completely extinguished. which can take hours. Do not bring the coals

indoors unless you're sure that the coals have stopped burning •
entirely.
•.
••
FUN IN THE SUN
It's tough to beat the feeling of sand under your feet and the smell
of salt water in the air, but a day at the beach can quickly turn sour
once sunburn sets in. While it can easily put a damper on a vacation,
it's not just uncomfortable -- sunburn can have serious long-tern'
effects. The sun's ultraviolet rays can penetrate the skin causing wrinkles, blotches and sagging. What's more, sunburn drastically
increases the risk of skin cancer. But, it doesn't have to be that way
if you take the proper precautions.
Use sunscreen with a rating of at least SPF- 15. Make sure to
apply it to all areas of your body. For best absorption, apply sunscreen 30 minutes before going outside.
Try not to spend too much time under the sun during peak hours''
of 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Make sure to reapply sunscreen every two hours or so. If you go
swimming, put some more on as soon as you get out of the water. •„.
Be sure to drink plenty of fluids while you're under the sun. Heir'
stroke can happen - unexpectedly if you're not properly hydrated:
.
Also, avoid drinking alcohol if you're going to be out in the sun.
And just because the sky is overcast, don't think you can skip the
SPF. The sun doesn't need to be shining bright to deliver damaging '
rays your way.
EVERYDAY EMERGENCIES
Take a few minutes during the lazy, crazy days of summer to be
sure that you're prepared for the everyday emergencies that can happen any time of the year.
The American Red Cross has a plethora of safety products available through its online store to help you prepare for and respond to
emergencies from cuts and scrapes to summer storms. The all-inone Family First Aid Kit was rated the best of its kind by Good
Housekeeping Institute. The kit includes everything from bandage.:
to blankets and aspirin to antiseptic ointment. The store also seile•
easy-to-use items including guide books and emergency prepare4ness kits.
This summer use care and common sense -- whether you're manning the grill or soaking up the sun. Being safe doesn't take a lot of
work, and it could save a life.
For more information, contact the Calloway County Chapter at
753-1421.

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Blgar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday. June 1, 2007:
You blaze a new trail this year. What could be an issue is your possible expectations. Remember, you are not in the same ballpark;
therefore, the results most likely will be different. Others might challenge you, but take this testing in stride. You will discover ways of
making ideas and plans stronger if you embody the negatives. Don't
buck the unexpected, greet it with curiosity and use events positively. If you are single. many desirable suitors surround you. Choosing
the right person and. consequently, the right relationship is another
issue. Know that the opportunity is there. If you are attached, use
your ability to understand others more completely. Don't limit your
sensitivity. Your sweetie needs the same understanding. SAGITTARIUS often has a different point of view.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic. 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Think, and listen to your sixth sense What appears to be
delightful at first could have an interesting, at best, backlash Use
your innovative side to maximize changes Harnessed creativity
becomes powerful Tonight: Pull back if you're confused.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Work with others directly but don't be surprised if chaos of all
types breaks loose A fnendship and/or meeting could be most disruptive Evaluate what needs to happen between you and a loved
one, then follow through Tonight An overdue conversation
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Allow others to do exactly what they want. In this laidbacked position. with hands behind your head, relaxed, you will
observe what goes down As a long-term result, you will gain respect
and the cooperation of others Tonight Listen and observe
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
*** Listen to feedback. Think before you act if you want excellent
end results The unexpected whizzes into your life, perhaps leaving
you shaking your head Having the wherewithal to appreciate the
randomness of life ultimately helps you Tonight Go to the gym
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You can be hard on yourself Stop disciplining yourself Stop
being your own worst enemy Allow more creativity and joy in your
We, and you will see the end results By loosening up the reins, you
will flounsh Tonight Fun, fun, fun
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Be sensitive to family members who might need different
things from you Investigate possibilities with an eye to dynamic
change. If you work through a problem, the result will come from your
centering. Tonight. Happy at home.

UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Speak your mind, but don't be surpnsed if there is a mini
rebellion at your workplace or with someone you deal with on a regular basis. If you are ready to face flak, you could be happiest being.:
who you are. Tonight: Hang out.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Know when to say "no." The real issue might be one of knowing when to back off. Limit your boundanes in an appropriate mar
ner. You'll discover that the end results are much better for you 48
well as for others. Tonight: Stick to your budget
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Whether you're a long-distance runner or a slow walker.,
you'll come out ahead in today's marathon as long as you don't allow
a personal matter to tngger you Listen to your inner voice when making a decision Tonight: How you present an idea could make or
break it.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You might want to listen more and say less. Right now, tak-,
ing action could be problematic Your style and way of handling situ-'
aborts need to be subtle. Cut any manipulation in order to get results.,
Tonight. Take your time
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Fnends, meetings and crowds inevitably draw you in a new
direction How nice is that? Investigate new areas of your life without
being insecure Don't let your routine stifle you. Of all signs, you need
innovation and excitement the most Tonight Where the action is
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might want to wander more and worry less. If you aren't
ready to be a free spirit, events could shoot you in that direction You
don't always need to explain the rhyme and reason to everything
Tonight: Easy does it
BORN TODAY
Guitanst Ron Wood (1947). actor Morgan Freeman (1937) singer;
Pat Boone (1934)
•••

Jacqueline Bigar Is on the Internet at http://www.Jacquellnebk:
garcom.

Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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10 years ago
at Johnson City, Tenn. HeadquarPublished is A picture of the ters
for the conference will be
framework of the new Calloway moved
back to Nashville, Tenn.,
County Justice Center which is in
1978.
nearing completion at its site on
William C. (Bill) Riley, 16, of
North Fourth Street adjacent to Mayfield,
drowned May 30 in
the recently-opened Calloway Kentucky
Lake, according to MarCounty Detention Center. The shall County
Coroner Jess Colphoto was by Staff Photographer lier. Riley
was on a family outBernard Kane.
ing and drown one-half mile north
In the First Regional High of Eggners
Ferry bridge.
School Baseball Tournament at
Births reported include a girl
Paducah, Murray Tigers won 11- to Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Earl
7: over Fulton County and Cal- Bloodworth.
May 4.
lway
lost 2-1 to Heath.
40 years ago
Pjtchers were John David Poyner
Pfc. Kenneth R. Fennel, son
for the Tigers and Josh McKeel of Mr. and Mrs. William
H.. Fenfor the Lakers.
nel, attended a five-day religious
Calloway County High School retreat at the Eighth
Army ReliLady Lakers lost 15-0 to Reid- gious Retreat Center in
Seoul,
land in the First Regional High Korea, May 1-5.
School Softball Tournament at
Kathy Rayburn has been selectLiCenter. Jenni Pigg was pitcher ed as the "Outstanding Senior
of
fiar the Lakers.
1967" at Murray University School.
20 years ago
She is the daughter of Mrs. Joe
Installed as new officers of the Nell Rayburn.
Murray Woman's Club for the
Elected as officers of Carter
1987-88 club year were Barbara School Unit of Parent-Teacher
Peiper, president; June Smith, first Association were Wayne Williams,
vice; Margaret Yuill, second vice: president; Mrs. Junior Garrison,
Janet Wallis, recording secretary; vice president; Mrs. Bill
Harrell,
Cbarlotte Barker, corresponding secretary: and Mrs. Dan Shipley,
secretary; and Naomi Rogers, treas- treasurer.
urer. Department chairmen are
50 years ago
Dinina Herndon, Alpha; Gayle
Earl Osborne, Benton attorney,
McGregor, Creative Arts; Edna was elected as the new circuit
McKinney and Vonda Gibson, judge as final votes were tabulatData; Jo Cleta Williams, Garden; ed in the three-county judicial disInha La Follette, Home; Paula trict in the May primary election.
Cdsuse, Kappa; Barbara Brandon,
Published is a picture of Marine
Music; Eileen Portner, Sigma; Pfc. Gerald F. Smith, son of Mr.
Mirtha Enix, Theta; and Mary and Mrs. Acie Smith of Almo, being
MOntgomery, Zeta.
promoted to his present rank dur,Births reported include a boy ing recruit graduation ceremonies
to :Patrice and Scott Wyatt, a girl at the Marine Corps Recruit Depot,
to LaRhea and William Stewart, Parris Island, S.C.
and a girl to Vickie and Michael
Recent births reported at MurEdwards, May 29.
ray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
30 years ago
and Mrs. Elvis Vick, a girl to Mr.
Roy Stewart, long-time coach and Mrs. Neal York, a boy to Mr.
and athletic director at Murray State and Mrs. Coy Hale, a girl to Mr.
University, was inducted into the and Mrs. Alvin Usrey and a boy
Ohio Valley Conference Hall of to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Scales.
Fame at the conference meeting

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 31,
the 151st day of 2007. There are
214 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 31, 1889, more than
2,000 people perished when a dam
break sent water rushing through
Johnstown, Pa.
On this date:
In 1809, composer Franz Joseph
Haydn died in Vienna, Austria.
In 1819, poet Walt Whitman
was born in West Hill, N.Y.

In 1910, the Union of South
Africa was founded.
In 1916, dunng World War 1.
British and German fleets fought
the naval Battle of Jutland off
Denmark; there was no clear-cut
victor, although the British suffered heavier losses.
In 1961, South Africa became
an independent republic.
In 1962, World War II Gestapo
official Adolf Eichmann was
hanged in Israel for his role in
the Nazi Holocaust.
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Boy kept in dresses and curls
still grows up to be a man
DEAR ABBY: This is for
'Jack's Grandpa' (April 2),
whose wife is afraid wearing
pink will cause their baby
grandson to turn into a crossdresser. Relax! My aunt desperately wanted a baby girl,
but to her disappointment, she
had a baby
She
boy.
kept that kid
in
frilly
dresses with
ruffles and
his hair long
and in curls
until he was
4!
He grew
up to be a
fine young
By Abigail
man. He did
Van Buren
his service
in Vietnam, married and raised
a family. Of course, the rest
of the family accepted his mother's "eccentricities," and no one
ridiculed or poked fun at him.
If a pink blanket is the worst
thing that kid ever has to contend with in his life, they
should all be grateful. -CATHIE H. IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR CATHIE: I agree - as did many readers who
responded to that letter. Perhaps the experiences they
shared will "color" Grandpa's
view on the subject. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: You might
be interested to know that pink
didn't start out as a "feminine"
color. In the Middle Ages, the
color red was for men because
it represented strength, war,
fire and blood. The color blue
was for women back then.(Blue

In 1970, tens of thousands of
people died in an earthquake in
Peru.
In 1976, Martha Mitchell, the
estranged wife of former Anorney General John N. Mitchell,
died in New York.
In 1977, the trans-Alaska oil
pipeline, three years in the making, was completed.
In 1994. the U.S. announced
it was no longer aiming longrange nuclear missiles at targets
in the former Soviet Union.

a

BABY
BLUES

Proverb

What doesn't kill
you,often makes
you wish it had.

manlot of

represented harmony, peace,
sky and water.)
When fabric was being dyed,
the strongest color came out
in the first bath. Paler colors
followed with subsequent baths.
Back then, men's clothing was
made of pale red (pink) fabric. Nobody grew up 'confused'
in those days. -- TONAWANDA READER
DEAR ABBY: I had to smile
at the letter from the grandparent of the baby boy whose
daughter thought she was having a girl and received a lot
of pink outfits. When my precious son was born, we weren't
very well off financially, and
I received many hand-medowns from his two older girl
cousins. All that mother needs
to do is throw all the clothes
in the washer with some blue
dye. Then everything will come
out blue or purple. -- BEEN
THERE, DONE THAT
DEAR ABBY: All a baby
is concerned about is having
a full tummy, a clean diaper
and something interesting to
do when he's awake. Pink for
girls and blue for boys is not
some kind of biological imperative.
In the 19th and 20th centuries, baby clothes were all
white. If they had any color
trimming, pink was used for
boys and blue for girls. The
Ladies Home Journal in 1918
said: "There has been a great
diversity of opinion on the
subject, but the general accepted rule is pink for the boy
and blue for the girl. Pink, being
a more decided and stronger
color, is more suitable for the
boy, while blue, which is more
delicate and dainty, is prettier
for the girl." -- K.B.• SALEM,
ORE.
DEAR ABBY: I had a good
laugh when I read the letter
from "Jack's Grandpa." I have
a daughter who is 3 years
older than my son. When my
son was a toddler, he worshipped his big sister and did
whatever she told him. I will
never forget my father coming to the house and my son
answering the door in a big
pink straw hat, Barbie high
heels, a mini skirt and a hot
pink feather boa. Dad had only
daughters, and my son was
the only grandson. Dad just
about had a stroke when he
saw my son. He thought the
boy was corrupted forever.
My son is now 10. and he's
all boy -- a straight-A student
who plays sports year-round.
He gets into scuffles at school
and eats lunch in the principal's office once or twice a
year. Please tell "Jack's Grandpa" not to worry. Clothes don't
make the man -- his parents
do. -- MICHELLE, NORTH
ROYALTON, OHIO
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

pter at

Blood poisoning needs
immediate attention
DEAR DR. GOTT: What
are the symptoms of septicemia,
and why are people dying from
it within two or three weeks?
I was told it is blood poisoning, but what is the cause,
and why is it not treatable to
save a person's life?
DEAR
READER:
Bloodstream
poisoning is
an extremeserious
ly
condition.
Bacteria can
enter
the
bloodstream
from infecBy
or
Dr. Peter Gott tions
injuries.
Once there, they are normally destroyed by the body's
immune system. If not, septicemia can infect the whole
body, especially the internal
organs. The implication is that,
for some reason, the infectioncombating immune system is
deficient. Antibiotic therapy can
be life-saving and must be
administered for several weeks.
symptoms
The
include
exhaustion, malaise, recurring
fever, skin rashes and collapse.
If untreated, the septicemia can
lead to coma, shortness of
breath and death. Senior citizens are more commonly infected.
To answer to your questions, septicemia can be treated. Left untreated, the condition can progress rapidly and
become fatal.
To give you related information. I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Blood: Donations and Disorders." Other readers who would
like a copy should send a long,

self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a
65-year-old male, and for the
past 25 years, I've been dealing with rosacea by applying
topicals such as metronidazole
and azelaic acid with an oral
antibiotic. Each time I tried
to get off the routine, I regressed
to multiple pustules and red,
blotchy patches on my nose,
lips and chin area.
Recently, I suffered a lowerback injury and as a result,.
pain pills, muscle relaxants and
anti-inflammatory
drugs
became part of my diet. I
decided to stop the rosacea
medication because I didn't
want any medication in my
body that I didn't feel was
absolutely necessary. Within.
two weeks, although I did continue the topical medications,
the rosacea blossomed out
again.
As a wild, last-ditch effort,
I decided to try the first-aid
kit in a jar: Vicks VapoRub
topped off with Clearasil. I even
tried the Vicks without the
Clearasil and, certainly by now
you've guessed it: My rosacea
has gone away.
I cannot begin to tell you
how many different things I've
tried through the years to get
off the expensive topicals that
usually cost $35 to $40 a tube,
the stomach-upsetting antibiotics and the diet changes
involving caffeine, alcohol and
spicy foods.
These results are so surprising that I feel compelled
to share them with you and,
hopefully, your readers. Thank
you for the work you do to
help us folks out here.

ContractBridge
A Matter of Self-Confidence
South dealer.
Last-West vulnerable.
NORTH
•AQ.17
Q6
41 1083
*10 7 6 2
WEST
EAST
*1096 3
•8 4 2
IP93
If5
*K17642
•AQ95
45
*A1983
SOUTH
K5
MAKI 10 8 7 4 2
.4K Q4
The bidding:
South
West
North East
2 41i *
Pass
2
Pass
3
Pass
4V
Pass
6
strong, artificial
Opening lead - five of clubs.
This deal occurred in a highstakes, high-level rubber-bridge
game. It graphically demonstrates
why a player must have the courage
of his convictions.
West led the club five against six
hearts. Last playing the ace and
South the queen. Then, despite the
temptation to try to cash the ace of
diamonds at trick two -- which

would have handed declarer the slam
— East returned a club, and West
ruffed to put the contract down one.
How come East was so smart,
you may ask. The answer, when you
get right down to it, is fairly simple.
East realized that West might film
led the club five from a holding of
4 doubleton, but he also realized that
the five could be a singleton and that
declarer's queen play at trick one
might be a falsecard.
Beyond that, however, there was
an even more persuasive reason to
return a club instead of the ace of
diamonds. East correctly judged that
South could not have a diamond
loser and bid the hand the way he
did. (Remember, this was a highlevel game.)
It would not have made sense tOr
declarer to leap from four hearts to
six with a hand such as 4Kxx
AKJ I Oxxx•K•KO.
With this hand, or another one
like it, South surely would have used
Blackwood to find out how many
aces his partner had before bidding a
slam.
It's true that East had to have a
lot of faith in his own reasoning to
refrain from playing the diamond ace
at trick two, but that's what any good
player has to have plenty of.
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SOMETIMES I LIE AI,JAKE AT NI614T, AND
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Vacation season is here.
Tis the season! Vacation
season that is. The first thing
to do is decide what kind of
experience you want, and this
will probably be dictated by
whose taking the
vacation.
If it's
adults, most
probably
you'll want
to consider
Out & About comfortable
... Kentucky lodging
acconunoStyle
dations,
By Gary P.
good places
West
to eat, and
Syndicated
available
Columnist
shopping.
On the other
hand, if kids are a part of your
getaway, the shopping, perhaps,
will not be as important. You'll
still want some good eating and
lodging.
Travel brochures are available at all of the local visitors'
centers across the state and the
Kentucky Department of
Tourism will gladly mail out
requested information. And, of
course, web sites are quite popular with numerous places to
preview in the comfort of your
home.
Bed & Breakfasts' are scattered all over the state, and surprisingly several are located in
some of Kentucky's more populated cities. The charm of an
isolated B & B somewhere in
rural Kentucky, however,
appeals to many people looking
for something different. Who
says, you can't enjoy yourself
by just reading a good book,
hiking in the woods, or, as I've
heard it described,"The best
thing to do is nothing."
I've traveled this state from
one end to the other, north and
south, and east and west, and I
still marvel at all of the fun
things to do and places to
overnight, most at a reasonable
cost.
You might be surprised at
how much fun it is finding an
old country store and stopping
in and enjoying a bologna with
cheese sandwich and a diet
Mountain Dew. Some places
will even fry up that bologna
for you. Believe it or not.
there's still a few of the country
stores still out there. It's almost
a sure bet that anyone in these
country stores can also tell
where some good antique shops
are, or about some old cemeteries in the area. Cemeteries tell
a lot about our history.
During the summer, you'd
be surprised at how many small
towns have local theater productions. And you would also
he surprised at the talent that's
there, some of it just waiting to
be discovered.
I grew up in Elizabethtown,
but never really knew the real
history of the county until I visited the Historical Society's
museum located downtown. I
was amazed. And you know
what'? Almost every county in
Kentucky has a venue like this
to tell their story.
You might be surprised how
interesting it is to return to the
area where you grew up and
check out its history. I can

Snug Hollow Cabin
almost guarantee that you'll say
at least once, "I didn't know
that."
The only real decision you
have to really make is what you
want to do. The rest will fall
into place. There are several
theme parks out there, some
even have water parks. Of
course the state has an abundance of antique areas and

malls, and then museums offer
visitors a slower pace if that's
the choice.
If you decide to strike out on
your own in the name of unbridled spirit, without prior reservations for lodging, be prepared
to perhaps not get the accommodations you had in mind.
Lots of people are traveling
within the state. I just think it

makes for a better vacation
with a little prior planning.
Your local visitors' center can
help and so can the states web
site:www.kytourism.com.
Get up, get out and get
going!
Gary P West can be reached
at www.garypwest.com

Photo provic
DECA INTERNATIONAL: Two Murray-Calloway County Ar
Technology Center DECA members competed at the DE(
International Career Development Conference April 27 — M
2 in Orlando, Florida. Leanna Linn, left, competed
Business Services Marketing and Jenny Dillon, right, comp
ed in Quick Service Restaurant Management. For the fi
time in over six years, DECA students from Murray-Callow
County ATC had the opportunity to compete at t
International level.
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Blue Highway
headlines
Bluegrass Festival
at Kenlake Park
Grammy -nominated
Bluegrass band Blue Highway
will be the headliners at this
year's Kentucky Lake Bluegrass
Festival, June 8-9 at Kenlake
State Resort Park in Aurora.
Th will be the fifth year for
the event, and organizers have
.in impressive lineup of bands
put together for the weekend, it
was reported. Enday's performances will begin at 5 p.m. and
will include: Nothin' Fancy:
& Clark Expedition:
The McKendrees: and Cedar
Hill. Saturday's performances
will begin at approximately
noon. and will include: Blue
Ifighwav . The Circuit Riders.
Billie Renee & Cumberland
Gap. The McKendrees The
Riser Bottom Band: Bawn In
The Mosh. and Wildfire
Ticket pm:es for the es mit
are SI5 for Fnday night, S15 for
Saturday or $25 for a weekend
pass
For more information. contact the Marshall County Tourist
Commission at 800-467-7145
or visit www.kentuckvlake.org.
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'Where should we go?' part of wedding plan
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Couples sometimes call Judy Richardson with one very open-ended question:
"Where should we go?"
Well, this world is a big place and
the honeymoon destinations are endless.
But Richardson has some ideas.
"We can help. We can give possibilities and they'll rule them out as we
discuss them," said Richardson, a senior
travel consultant with Far Lands Travel
in Murray.
Richardson offered a few scenarios
for couples planning late summer or fall
weddings. Drawing on her honeymoonbooking experience, she generalized popular trips.
"We have some that desire Europe.
but that doesn't always fit into the budget." Richardson said. "Some people just
don't care about that: they want the
sunny places."
So, the sunny places:
—Hawaii. Richardson said a couple
can get there and stay there for $4,500.
The other expenses would be for what
they eat and what they see and do.
—A cruise. A popular plan is to leave
out of Port Canaveral, Fla., and visit

Key West; Cozumel, Mexico; and Grand
Cayman, an island in the Caribbean Sea.
Richardson said a five-night cruise like
this would cost about $3,000 for the
couple. That cost includes air travel to
southern Florida.
—The Caribbean. For $4,000(and up)
per couple, the newlyweds could do this
tropical location in an all-inclusive resort,
according to Richardson. A warning to
Caribbean-bound travelers: Late summer
isn't a good time for this location. The
Caribbean, including the Bahamas, can
experience hurricanes in a season that
tends to be rough in August and September.
"There are multitudes of reasons people do things, and that effects the cost."
Richardson said. "Most people want to
get away and get acquainted and relax."
To plan a trip, call Far Lands Travel at 753-4646 with all the necessary
information — mostly when and where.
And if you don't know where. Richardson or the other travel agents will talk
you through the possibilities.
Once a destination decision is made,
Far Lands books the travel arrangements
and accommodations.
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Making responsible choicesfor maids, men
By RONDA ADDY
Planning a wedding is difficult, even
for those who are organized. That's why
the bride has a maid of honor and
bridesmaids to help her and the groom
has a best man and groomsmen to help
him.
When choosing your best man and
groomsmen, make sure you select individuals who are responsible enough to
handle the assigned duties.
While there are no hard and fast
rules as to whom you should choose to
be your best man and groomsmen, eti-

quette suggests you include your brother, the bride's brother and your closest
friends. If you or the bride has more
than one brother or you have several
close friends, the matter is more complicated. In that case, choose theiindividuals who are closest to you and keep
in mind that they do not have to be
male. It is not unheard of to have a
female friend be your best man or a
groomsman. Regardless whom you
choose, each will have duties to perform.
The best man has many duties. They

include:
— Planning and paying for the bachelor party
— Renting a tuxedo and attending
any fittings
— Attending the rehearsal and rehearsal dinner
— Transporting gifts to the ceremony and reception
— Helping the groom get ready for
the ceremony and making sure they get
to the church on time
— Paying the officiate before the
wedding
— Holding the bride's wedding ring
if there is no ringbearer
— Signing the marriage license
— Walking down the aisle with the
maid of honor and dancing with her at
the reception
— Giving the first toast to the bride
and groom
— Taking the gifts to the bride and
groom's home
— Returning all of the tuxedos on
time
Groomsmen have many duties in
preparation for the wedding. They
include:
— Renting a tuxedo and attending
any fittings
— Assisting the best man with what-

ever he needs, including planning and
paying for the bachelor party and transporting gifts to the bride and groom's
home
— Attending the rehearsal and rehearsal dinner
— Helping load and unload decorations, food and other items at the ceremony and reception
— Decorating the wedding car
— Helping seat the guests at the
wedding if there are no ushers, especially the mothers of the bride and the
groom
— Rolling out the white or red carpet for the bride to walk on as she
comes down the aisle
— Dancing with the bridesmaids and
any single female guests at the reception
As you make your decision, try to
select individuals who can perform these
duties and afford the costs involved. Make
certain that they understand that there
is a great deal of responsibility involved,
and once they accept it, they cannot
back out later without causing you problems.
Both the best man and the groomsmen play valuable roles in the wedding. Don't select individuals who can't
live up to those roles. Make responsible choices.
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Responsibility among bridesmaids and groomsmen is important.
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Customs, superstitions still play roles in weddings
Weddings are filled with customs and
traditions.... "Something old, something
blue..." and all that stuff! Have you ever
stopped to wonder what on earth it all
really means and where it all originated?
Most of these customs have endured
the test of time, having emerged centuries ago. How very fascinating that is,
don't you think? How is it that they survive?
They have been maintained over time
because such traditions carry with them
the promise that they will bring happiness and good fortune to the couple at
this transitional time in their life - and
who could be brave enough to tamper
with that?
Did you know that:
— For centuries the month of June
has been the most popular choice for
weddings — but the original reason might
surprise you.
You see, dufing the 1400-1500s. May
was the month in which the "annual bath"
occurred. Yes, just as it sounds, back then
people were only able to bathe thoroughly once each year. As such, the over-all
population was smelling relatively fresh
in June. making it a good time to hold
a special event like a wedding!
Further, the month of June is named
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The custom of the veil is supposedly tied
to disguising the bride from evil spints. In
1800 Britain, it came to symbolize modesty and chastity.
after the goddess Juno, who was the
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Roman counterpart to Hera, the goddess
of the hearth and home, and patron of
wives.
— Ancient tradition thought it was
unlucky to marry in the month of May
because in Romans times the Feast of
the Dead and the Festival of the Goddess of Chastity both occurred in May.
— To practice writing your new name
prior to the wedding (and what bride
doesn't do this?) is believed to tempt fate
and thus, is also believed to result in bad
luck during the marriage!
— Bad weather on the way to the
wedding is believed to signify unhappiness in the marriage. Traditionally it is
believed that cloudy skies and wind en
route to the wedding will result in a
stormy marriage. However, snow on the
way to the wedding is a sign of fertility and prosperity!
— According to an old legend, the
month in which you marry may have
some bearing on the fate of the marriage:
'Married when the year is new, he'll
he loving, kind and true;
When February birds do mate. you
wed nor dread your fate;
If you wed when March winds blow,
joy and sorrow both you'll know;
Marry in April when you can, joy,

for Maiden and for Man;
Marry in the month of May, and
you'll surely rue the day;
Marry when June roses grow, over
land and sea you will go:
Those who in July do wed, must
labour for their daily bred;
Whoever wed in August be, many a
change is sure to see;
Marry in September's shrine, your
living will be rich and fine;
If in October you, do marry, love
will come but riches tarry;
If you wed in bleak November, only
joys will come, remember;
When December snows fall fast,
marry and true love will last'.
— It was thought that misfortune
would come to those who married during lent — "Marry in Lent, live to repent"
— because lent was a time for abstinence.
— The tradition for the bride to wear
white began in the 16th century and is
still commonly followed today. This is a
symbol of the bride's purity and her worthiness of her groom.
The tradition became solidified during
the time of Queen Victoria who rebelled
against the royal tradition for Royal brides
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to wear silver. Instead, the queen preferred the symbolism which is expressed
by wearing white. The brides of the time
quickly emulated the queen, and the tradition has continued in full force to this
day.
— There is an old saying that "the
bride wore a green gown". This implies
the belief that she was promiscuous before
marriage and refers to the image of her
rolling around in grassy fields with a
young man.
— Traditionally
brides have been
thought to be particularly vulnerable to
evil spirits. Many wedding customs and
traditions were originated as an attempt
to fight away such evil.
— The veil was worn with the belief
that it would disguise the bride and fool
the evil spirits. It was not until 1800 in
Britain that the veil came to symbolize
modesty and chastity. Today, the veil
remains the ultimate symbol of virginity.
— It is held that a final look in the
mirror right before the bride leaves her
home for the ceremony will bring good
luck. However, if she looks in a mirror once again before the ceremony, her
luck will tarnish to bad!
— It is believed to be bad luck for
the bride to make her own wedding dress.
— It is believed to be bad luck for
the bride to wear her complete outfit
before the wedding day. As an extention
to this, some brides leave a final stich
on the dress undone until the day of the
wedding for good luck.
— "To change the name and not
the letter, is to expect the worst and
not the better!"
This little riddle conveys the notion
that it is thought to be unlucky to marry
a man whose last name begins with the
same first letter as your own.
— Seeing a lamb, frog, spider, black
cat, or rainbows on the way to the ceremony is believed to be a sign of good
luck! Seeing an open grave, pig, or
lizard on the way to the ceremony, or
hearing a crow after dawn on the morning of the wedding are all thought to be
omens of bad luck.
— Catching a glimpse of a monk or

a nun is also thought to be a omen of
misfortune because of their association with
poverty and chastity.
— The tradition of tying tin cans to
the back of the newlywed's vehicle originated long ago when items which would
produce noise were tied to the back of
the couple's carriage to scare away evil
spirits.
— Playing pranks on the newlywed
couple was also a tradition which began
with the intentions of warding off evil
spirits. Loyal friends of the couple would
do this in hopes that the spirits would
take pity on the couple for already being
picked upon enough, and would then
leave the couple alone.
— The tradition of having members
of the wedding party dress alike was
started with the hopes that this would
cause confusion for the spirits and send
them on their way.
— Cakes have played a part of weddings all through history. The Romans
shared a plain cake of flour, salt and
water during the wedding ceremony itself,
as Native Americans still do today. The
traditional fruit cake originated in Britain,
with the fruit and nuts being a symbol
of fertility.
— Cutting the wedding cake together, still a predominent ritual at weddings,
symbolizes the couple's unity, their shared
future, and their life together as one.
— In old England it was traditional
to bake a ring into the wedding cake as
a symbol of bliss and happiness. The
guest whose piece of cake contained the
ring, it was said, could look forward to
a full year of uninterrupted happiness.
— Another old English custom was
to throw a plate with a piece of wedding cake out of a window on the occassion of the bride's first return to her family home after the wedding. If the plate
broke she could expect a happy future
with her husband - but if the plate
remained intact, prospects for the future
became grim.
— The three tiered cake is believed
to have been inspired by the spire of
Saint Bride's Church in London, England.

Internet photo

Cakes hold a host of tradition in weddings. Tales tell of the three tiered cake being
inspired by the spire of Saint Bride's Church in London. Cake supposedly can
make — or break — a marriage.

Something old, something new,
something borrowed...

Something Borrowed!
Odds are, if you're getting married you'll need to borrow money in your near
future for your first home, a new car or maybe even your own business.
Whatever your financial needs, the professionals at The Murray Bank can
help! All of our loan decisions are made
quickly and locally by people you
know and trust, so you won't have a
long wait to get something you
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Disney teams with designer to let
By SAMANTHA CRITCHELL
AP Fashion Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - So many brides
say they want to look like a princess on
their wedding day — and now we're
about to find out if they really mean it.
The Walt Disney Co. has teamed with
bridal designer ,.Kirstie Kelly to create a
collection of gowns inspired by the favorite
Disney princess characters, Cinderella,
Sleeping Beauty, Snow White, Aridl from
"The Little Mermaid," Belle from "Beauty and The Beast" and Jasmine from
"Aladdin."
But Kelly is quick to point out that
"inspired by" doesn't mean gowns that
look like they came from the animated
movies, which have been translated many
times over into dress-up costumes for
little girls. Instead, the designs attempt
to channel the personality of each princess
in terms suitable for a real-life, modern
woman.
"We wanted women to feel like they
had something in common with these
princesses. We had to identify who the
princesses are now and who does the everyday girl relate to," Kelly said during a
telephone interview prior to the gowns'
runway debut during Bridal Fashion Week
in Manhattan.
A mood and fashion sensibility was
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assigned to each princess-themed gown.
Cinderella is for the classic glamour
bride; Sleeping Beauty is about pretty
romance; Snow White is sweet elegance;
Aridl is sultry allure; Belle is stylish sophistication; and Jasmine is bohemian chic.
"It actually touches on every type of
wedding," explained Kelly, who also has
her own bridal couture label. "For the
destination wedding there's Arid or Jasmine, but if you're having 500 people in
a ballroom, you're definitely the Cinderella gown."
When she got married several years
ago, she would have gone for the Cinderella look, Kelly said, although now
she would lean toward the slimmer shape,
such as the Jasmine gown.
Andy Mooney,chairman of Disney Consumer Products Worldwide, said that when
the company began developing the marketing concept of the princesses six or
seven years ago, the company discovered that the demographic wasn't limited to the 2- to 8-year-olds Disney was
expecting. "We've been blown away how
strong the demand is for princess thematic things in almost every stage of a
woman's life," he said.
Adult women buy into a sort of lifestyle
role play, he explained. As a brand, Disney has a built-in reputation for quality
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Complete Wedding Needs
For 2 to 200 Guests!
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For more information, call 270-3624296
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Grand Rivers, KY
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Above and on opposite page, models walk the runway showing Kirstie Kelly for
Disney's Fall Fairy Tale Weddings dresses. The Walt Disney Co. has teamed with
bridal designer Kirstie Kelly to create a collection of gowns inspired by the favorite
Disney princess characters.
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brides look like stories' princesses
and trust, Mooney added, so it doesn't
start from scratch when it enters categories such as cruise travel, better furniture or wedding gowns.
The decision to go into the bridal market was largely made because of that
princess dream so many brides talk about,
Mooney said. "Every bride wants to be
Cinderella but she also wants to be classic, feminine and beautiful. Kirstie has
allowed a woman to enter the princess
fantasy but in a way that's absolutely
appropriate for the event."
Plus, 1,500 couples do say "I do" at
Walt Disney World Resort in Florida each
year.
The gowns will be sold at bridal salons.
Kelly said Disney identified a void in
the mid-tier level of gowns for brides
who want to spend between $1,10043,400.
Women often start their gown shopping with the idea that they want to be
different from everyone else, but they
change their tune once they start trying
on dresses. "Looking like Cinderella is probably something they never considered
before they got engaged, but then the traditional side almost always comes out.
It's hard to resist romance and sparkle,"
Kelly said.
That said, bridal retailers are always
looking for the new thing that can help

AP

Vintage Rose Emporium

their store stand out _ and that's what
gives Disney a good chance at the market, said Carley Roney, editor in chief of
TheKnot.com.
"As to consumers, the success of this
line all depends on the dress design," she
said in an e-mail to the AP. "The Disney brand has a strong, positive, emotional meaning for a surprising number
of people — consider the couples who
choose to get married at Disney. But I
see these 'Disneyphiles' as being a relatively small group. As to the women who
have no real Disney brand loyalty, if the
dress designs are strong enough, they will
probably overlook the brand association."
Roney envisions suburban brides on
the younger side as the target customer.
And, while a lot of women toss around
the words "fairy tale" and "princess" about
their weddings, she thinks they're talking
more of an ultra-luxurious celebrity wedding.
But Disney's Mooney points out that
a woman's first impression of love often
comes from an animated character and
it's hard to completely erase that from
her mind. "If you think about who the
first person who teaches you about love,
romance and Prince Charming is, it probably happened between the ages of 2-5
and included Disney."

On A Personal Note Stationery

request the pleasure of your company for Bridal Registry and Invitations
COME SEE US for our great bridal registry
selections featuring incredible choices from:
• Vietri Italian Pottery • Lenox • Dansk
• Gail Pittman Pottery • Wedgwood • Noritake • Mikasa
• Fiesta • Vera Wang • Villeroy & Boch • Tracy Porter
• All-Clad Cookware • LeCreuset Cookware and more!
• Now Featuring Dinnerware from Denby and Raynaud

Start things off in style with classic and
original save the dates, invitations, thank
you notes, shower invitations and more
from upstairs at On a Personal Note.
Our Bridal Registries are now online
at www.vintagerose.com

&t4o.set Cfz, Paect,iZietwatt.

303 N. 12th St.• 759-2100 • Next to The Mane Event
For the best of everything!
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Brides feel more confident with second wedding

they're paying for the wedding themselves, so they're not feeling tied to what
their parents want."
— Given that one or both partners
have planned a wedding before, they
need less time to do it. After some hesitation, Brown, from Indianapolis, used
of the same vendors she'd hired
some
For Tracy Tofte of Castaic, Calif., that
her first wedding. "I loved these venfor
canfreedom meant planning an informal,
dors so much that I actually got up the
dlelit, outdoor party for her second wednerve to call them and ask them to do
ding, in 2003. She created small, handagain. Some said they were flattered,"
it
made gifts for each of her 80 guests.
says.
she
It
are.
we
how
"Everything was very
Couples may not want an adviser
—
sort of reflected the way we decorate
planner or parent) hovering,
wedding
(a
our house or the kind of Christmas gifts
do seek good advice. Many
they
but
we give," she says. "My first wedding
visit bridal Web sites. TheKnot.com, for
(in 1994) was in a church and in a big
has a section on second wedinstance,
at
hotel ballroom, and it wasn't personal
Murray.
says
dings,
all. 1 literally saw pictures after and I
— Registering for gifts is no longer
thought, '1 didn't even know that person
taboo for second weddings, but couples
was at my wedding."
may put a different spin on it by regisYork
New
in
Jodi Davidson, who lives
for informal dinnerware, say, or
tering
City, got married at 24. "I thought this
goods. Some request no
sporting
even
was what you're supposed to do, be a
all.
at
gifts
certain kind of bride with the fluffy
"I have seen a number of couples
dress," she says. A decade later, while
later in life getting remarried and
much
planning her second wedding, she sees
like they don't want to be askfeeling
pictures from her first and "none of it
ing for blenders," says van der Meer.
seems very 'me'."
"If you're uncomfortable, you might ask
Photo provided
In Davidson's case, the second wedpeople to give charitable donations to a
lowa
prefer
couples
the
some
Although
ding will be more traditional than
that's dear to your heart." Coucause
first. "It's the first time I'm marrying some- key affair, second weddings have ples can register at charitable-giving Web
one in the same faith. I'm Jewish, so become big business in the ever-grow- sites such as idofoundation.org.
this time I am having a traditional Jew- ing bridal industry. Often, these celebraFor some, the second wedding is also
ish wedding with a rabbi marrying us,
two
tions mix a few traditional elements with a merging of families. Tofte has
does
as
marriage,
first
her
from
children
individual
a slew of more personal,
her husband. They celebrated the birth
touches.
of this new family by creating printed
breaking the glass," she says. "When we programs focusing on the kids.
Tofte's daughter drew the cover picfirst got engaged, I wondered, 'Am I
interallowed to do these things?' But you ture and "on each page was an
you
know what? It really doesn't matter. You view with each kid about 'What do
think about your dad getting married?'
do what you want."
Brown, Tofte and Davidson have cre- or 'What do you think about having a
1504 N. 12'" St.
ated very different second weddings, but new sister?' There were all these adorable
answers. That was one thing we did to
Murray • 759-4449
they have much in common:
— Being older, says van der Meer, bring everybody into the idea that this
'sewly renovated! Indraw heated
they are less likely "to ask for permis- was a blended family," she says.
pool, sauna, etercise room free in"We also had a picture of the whole
sion." They might skip the sit-down dinroom high-speed Internet - including
an 8:30 p.m. wed- family taken, and we had it put in this
planned
(Tofte
ner
Enjoy a
airelesr.. throughout
ding, followed by dessert and dancing) big picture frame with a huge mat around
*-4..1..4
compiiinrntar, hrrakfau at our
choose to walk down the aisle with the outside. And we had all the guests
or
nea espanded hrrakfau har
the groom at the start of the ceremony. sign that and we have it hanging in our
EXPRESS
"They have a stronger sense of self," living room now. It was almost like they
HOTEL & SUITES
says Murray, "and most of the time were becoming a part of our family."

By MELISSA RAYWORTH
For The Associated Press
Amy Brown got married last year in
a classic white bridal gown. It was a
traditional church wedding with many
guests, gorgeous flowers and a formal
reception.
It happened to be her second wedding, but that didn't raise many eyebrows.
Today,second-time brides have the freedom, — some say more freedom than
first-timers — to celebrate their union however they wish. The distinction between
first and second weddings has all but
vanished, according to Kathleen Murray,
deputy editor of the wedding planning
Web site TheKnot.com. -There's not the
stigma attached at all," she says.
Although some couples prefer a lowkey affair, second weddings have become
big business in the ever-growing bridal
industry. Often, these celebrations mix a
few traditional elements with a slew of
more individual touches.
"The second time, it may be more
the wedding of their dreams," says Modem Bride magazine editor Antonia van
der Meer. "The first time, they were
young and maybe it was more the wedding of their mother's dreams."
Modern Bride counts second- and thirdtime brides among its readers, but doesn't offer content aimed specifically at them.
"We've made a conscious decision not

to include rules about what to do if it's
your second wedding, or if you get married at 30 or at 40. It's not about age
or how many marriages you've had previously," van der Meer says. "It is about
freedom of choice and being who you
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micron/is e. ofTeemaker.
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etc. Jacuzzi rooms a.ailahle

Come Skop Murra'
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Wanted for wedding: Person with good, green thumb
By RONDA ADDY
Flowers are an important part of a
wedding. Finding just the right florist
takes some time and effort. Here are
some tips.
You should start looking for a florist
approximately a year before the wedding, especially if the date of your wedding happens to fall during the busy season from May until August or around
holidays like Mother's Day or Valentine's
Day.
Check with the site where you are
having the reception to see if they have
any recommendations.
Ask friends and family.
Compose a list of five florists. Arrange
to meet with all of them and bring the
groom along.
When you arrive at each florist's shop,
take a look around. Are the employees
friendly? Is the shop clean? Are the
flowers fresh?
Bring a fabric sample of your dress
and the bridesmaid's dresses, photos of
the ceremony and reception areas, and a
list of your favorite flowers and any
flowers you don't want included.
Be upfront about your budget and
describe in detail everything about your
wedding from your colors and style to
the number of people in the wedding
party.
Ask to see a portfolio of the florist's
work.
Find out if they rent any kind of

Internet photo

Flowers are a prime focal point for any wedding ceremony.
accessories such as runners and candeAfter meeting with each florist, make
labras and get a cost estimate.
a list of pros and cons. Compare the
Ask about delivery times, methods of lists and make a decision. Contact the
payment and cancellation policies. Most florist you have chosen and ask them to
florists require a 50 percent deposit draw up a contract. Don't sign on the
upfront and the remaining balance two dotted line until you have read the contract and made sure that it lists everyweeks prior to the wedding.

thing the florist will be providing. Depending upon what you have agreed upon,
the florist may be responsible for:
— Bridal bouquet
— Bouquet to toss
— Bouquets for the maid of honor
and bridesmaids
— Boutonnieres for the best man,
groomsmen and ushers
— Corsages for the mothers of the
bride and groom
— Boutonnieres for the fathers of the
bride and groom
Flowers for the flower girl
— Boutonniere for the ringbearer and
flowers for the pillow
— Altar decorations
— Aisle decorations
— Candles for the ceremony
Table centerpieces
Decorations for the cake table
Live flowers for the wedding cake
— Chair covers
After you have approved and signed
the contract, reconfirm the details when
you pay the remaining balance. Find out
if the florist will be setting up the day
of your wedding. If not, get an emergency number that you can call if anything should go wrong with the flowers
on the day of your wedding.
Planning a wedding is stressful, no
doubt about it. Choosing the right florist
will alleviate some of that stress. Make
your choice carefully.

Wedding vows don't have to be Shakespearian sonnets
By RONDA ADDY
William Shakespeare you're not. The only thing you've ever written is a grocery list, but now you're getting married and you'd really like to write your own
wedding vows. You could use some pointers.
If you are thinking about writing your own vows, be sure that your religion,
church or officiate will allow you to do so. Once you have approval, give yourself plenty of time to write your vows.
Jot down movie lines, song lyrics or poetry that you like. Think about what
made you fall in love with the person and what your dreams are for the future
together. Recount a special story or memory about the time you have spent together. Take all of your notes and sit down and compose a draft.
Try to keep your vows simple. That way, you can remember them easily when
the time comes. Be positive and avoid cliches.
Consult a book for writing wedding vows, if needed. After you have composed
an initial draft, read it to several friends or family members and get their feedback.
Give a copy of your vows to your future spouse and make sure that what you
have written is in accord with what they have written. Make changes as needed
and double-check with the officiate that what you have written is appropriate.
Once you have polished your vows, practice reciting them. Can you say them
without crying? A few tears are appropriate, but a teary outburst will make reciting them difficult and could prove to be embarrassing.
Invite some friends over and recite your vows to them. Speak slowly and clearly and make sure that they can understand you. Practice your delivery again and
again, but don't rely solely on your memory.

Carry a copy of your vows with you and don't be afraid to refer to it at the
ceremony if needed. There is no shame in being nervous and forgetting your vows.
Writing vows can be difficult. Fortunately, there are numerous books out there
to help you. Don't be afraid to use them.
So, you aren't William Shakespeare, but then again, the person you're marrying
isn't Shakespeare either, are they?
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Wedding tips, trends for 2007
By The Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) — Writing vows.
Making toasts. Sending congratulations.
There are many moments in a wedding
when people struggle to find just the
right words.
The latest volume to offer help has a
familiar name attached. "Bartlett's Words
for the Wedding," due out in January
from Little. Brown and Co., is a collection of poems and prose on love, commitment and other nuptial themes. (It's
a slimmer volume. at 224 pages. than
the reference classic "Bartlett's Familiar
Quotations.")
Some of the new book's selections
have been wedding mainstays for generations: the Bible's Song of Solomon:
Shakespearean sonnets ("Shall I compare
thee to a summer's day?" "Let me not
to the marriage of true minds admit
impediment"); the anonymous Irish blessing beginning, "Let the road rise up to
meet you. May the wind be always at
your back."
Others are more esoteric: American
poet Dara Weir's "One Enchanted
Evening," for example, begins, "You
found me in quicksand/ and did not ask

me stupid questions./ You peeled a mandarin drake/ and did not ask me to
watch."
The volume is meant to save readers
from the time-consuming chore of going
through the classics looking for that lovely passage vaguely remembered. For
instance, it serves up six lines pulled
from "Romeo and Juliet," and a long
paragraph found in Ernest Hemingway's
"A Farewell to Arms."
As Anita Shreve writes in an introduction to the new volume, "After the
bouquet has been tossed, the last glasses collected, the final tipsy guests seen
to their cars, the words of the wedding
will live on."
Giving Gifts: What to give the bride
and groom? And how to give it?
Leigh Zarelli at the Web site Gifts.com,
offers some tips:
— If you've been invited to an engagement party and the couple hasn't registered yet, take the opportunity to be creative. Consider a membership to a wine
club, or "experience" gifts like cooking
classes, or personalized gifts such as anything monogrammed.
If you think the couple has reg-

istered but you do,.'t know where, call
their parents, close friends — or the
couple themselves — to find out. You
might also find answers online, for instance
at Gifts.com's Wedding Registry Finder
service.
— Should you bring the gift with
you on the wedding day? No. Better to
send it, and give the couple (and you)
one less thing to worry about.
— Wedding etiquette has it that guests
have up to one year after the wedding
to send a gift, but don't let it hang over
your head that long. Try to get the gift
to them by the time they get back from
their honeymoon, or soon after.
Orange in Italy: Cocktail hours. Blogs.
Orange. Italy. Those are among hot wedding trends for 2007 compiled by the
Web site TheKnot.com.
More details:
— From creamy peaches to mod citrus to deep tangerines and burnt sienas,
orange is being used to create a variety
of moods.
— Tom Cruise and Katie Holmes held
their wedding there. And Italy remains
popular, not only for its views and food,
but because many guests like to go there.
— Listing a personal Web site with
URL on the invitation is now standard. Next, look for daily blogs by brides,
digital music, streaming video, online
RSVP and even live Web casts. To build
your own site, check out wedding Webpage builders at sites such as
Wed0Rama.com or WeddingTracker.com.
— The pre-ceremony cocktail hour
has become a big event, and couples are
breaking tradition by seeing each other
there and taking pictures.
— Wedding cake remains king, but a
new dessert star is a massive buffet, traditionally known as the Viennese table.
The goodies are rolled out on tables onto
the dance floor or occupy a whole recep-

Internet photo
If it's good for Tom and Katie, it's good
for you, too. Italy is a trendy spot for
weddings because not only is it a nice
honeymoon for the couple, guests can
enjoy the vacation, too.
tion room. Popular items include chocolate buffets and cheesecake sampling.
— Something old, something new,
something borrowed ... something green?
Many couples are trying to plan environment-friendly weddings. Ideas include
recycling paper and using less of it for
invites, placecards and programs; creating centerpieces of pesticide-free flowers
and potted plants. which can be planted
later on. and serving organic and vegetarian menus.
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Tips to throw a bridal shower on any budget
A big shower is especially nice if the
to have an expert point out some really
By LISA TOLIN
is having a destination wedding
couple
may
"There
says.
cool locations," Naylor
Associated Press Writer
guests can attend. Use the
fewer
that
botaniroom,
party
a
with
museums
be
NA hen you hear the words "bridal showwedding as your theme.
the
of
cal gardens with a party room. Places location
er," do you immediately hide under the
of the big goals of a
one
"That's
you never knew about."
bed? Feel a sudden cold coming on?
setting a theme, transis
shower
blowout
a
like
activity,
an
try
also
can
You
Cling to your shrinking wallet?
Naylor says.
guests,"
the
wine-tasting with someone from your local porting
As wonderful as bridal showers are
create custom invican
store
stationery
A
manicure
local
the
wine shop. Take over
for the bride, they don't have the best
s or a special
photograph
with
tations
think
Or
champagne.
bring
and
place
reputation among guests. There's the evertheme. Nayshower
the
into
tie
to
about doubling up with the bachelorette design
so-proper, ladylike setting. The interminable
four to six
take
can
this
that
notes
lor
party.
gift-opening. And the games — oh, the
booking a great weeks, so planning is essential.
are
hosts
of
lot
"A
games.
For a really big shower, a wedding
hotel room, like a penthouse suite, and
But as weddings get more extravagant,
can help relieve the stress.
coordinator
staythey're
then after the shower's done
so do bridal showers. That's both good
staff may be needed for bigextra
And
havand
bridesmaids
the
with
there
ing
news (no more games creating wedding
ing spa treatments, so it becomes the ticket features like chocolate fountains or
ensembles from toilet paper) and bad (if
fondue.
bachelorette party," Naylor says.
you're paying).
For favors, think "the good life." Terry
canPut
"bar."
goody
a
try
favors,
For
"It's not just potluck lunch anymore,"
dies, soaps, coffee or makeup in big glass cloth robes and slipper sets. Perfume. Silsays Carley Roney, editor-in-chief of the
vases with a silver scoop, and buy glass- ver charm bracelets.
online wedding site TheKnot.com. "Peo"If the bride has a personality where
at
(available
bags
ine
ple are renting out the best restaurant in
blissweddingsmarket.com) so guests can she likes the whole celebrity diva thing,
town for the afternoon to have a gourwe're seeing a lot more personalized shirts.
take home a sampling.
met meal with wine. ... The new trend
There may be heart-studded panties or
BLOWOUT
is to take a group of your friends away
If the bride's wining to pare down the something," Naylor says.
for a trip." There are dessert showers,
Once you've settled on the details,
guest list, consider a group trip to a spa
spa showers, cocktail showers and cookor a favorite destination like South Beach relax and enjoy yourself. The bride will
ing showers.
Internet photo
or Sonoma. Otherwise, you can rent out have more fun if you do, too.
But fear not, bridesmaids. You need- There are plenty of financial — and fun
a great restaurant, a loft space or a tentn't go broke, and these days many moth- — options to planning a bridal shower.
pavilion.
ed
ers and relatives are chipping in. Whatand find
site
another
or
orcom
winespectat
ever your budget, the key is to create an
out about the best wines under $12," sugevent that's personal, memorable for the
gests Sharon Naylor, author of 27 wedbade and enjoyable for the guests.
ding planning books, including "The UltiBe sure to check the guest list with
Bridal Shower Idea Book."
the bride, and nail down everyone's finan- mate
is really hot for budget plan"Sangria
one
so
no
cial obligations ahead of time
says.
she
ners,"
is stuck with a massive credit card bill.
"The Sweetest Place Around"
No room in your apartment for a party?
Then comes the fun part. Experts offer
hotel
or
restaurant
a
Naylor suggests finding
these tips for any budget:
with a brunch buffet and a private room.
CHEAP
pay $12 and you have access to a
"You
If you have a tight budget, keep it at
buffet."
home. And Roney says an e-mail invitaOr simply pick a favorite bar and have
acceptable.
perfectly
tion or e-vite is
meet there. That works espeeveryone
"Even grandmas have e-mail addressfor co-ed showers, Roney says.
well
cially
es these days. You might just have to
For favors, try small bags of chocoremind them to check."
or potted plants and herbs from the
Then it's time to roll up your sleeves. late
store. Those can be $4 or $5.
grocery
You can keep the decorations simple by
-RANGE
MID
forgetting about streamers and balloons.
Print a beautiful invitation from your
Different varieties of flowers in the same
computer, or order a batch from a
color will give the party a pulled-togeth- home
site like VistaPrint.com.
er look, Roney says. Ask each brides- Web
you have a shower at home, order
If
maid to bring vases from home.
t To Packicah
from a grocery or discount store
platters
Call For Free Consultation
"Just picking one element will make
ethin
specializes
Tnney
who
or find a caterer
it look very designed," she says.
Church
food; it tends to be cheaper.
Rd
For the menu, you can go potluck or nic
it off where they're going on
"Play
Custom Cake Design
Hunt Rd
make a simple brunch of fritattas, bread
their honeymoon," Roney says. "It'll still
and salad with edible flowers.
For All Occasions
feel like it has a lot of flair."
Otherwise, schedule the party in the
with
Otherwise, check out restaurants
afternoon, when no one expects much
rooms. If your bride has a wedprivate
food. Or have a late evening dessert and
ding coordinator, see if he or she offers
cocktail party.
shower packages.
"You don't have to skip liquor. Go on
"It's not that expenSive, Nut 'it's a way
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What's all thefuss about? It's cake!
By TRESA ERICKSON
your
You've attended countless weddings in the past six months, and now that
cakeown is coming up, you're starting to rethink certain aspects, in particular, the
cutting ceremony.
cut
At every wedding you have attended thus far, the bride and groom have
of the
the cake, shared a piece, posed for a picture, and that's that. What is all
fuss about?
Is it even worth scheduling a time for you and the groom to cut the cake?
Why not spend more time on the dance floor and let the caterers cut and serve
the cake?
Well, although it may not be as well known now, there is a significance of the
cake-cutting ceremony.
As far back as Roman times, cake has been part of weddings. The first wedding cakes were made of barley or wheat and resembled loaves. The groom would
Guests
eat part of the loaf and then break the remainder over his bride's head.
would scramble to get to the crumbs, which symbolized fertility.
buns,
In Medieval times, the barley or wheat cake evolved into small sweet
which were stacked into a large pile in front of the bride and groom. The couple
be
would then attempt to kiss over the pile, and if they succeeded, there would
many children in their future.
By the late 19th century, wedding cakes had become very popular and today
take center stage at most wedding receptions. Traditionally, the cake-cutting ceremony is the first task that the bride and groom perform together as husband and
wife. It is a symbol of their unity. The bride cuts the first piece with help from
comthe groom. She then feeds the groom, and he feeds her. This symbolizes their
mitment to provide for one another.
Cutting the cake together unifies the couple and feeding each other symbolizes
their commitment. Who knew? There is a purpose to the whole cake-cutting cera
emony, after all, other than shoving it into each other's mouth and making for
humorous picture.
If you enjoy the symbolism of the ceremony, then you may want to include
It in your ceremony. If you still think that there is little point to it, then go ahead

Internet photo
Cutting the wedding cake has a lot of significance and tradition.
and skip it and stay on the dance floor.
Don't be surprised, though, if your decision raises a few eyebrows.
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